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SPACE TECHNOLOGIES

AND THE WAR IN IRAQ
Prof. Petar Getsov
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academlt of sciences
Abstract
The paper presents a description of the application of aerospace technologies
during the war in lraq. The specific instrumentation used, by the USi ancJ its allies in the
field of communication, navigation, and control of weapons and. ammunition to schedule
war activities is presented. Conclusions are made on the ever growing application of space
technologies in modent wars and their impact on the
fficiency of deiision-making it ro,

times,

State- or pdvate-owned space instrumentation provided coalition
troops in Iraq with data of unprecedented scale and quality, required to
control military activitios at all levels.
This armada of space instrumentation comprises navigation,

communication, and meteorological satellites, as well as satellites for

remote sensing of the Earth from space (Fig.1) tll.
Navigational provision during the war was supplied by the global
navigation system, Navstar GPS, owned by the space leadership of the usA
Military Air Force. It uses 28 satellites to provide all types of troops with
precise data about the objects' location and speed of movement, and time.
The system works steadily, owing to the continuously maintained
number of satellites within the group and the continuous replacement of the
GPS2A satellites for satellites of the Gps2B and GpS2F type, belonging
accordingly to the third and fourth satellite generation, and featuring greatei
fidelity, precision, and mobility. A typic al charucteristic of theirs is their
nuclear explosion operative identification system, furrrished with optical
devices and registration sensors for X-ray and electromagnetic emissions.
The major advantages of the Navstar Gps, providing for its wide
implementation during the Iraqi military operation, are the ftilowing: high
on-line identification precision of user's 3D coordinates and velocity ,r"itor;

global operation zone; independence of Gps precision characteristics
on
time, weather, or flight height (Fig.z);unlimiied system admissibiliry
and
user on-board equipment screening during operation; high protection
level
against jamming and relatively low number of system receivers; multipurposefulness providing to solve not only navigational, but a large
class of
other military problems as well.
The Navstar signals are captured by the receivers of both mobile
and stationary control instrumentation, thus enhancing greatly military
decision-taking and implementation processes for various-lwelled
staff anLi
even for soldiers.
Moreover, the signals obtained by the GpS system are used to

control high-precision weapons, including controlled ammunition and
rockets (Fig. 1). By comparing the trajectory parameters assigned
to them
with current on-line parameters, control signais are formed, iuhi"h jointly
with the signals from the correlation system, comparing preset surface and
relief images with the area's thermal map, provio. tolit the targets
with
great precision.
The coalition troops used a remarkably great number of images of
Iraqi territory and battlefield. To this end, as a rule, private comfanies
(IKONOS, SPOT, QUICKBIRD erc.) are widely used.
Depending on the troops' needs, image taking is scheduied and the
ordered images are obtained, which are then p.o""rr.d by dedicated
software and submitted for use.
The lkonos satellite flies along a solar-synchronous orbit,
providing images featuring resolution of 4 meters for the coloured
ones and
1 meter for the black-and-white ones, whereas the spot satellite features
a
couple of operating spectral ranges, providing spectrai-range images,
as well
as an infrared channel.
These satellites feature a smaller resolution than military space
reconnaissance satellites, but provide to form stereo-images. Based
on
experience from previous wars, this type of satellites is used to plan
war
activities, inclusive of dealing brows on some particular objects.
spot's advantage is that it is furnished with standard on-line data
transmission equipment, which relieves data access for military users.
Quick Bird provides images featuring resolution of 0.5-1.25 nr
within the panchromatic range and,2-5 m withinihe multi-spe cr.;al range 4
ranges within the visible and infrared range, The georeference
error of the obtained images following special ground-based processing
constitutes no more than 15 m (3o).
6

Fig.2
The quantity and intensity of supplied space data (reconnaissance
or other) to the appropriate ground-based centers is much greater than it was
with all previous war conflicts (Fig.3) [2]. There are several reasons for this:
- the requirement of the USA and its allies for overall space

provision of the high-precision instrumentation
ammunition:

and

-

the requirement to provide for harmonization of the actions of
the various forces and institutions of the coalition paftners,

located at great distance from each other.
Since the time the usA and their allies dealt their first blows, major
importance has been attributed to the USA military optical-electronic
leconnaiss ance satellites, ffN- 1 1, and radio-location reconnais sance
satellites, Lacrosse.
The RN-LL (11=300+1000

km; T = 97,5 min) satellites perform
detailed optical-electronic reconnaissance. Survey opticalelectronic reconnaissance is accomplished within a band of 1250+2500 km
with resolution of a couple of meters, and detailed optical-electronic
reconnaissance is accomplished for some specific regions sized,2r8xZ,8 km
at nadir and 8r2x23,3 km along the band's edges with resolution of up to 15
cm. This type of satellites provides digital images of the area both within
the visible and the infrared tange, the latter being successfully used to
survey

or

monitor various objects at night. The obtained images are then transmitted
on-line from the on-board equipment via retranslating satellites to groundbased centers where they are processed.

Fig.3

The Lacrosse (H = 660+700 km; T = 98 min) satellite performs
radio-location reconnaissance using an on-board RLS with synthesizerl
aperture, providing to monitor various objects at night or in cloudy weather
with great resolution (0,6-3 m), comparable to the resolution of the opticalelectronic equipment. with viewing band width of 1000 km, the
width is 20-40 km. using rhis satellite makes it possible to identify "urrg.
undL
various conditions armoured tanks or cars, artillery weapons, parked
airplanes, antr-atcraft rocket complexes, and camouflaged, but radiolocation-contrast targets, inclusive of targets located under camouflage
networks. The obtained images are transmitted nearly on-line via a TDRS
retranslating satellite to a ground-based centre to identify the targets for
the USA airplanes, the Tomahawk and Cruise flying rockets.
Alongside with optical-electronic and radio-location reconnaissance,
the USA are using on a wide scale satellites intended for radio-technical and
radio reconnaissance, designed under the Magnum, orion, Ferret-D,
Trumpet, and vortex programs. They are flying along various earth orbits,
inclusive of geostationary ones, and account for about 80vo of the usA
reconnaissance satellites. During the war conflict, these satellites, in
complex with receiving stations, retranslating satellites, and data processing
centers, revealed the changes occurring in operative-tactical circumstances
with periodicity of 1-2 hours. Based on data supplied by them, the use of
various destruction weapons or radio-electronic j amming instrumentation
for various-putpose objects was scheduled.
The radio-location stations of the Iraqi anti-aircraft defence were
controlled by the allies using the Trumper satellites, flying along highlyelliptic orbits at heights of 500-3900 km, and the Ferret-D satellites flying
in pairs along circular orbits (H=700+800 km). The enlisted advantages
mean that in cloudy or smoky conditions, or some other camouflaging of the
targets, the coalition's aviation used controlled aviation ammunitions,
whose correction was supplied by the Navstar GpS. The major user of this
controlled armament during the Iraqi military operations was the B-2A Spirit
strategic bomber. It delivers successfully 16 pieces of IDAM cassette 907kg planning aviobombs (versions GBU-29 and GBU-30) with inerrial
control system and GPS correction. These bombs were also delivered by the
B-52N bombers. The target-hitting precision was of the order of 10-15 m.
A similar system complex featuring the same precision was
accomplished by the usA deck fighters F/A-lsc rrornet, using
experimental specimen of the controlled aviation bomb cassettes a GM-154.
10

The global Navstar GPS provided for flight control of the sea-based
Tomahawk flying rockets and the cruise rockets delivered by the B-52N
strategic bombers, whereas the deviation from the scheduled targets lied
, also within the range of 10-15 m.
It should be noted that the targeting systems of the strategic
bombers B-18 and B-52N are supplied with built-in GpS-receivers, which
makes it possible to deliver effectively 227-kg or 454-kg free-falling bombs
onto area targets.
The strategic-, operative- and tactic-level control of the usA forces
and missiles during the Iraqi operation was provided for by communication
satellites. The various users obtain data from the DSCS system, from
retranslating satellites with various destination and functional relations with
other satellite systems, as well as from the Skynet (Great Britain) and uFo
(USA) satellites.
The optic-electronic reconnaissance sateilites, obtaining images from
the visibie and the infialed spectrllm, have monitorecJ targets with plausible
physical characteristics, which were further scheduled to be hit bv rocket or
aviation equipment.
using the USA early-warning system satellites, DSp, data about
the start of the Iraqi Scud operative-tactical rockets was collected providing
for their destroyal by the Patriot anti-aircraft rocket complex.
The changing atmospheric conditions forced into using a
substantial number of meteorological satellites during the operation. They
(military earth satellites Block-5D2 of the DMSp system, meteorological
satellites "NOAA" (Fig.a) and Meteo'sat) provided data about the status
and change of synoptic circumstances in the region of military activities
with periodicity of t hour" Judging the data about cloud cover
provided by the BIock-5D2 satellites, it was decided which satellites fit best
for optical-electronic reconnaissance (military or civil).
Summarizing the foregoing, it could be concluded:
1. Space systems and reconnaissance, navigation, communication,
and meteorological provision instrumentation are essential to providing
information superiority in modern military conflicts.
2. The Navstar GPS ensures great accuracy of navigation, carrier
and destroying instrumentation's launch, if the latter are provided with
adequate receiving-indicating equipment.
The system's operation for the needs of aviation and flying rockets does not
depend on meteorological conditions, daytime, relief characteristics, or

11

t2

flight height. It should be noted down, however, that during the last
war in Iraq, certain cases of GpS signals' disturbance and substantial
deviations of the controlled objects were observed, which calls for
desisn of

supplementing protection.
3. The armies of the countries, which do not have their own space
systems or instrumentation and do not use these to provide
for war
activities, are lagging dramatically behind and have no chances
with
possible military conflicts.
4. The analysis of the space instrumentation used by the NATO and

usA troops du'ing the wars in the persian Gulf, the Republic of
Yugoslavia, and Afghanistan evidence of a persisting tendency for
introduction of space reconnaissance, intercommunication, navigation
and
rescue instrumentation to provide for the troops' military actions,
reaching
as far as the technical lever. It reveals the potentials of using
strategil
reconnaissance instrumentation at the tactical level in the conditions
of iocal
conflicts, which complies with the requirements for provision of the national
security of each individual country.
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30 YEARS

BULGARIAN EQUIPMENT IN SPACE

'Tania lvanova, Svetlana Sapunova, Ivan Dandolov
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract
The

first Bulgarian

space device for ionosphere plasma parameter measurement was launchecJ
onboard the satellite Intercosmos-B on December 1, 1972. Launching ,successfitlly its own scientific
equipment in outer space Bu.lgaricL becante )8"' "space counlrv" on the l.isl oJ th.e tJnited Ncftiotts
Celebrating the 30tt'aruziversary of this historicalyear, Bulgarian engi.neers can repot't. large actit,ity
and achievements basically in the fields of Space Physics, Remote Sensing and Space Technology.
The history of Bulgarian developments of space scientific equipment dates since 1969 when a
Group of Space Physics at Bulgarian Academy of Sciences was established. It continued successfully
after this group grew into the Central Laboratory for Space Research in 1975 and the Space Research
Institute in 1987. Bulgarian researchers participated successfully in the "Intercosmos" Program,
developing equipment and carrying out experiments onboard the satellites "Intercosmos - 8, 12, 14,
19" and the geophysical rockets "vertical - 3, 4, 6, 7, 10". T'he scientific programs and equipment for
the flight of the first (1979) and the second (1985) Bulgarian cosmonauts were entirely designed by
Bulgarian scientists. Two satellites were launched in 1981 with Bulgarian scientific equipment for
ionosphere-magnetosphere measurements and remote sensing of the Earth. Bulgarian scientists also
participated successfully in international programs such as VENUS-HALLEY (1985), PHOBOS
(1988), AKTIVEN (1989), APEX (1990) and INTEBALL (1995-96). Special attention is paid to the
recent achievements of Bulgarian scientists in the field of Space Biology and Medicine onboard the
MIR Orbital Station and the new International Space Station.

l.Introduction
Bulgarian participation in space research began at the time when the first
satellite of the Earth was launched. By the end of l95l Bulgarian Astronautical
Society was established. Under an agreement of 1967, eminent scientists from
Eastern Europe, Cuba and Mongolia signed a complex program for international
collaboration in space research and peaceful use of outer space, known as the
"Intercosmos" Program. According tci this program the countries could take part in
space research in their favorite field of study with their own scientific
instrumentation using free-of-charge the Russian spacecraft (satellites, rockets, etc.)
and launching facilities. The main scientific trends within the "Intercosmos" ProEram

t4

are

in the fields of Space physics,

Space Meteorology, Space communications,
Space Biology and Medicine and Remote Sensing oiirr" parth.
Some Bulgaria'
scientists headed by acad,. L. Krustanov and acad. K.
Serafimov took part in the:
establishment of the "rntercosmos" Program and the otganization
of Bulgarian space
activity in it - the National Committee fbr Space Resealh was
founded in 196g. The
Group of Space Physics (GSP) at Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences presidium was
created in 1969 with the first scientific team dealing entirely
with space research and
technology development [1].
2. First Steps and the First
in the 70s
Bulgarian space era started
es in the field of Space
Physics. The ionosphere is an atmosphe
importance for the near
spa:e because even life on the Earth depends on it. The
Earth gets from the Sun the
fe, But together with its iife_giving
ys, ultraviolet and corpuscular rays.
c importance is to study how the Sun
nvironment i.e. to determine the concrete
forms of the solar-terrestriar connections and interactions.

The first Bulgarian space probe device, named p-1, was raunched
onboard the satellite 66rntercos-o.-g,, on December 1, rg72. rt
was designed to
carry out direct measurements of space plasma parameters in the satellite,s
proximity' A cylindrical Langmuir probe (for measurement of electron
plasma

parameters such as electron density and temperature
distribution) and a spherical ion
trap (for measurement of ion plasma parameters ion concentration,
ternperatures,
mass composition and energy distribution) was mounted

-

on long rods projecting out

of the protective satellite cover. The hardware was developed Ly a team of young
engineers (s. chapkunov - at the hea l, T. Ivanova uno
na. petrunovaj, and
technicians (G. Karamishev and S. Lesseva), using mostly
Bulgarian electronic
components and materials. The equipment was of enough
nign quatity and passed
successfully all accepting tests (vibration, impact, tempJrature
and electromagnetic
tests, etc') required_for the equipment to be allowed lnboard.
After an extremely
exiting night start, filled with emotions for Bulgarian scientists
who had developed
the hardware, the "Intercosmos-g" satellite was launched
successfully into orbit.
sending in space its own scientific equipment Burgaria .urrt.J
rC";";; 1ist of
the "space countries", according to a convention aJopted by the United
Nations in
1968.

Along with the equipment, our hopes for successful entering of Bulgaria
in
the space era which involves the brightest prospects of mankind
for an all-round
development of our civilization fliea oft in^spaJe, too. In the past
30 years these
hopes were justified and Bulgarian scientists took active part
in many interesting'
15

proiects in almost all fields of space resealch. A second scientific line, "Remote
sensing of the F,arth", was created in the GSP in l9'14, dfuected by acad. D. Mishev
l1l
LL I'
The centlal Laboratory for space Research (CLSR), based on the GSp, was
established tn I915. Bulgarian scientists gained significant experience through their
investigations in the field of Space Physics and their successful participation in the

"Intercosmos" Program. A number of other Bulgarian instruments for clirect
ionosphere measurements were developed. The P-2 and P-3 instruments were
launched onboard the satellites "Intercosmos-LZ,14" and other modifications of this
equipment - onboard the heavy geophysical rockets "verticai-3 ,4,6,J, r0".In 1978,
along with the P-4 multipurpose probe instruments, the electrophotometer EMO-I
for investigation of the natural optical emissions flied onboard the Automated
Universal orbital Station (AUos) "Ionozond-Intercosmos-19". AUos is a heavy
spacecraft using solar (not only chemical) batteries. Scientists from some other
eastern countries participated in all these starts with their own instruments and the
equipment complex was larger and more informative - valuable information was
obtained about wide plasma spectrum and optical processes.
In the years that followed, an ever-growing number of Bulgarian scientists
and institutes joined in the affangement and impiementation of space experiments.
The scientific program and preparation for the flight of the ftrst Bulgarian
cosmonaut Georgi Ivanov were the most important and exciting event in our space
activity to the end of the 70th. Bulgaria became the 5th country in the world with its
own cosmonaut. The start took place on April 10, 1979 onboard the spacecraft
"Soyuz-33" with the participation of the Russian cosmonaut Nikolay
Rukavishnikov. The flight was exceptionally complicated and dramatic - the
spacecraft couldn't dock with the SOLYUT-6 Space Station due to breakdown in the
main engine. Even the return of the cosmonauts to Earth was under question!
The crew showed exceptional heroism, self-control and strength and they
proved experimentally, for the first time, that a spacecraft of the "Soyuz" type could
come safely back to Earth using a bailistic orbit. This inspired confidence in the
success of the future space flights. And the best proof was the recent flight of two
"space" tourists - Dennis Tito and Mark Shuttleworth on board of a spacecraft of the
same kind. The equipment developed by Bulgarian scientists for this flight ("Spectar15", "Duga", "Srsdets", "Vital") was used by the next crews but Bulgaria had all the
rights over the scientific results.

Activity and the Second Cosmonaut in
the 80s
One of the most significant Bulgarian scientific achievements in the field of
space research was the "Bulgaria-1300" Program carried out in 1981, in honor of the
3. Apogee of Bulgarian Space
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1300"' anniversary of the foundation of Bulgarian State. Two satellites were launched

for studying the ionosphere-pagnetosphere interaction and for remote investigation
of the Earth. The first satellite '6lntercosmos-Bulgaria-1300,, (IC-B-1300) was
entirely equipped with Bulgarian scientific instrumentation for research in the field
of Space Physics, This satellite was launched into olbit at a height of 900 km. The
program also included Remote Sensing of the Earth by Bulgarian scientific
instrumentation installed in the second satellite "Meteor-Prirodai' flying along a
Iower orbit (600 km). Both scientific complexes had remarkably long lifi - more than
3 years of perfect work in space.
Bulgarian scientists developed and produced a lot of instruments functioning
onboard the "IC-B-1300" such as instruments for measurement of energetic electron
and proton flows, the quasi-constant electric field and the low-frequency
electromagnetic field, the concentration and drift of plasma ion components, the ion
and electron concentration and temperature, the quasi-constant magnetic field, and
the flows of energetic ions. The data obtained was processed, analyled and used by
both Bulgarian and foreign specialists. The results concerned the structure and
dynamics of the ionosphere-magnetosphere plasma parameters and their interaction
with some ground-based phenomena - earthquakes, volcanoes, etc.
Using data from all the "Intercosmos" satellites, the global ionospheremagnetosphere connections and interactions were explored. The mechanisms
determining the concentration and temperature distribution and heterogeneity in the
ionosphere and thermosphere were studied,
After the "Bulgaria-1300" Program, Bulgarian scientists directed their efforts
to investigation of other planets of the Solar System. In 1984-86, Bulgarian scientists
together with Russia and France developed a multi-channel system that worker1
successfully onboard the VEGA Space Station and studied the glow of the Halley
comet tail under the VENUS-HALLEY project.
The video-spectrometric and navigation complex PHREGAT was develope<i
with the leading participation of Bulgarian scientists and mounted onboard the
PHOBOS-I, 2 Space Stations in 1988. Unique pictures of the MARS planet and its
satellite PHOBOS were obtained and after processing they were placed at the
disposal of other scientists in the world working in the planetary research area.
In 1987, the CLRS became Space Research Institute (SRI). The accumulated
expelience and sqientific knowledge helped Bulgarian scientists to develop the new
scientific "Shipka" Program for the flight of the second Bulgarian cosmonaut
Alexander Alexandrov. He was launched on board of "Soyuz-TM5" in 19gg in a
crew with the experienced Russian cosmonauts Anatoly Solovyov and Victor
Savinih. For this historical flight a wirJe scientific program and corresponding
equipment compiex for research in the field of space physics, remote sensing, spaco
biology and medicine, space materials and microgravity technology was developed,
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Dozens of scientific institutions in BAS and out of it with SRI as a leading institute
were involved in this project. Fifteen research devices and complexes, that continued

working onboard the MIR Orbital Station (OS) long after Bulgarian .flight
("LIULIN" and "SPECTAR-256"), were developed and. 49 scientific experirnents
were conducted. Detailed extensive research directed to study of fundamental
problems of the Space and its influence on man were carried out and extremely
interesting new data and results were obtained. The main Bulgarian equipment
developed on the "shipka" Program and its objective is shown on Table

1.

Table 1. The main Bulgarian scientific equipment developed for the flight of the second
Bulgarian cosmonaut Alexander Alexandrov on the "Shipka" Program in 1988
Equipment
..ROJEN"

..PARALAXZAGORKA''
..TERMA"
..SPECTAR-

255"
..ZORA''

..PLEVEN.B7"

Objective

An

astronomical complex

for identifying of

objects

1n

the celestial

sphere.

An image amplifier for recording of pictures of the polar oval small-scale
stlucture.
A pulse photometer for investigations of the natural optical emissions in
the Earth atmosphere.

A multi-channel spectrometric system for study of the spectral reflecting
chalacteristics of various natural anthropogenic formations on the Earth
surface.

A

computer system fbr acquisition and storage of information obtained
during complex psycho-physiological study of man in long-lasting

manned space flights.

A

computer system

for

psycho-physiological monitoring

of

the

cosmonauts status.

,.SAN-3"

A

..LIULIN"

physiological signals (electro-cardiogram and electro-encephalogram).
Space dosimetric complex equipment for investigations of the radiation

,,DOZA-8"

portable magnetic recorder

for

12-hour non-stop record of

environment.

An autonomous kit containing integral detectors
distribution of radiation doses.

for evaluation of

the

Another scientific line - "Space Biology and Medicine", developed in the framework
of the "Shipka" Program, establishing itself as a priority direction in Bulgarian space
research. Many scientific teams and institutions were involved there and the work
along this line became a tradition. They were invited to participate in recent
international projects in this field of Life Sciences.
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For example, very important experiments such as: "statokinetika" changes arising in the systems for movement
control during the critical period of adaptation, "potential" - to study the
state of the muscular fibers driving membranes and "Labirint" - to clear up
the phenomena of rise, progress and prophylaxis of the so-caled "space
disease" in order to raise the operator's working capacrty, were carried out
using the "zoRA" equipment. The methods used and scientific results
obtained were so good that Germany ordered alater "zoRA" modification,
called Neurolab-B, used widely onboard the MIR OS in the 90s.
The dynamics of high-energy fluxes and space radiation doses in
Earth radiation belts depending on the Solar and magnetic activity level
were investigated in the period 1988-1994 using the "LYULIN" dosimeter
radiometer. The data provides to investigate the inner magnetosphere
variations. The variations of the Galactic Cosmic Ray fluxes and doses were
investigated as well. Long-term global investigations of the MIR os
radiation environment in quiet and solar proton event conditions were used
for building up a new experimental model. The model provides to evaluate
the risk of cosmic ray exposure in long-term manned space missions and
was used for prediction of the expected doses and fluxes on the International

to study the dynamics of

Space Station (ISS).

4. Recent Achievements in the 90s of the 20th Century
The main space activity on research projects was centralized, at
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences - SRI and the Solar-Terrestrial Influences
Laboratory (srIL), detached from the SR.I in 1990. After closing the
"Intercosmos" Ptogram in 1991, the major part of the international scientific
activity was organrzed based on bilateral coilaboration with external
financial support. Accounting for the interdisciplinary nature of space
research and its significance for the national priorities in the field of
ecology, agriculture, cornmunication and national security, the
Interinstitutional Committee on Space Issues at the Council of Ministers of

Bulgaria was established and a National space Program was elaborated.
The big international space projects with the participation of
Bulgarian scientists in the fields of space Biology and Medicine (SVET
Space Greenhouse and Neurolab-B) for MIR os and Space physics
("Interball" Project) were successfully carried out till 2000 and they
completed with unique results"
The first SVET Space Greenhouse (SG) is an automated system
for precise measurement and control of the environmental parameters for
higher plant growth under microgravity. Plants could be a major link of the
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future Biological Life Support Systems (BLSS), providing the crew with
food and oxygen during iong-term manned space missions. svET sG was
developed and produced in the SRI (patent is issued), and the deveiopment
was funded in whole by Bulgarian Government
[3].
The SVET SG was launched onboard the crystal module on a
Bulgarian-Russian project and docked to rhe MIR os on June
10. 1990. A
series of total 680 days of successful plant space experiments was conducted
in the svET SG facility under different scilntific progru-, (,,Intercosmos,,
and MIR-NASA) during the period 1990-2000
t4l. A few months before
MIR os plunged into the pacific (March 23, 2o0r),4 species of different
lettuce^crops were grown in the svET SG and tasted for the first time
by the

last. 28tn crew.

unique and very important results in the field of Fundamental
Gravitational Biology were obtained during the plant flight experiments in
the svET sG. It was proven that the lack of grivity is not an obstacle for
normal plant development in space. Reiteration of the full life cycle of plant
growth was achieved (second generation wheat seeds were prodused;. It
becarne clear that plants could be successfully used in the future BLSS
t5l.
Another recent project developed by a SRI engineering team in the
field of Space Medicine is the Neurolab-B system for monitoring the
astronaut psycho-physiological status. Neurolab-B was successfully
iaunched from the Baikonur Space Center onboard the ,,Spectur', module to
the MIR os on Apr17 22, 1996 and. was immediately operational. NeurolabB was developed in cooperation with the German space Agency and the
Russian Space Agency.
The Neurolab-B complex was adapted to work in hospitals and
clinics on Earth. A small-sized multi-channel Holter system was designed
for recording some physiological parameters: electro-"uidiog.u-, breathing,
blood pressure, temperature etc. The system has been successfully tested in
EngJish clinics.
Bulgarian scientists have been participating successfully in the
"Interball" International space program, in the tieta of solar-terrestrial
physics. The program was aimed at direct study of the plasma processes in
the Earth magnetosphere. The "rnterball" project includes two main
satellites launched in orbit in 1995 and, L996, accordingly, each one
having a sub-satellite. The first of them is the Magnetosphere probe
launched at a very high orbit, 200 thousands of kilometeri in apogee, which
was used to study the interaction between the magnetosphere and the solar
wind. The second satellite, the so-called Auroral probe, was launched at the
20

height of 20 thousands of kilometers above the polar areas and
used to study
the polar caps and polar ionosphere.
Bulgarian scientists from STIL and SRI developed seven scientific
instruments such as AMEI-2 - an ion rnass and energy inalyzer,IMAp-3
-a
magnetic field meter, uvslps - a ultra-violet scanning spectrometer
and

- an electric field meter for supporting i series of space
experiments. Both satellites transmitted unique oata for
the measured
parameters till the end of 2000 and this data is
present
at
processed and
analyzed by scientists from over 20 countries participating
in itre project.
As an active participant in the "Interball" project iulgarif was
a host
of the International Scientific, symposium, held" through coSpAR
in
Fiebruary 2002 to mark the 20'h anniversary of the project.
120 scientists
from all over the worid took part in it to discuss on the experimental
results.
KEM-3

5. Future prospects for the 21't century
Bulgarian engineers are developing a new generation of equipment
for scientific experiments and investigatibns onboard the ISS during the
next 10-15 years of thg 2l't century. A n"* concept for the svET
Space
Greenhouse, based on Bulgarian experience and ,,kn^ow-how',,
is devel6ped
in the sRI. Using the physiological parameter measurement data the
controller evaiuates the plant status and performs adaptive environmental
control - "stress-free" plant growth and optimal experimental results
under
the condition of microgravity [6].
Modifications of the LyULIN device on the "shipka" program,
developed in the srIL, will be raunched on board the ISS for assessment
of
crew radiation risks [7]. Lyulin-5 is an active dosimetric telescope
designed
for measurement of the in-depth distribution of space radiation doses in
a
human platform on the Russian Segment of the ISS (a part
of the
international project MATROSHKA-R). Another Bulgarian instrument
the Radiation Risks Radiometer - Dosimeter (R3D) *ill *"urore
the solar
radiation and cosmic ionizing radiation in the EXposE facility (ESA
project) that will be attached to the external platform of the
ISS.
Nowadays, Bulgarian scientists, whose achievements are well known
and acknowledged, are welcome partners for different international projects.
In addition to the development of equipment for bio-medical research
onboard the ISS, Bulgarian scientists tule part in the space programs
relating to other priority scientific directions Space physics,
Remote
Sensing of the Earth, and Space Material science. The recent
SRI activity is
mainiy in the European level projects, like IMAGE 2000, osNET,
cosrAction 283, including FP5 participation and Fp6 proposals. The scientific
21

research results are published in monographs and hundreds
scientific journals in Bulgaria and abroad.

of papers in
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Fig.1
Fig.

Fig.2.

A team of the Space Physics Group - BAS, which has designed the first Bulgarian
probe space unit, P-1, with its Head, Dipl. Eng. Stefan Chapkunov (above, in the middle)
and his associates Tanya Ivanova (below), Mariya Petrunova (above, on the left), and
1

Georgi Karamishev. Upon its launch on-board the "Intercosmoc-8" satellite on December
l,1972, Bulgaria became the 18s space country on the [lN's ranking list.
Fig.2. The "Intercosmos-Bulgaria-1300" satellite launched in 1981 on the occasion of the
1300h anniversary of the foundation of the Bulgarian State was furnished entirely with
Bulgarian research equipment intended for studies in the field of space physics. Jointly with
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the Russian coordinator, G.L.Gdalevich, fi'om SRI-AS USSR, the leading researchers
of the
probe units, P6-IL and P7-zL, Katya Georgieva, Tanya Ivanova, and Sve=tlana
Sapunova
(from left to tight) from the CLSR-BAS are shown.
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IOAI4HI{ EbJIIAPCKAAIlApATypA B KOCMOCA
T aun IrI e auo e a, C e emn

aH

a

C anyH o e a,

I'I e au,[ au d on o e

Pegroue

flrpnuxr 6r,rrapcxu KocMvqecKrr npz6op 3a r43MepBaHe Ha rrapaMerpr{re
na ftouocQepHara rIJI€BMa 6ene uscrp errflH Ha 6op4a ttu
"ZHreprocrvroc-

8" Ha 1 4eneurpz 1972 r. tr4scrpennafiKu ycnerxHo"rrir""oa
cBor co6creeua HayqHa
arraparypa B KocMr{qecKoro npocrpaHcrBo Brnrapzx craua 1g-ra ..KocMuqecKa
4rpxana" B paHr-Jll{crara Ha OOH, rlecrnaitxu 3O-ra tonurrrHr{Ha or rut3ri
I4CTOpIIqecKa rara 6r'lrapcxure I{HXeHepI{ orqr4Tar pa3HocrpaHna
4efinocr z
rocrl{i(eHA-s' ocHoBHo

v3cJIeABaHZf,

14

e o6racrra Ha KocMl{rlecrcara Qz:uKa,

Ar4craHrIrroHHI4Te

KOCMI4IIeCKrZTe TexHoJrofl{r4.

r4ctopuxra Ha 6rnrapcxure paspa6orxu Ha KocMr,rqecKa HayqHa
or 1969 r., Kofaro 6eure oqronana fpyna no su:zxa Ha
Kocn'roca xrru EAH. Tr npo4uxr{ ycnerrrHo cneA Karo ra3r,r rpyla npepacHa B
I-{eHrpanua na6oparopz,r 3a KocMrrqec*rr rr3cneABaHnfl upe: 1975 r. u ytr4iuuryr
3a KocMI{qecKIl Il3cneABaHI4.[ rlpe3 1987 r. Er,nrapcrure ri3cJreAoBarerv yqacrBaxa
ycnelrHo B nporpaMara "trlHrepKocMoc", paspa60rnafirn arrapurypa pI
ocblllecrBtlBafrru ercneplrMeHTlr na 6op4a Ha crrtTHrrr{ure "Llurepxoctuoc-8,
12,14, 79" kr Ha reoQusuvHzre paKerrr ,,Beprzral-3,4,6,.1 ,10,,. Hayuuara
nporpaMa Lr ailaparypara 3a rrorrera Ha rrbpBr{r (rg7g r.) L\ BTopvfl (1gBB r.)
6rnrapcxlz KocMoHaBT 6xxa nsg'''to pa:pa6oreHr{ or 6rnrapcru yueHu,
{na
crrbrHuKa c 6rnrapcra HayqHa araparypa 3a fioHoc$epuz-vrarunroc$epnu
I{3MepBaHrr[ I{ AI{craHIInoHHLI ri3cJre4Balanfl, Ha 3ena-f,ra 6xxa uscrpeJrtrHr4 npe3
arraparypa narupa

r. Ernrapcxure y-rreHv yqacrBaxa yclerxHo A B Me)r(AyHapoAHt4 npofpaMr4
BEHEPA-XANEIZ (1985 r.), OOEOC (tr988 r.), AKTIIBEH
iiESE r.;,
AIIEKC (1990 r.) z tr4HTEPEon e995-96 r,). cneqzarrHo BHrzMaHze e o6rpnaro
Ha nocJre.qHr4Te rrocrrr)KeHufl Ha 6urapcrzre yrreHv s o6racrra KocMzqecKara
6uonorr.s r{ MeAr{rlrrHa ua 6op4a na OC MLIp uHoBara MKC.
1981
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THE INFLUENCE OF SOME SPECIFIC TYPES OF
INSTABILITY ON STR.UCTURE FORMATIONS
IN ACCRETION DISCS
D. Andreeva, L. Filipov, M. Dimitrova
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract
When we investigate the dffirent structures in accretion flows, we reveal the
relation between the generation of a certain type of instability and the arising of a structure
formation mechanism, when all required conditions are ayailable.Here, we shall consicler
the effect of some instabilities and the formations generated by them.

Magnetohydrodynamical instabilities
a) Balbus-Hawley instability
There are places in hydrodynamical flows, where the velocity field
changes abruptly (the shock fronts). In these places, as a result of the
differential rotation of the parts of the flow with great differences in density
and velocity, conditions are generated for magnetic shear instability, which
is known as Balbus-Hawley instability. In the presence of a magnetic field,
destabilization effect of the differentially rotating flows is available, and this
instability is the mechanism generating flow turbulence [7].

b) Kelvin - Helmholtz instability
This instability acts on the boundary of two fluid flows, which in our
case could be the two parts of an accretion flow. If the boundary is weakly
perturbed, velocities increase and at different densities, the following
instability condition is derived:

(1) P,P,(0,-r,)k)'

<(p,* p,)(p,- p,)k^s

where v, and v2 are the velocities of two flows
and p, , pz are their densities.
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The relation between frequency ro and wave vector k^ is given by
the dispersion relation [4]:

(2)

The Kelvin - Helmholtz instability is generated when the expression
in the square brackets of the above relation is negative and there is a
difference in the two flows' velocities. In the presence of this instability,
undulations are formed at the boundary; as a result of this, with further
progressing of this instability, vortices are formed.

Other instabilities
The generation of structures in accretion discs is caused not only by
magnetohydrodynamical instability. In the fluid media of accretion discs,
conditions for other types of instabilities are observed,
a) Turing

instability

In some systems, the coupling between two transport processes
generates instability mechanism. Then the development of this instability is
determined by the difference of the diffusion coefficients along the different
directions of the transport acting there [1].
The diffusion coefficient participates in the reaction-diffusion
equation, which has the following standard form [2]:

(2) €=r(c)*
dt

Dv2c

where the first term in the right-hand side is reaction and the second

is diffusion. D is the diffusion coefficient (or matrix of the transport

coefficient), C - aconcentration of matter.
The reaction-diffusion systems are a manifestation of spatial or
temporal patterns if they arc far from thermo-dynamical equilibrium lzl,
which is an important condition for dissipative structures' formation tSl. An
key aspect of all application of the reaction-diffusion equation, such as
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partial differential equation, is this simple combination of reaction and
diffusion in the righrhand side of the equation.
Then, taking into account the condition for Turing instability, the

reaction-diffusion equation takes the form:

(3) 9=otrl +D.y:+D.,ry
^dx.
dl
'dy.
This difference between the diffusion coefficients of the two
components is the necessary restriction for generation of Turing instability
l2l.
This assertion can be derived by the following representations and
transformations.
The accretion disc is considered as a hydro-dynamical system and is
described by hydro-dynamical equations [3].
First, this is the continuity equation, which expresses mass conservation:

/n\ dP */ \
t+)
^ + Y.lpy)=Q
dt
-

The conservation of momentum for each gas element is represented
by Euler equation:

(s) p4*pv.Yv=-YP+F
dt

where for both equations, the quantities p,v,p,F are respectively:
density, velocity, prossure and a certain force.
Let us present the motion equation for viscous fluid (Navier-Stokes
eq.) in cylindricai coordinates. Because averaging takes place along the zdirection, we shall express all derivatives in the terms of the coordinates

(r,cp):
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Here

v is kinematic viscosity, v,

and,

v,

are the two velocity

components.

The energy transfer equation can be represented as follows:

(e)
where

1

*L pr'

*(ir' * o,).1(+*'

+ p€

+")"1= r

v

-y

F*n

- the kinetic energy per unit volume,

pe - internal

or thermal energy per unit volume.
The last term in the square brackets represents the so-called pressure

work.
On the right-hand side:
F*n - the radiative flux vector;

-

.F*a - expresses the rate at which radiant energy is being lost by
emission, or increased by absorption.
In an accretion disc we consider the transport of "vortical" function
or vorticity, which may be denoted by Y . This term is provided by vortical
equation [5]:
Y

(10)

o'o
f3 * o.o)
\d/
)p

=o

which is obtained combining the rotation of the momentum equation
Y = V x il and eq. (10) yields:

and the continuity equation. Thus,

(11)

tav+v.(Yt).l
ll1=f
'JP
LdI
r

We express this equation in cylindrical coordinates in terms of the
r,cp again:
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(rz) t Q5*u,

l!=
p f

dt

(13)
Here,

.

aY.,

aY." Y." Av Y,Y,
L dt
^o
l1=
^-i_+V,--::-I
dr r' d(p
"

/

f

expresses the tlansport mechanism of the vortex or this is
the diffusion from eq. (3) and in our.consideration,
has the form: Dvry .

/

Taking into account vortical equation (11) and expressions (12) and
(13), the reaction-diffusion equation (3) takes the form
[g]:

(r4)
(1s)
rvhere

h

+=
ot
aY."

#=
ot
g

hV,rp)+D.vzv,
g(r,rp)+D,V2Y,

form: (y.v)v
Thus we obtain two equations with different diffusion coefficients.
and

arc the source functions, having the

expressed for both components.

The evidence that, in accretion discs, the necessary restriction for the
ratio between D, and D, to be not equal to unit confirms the possibility for
generation of ruring instability in this reaction-diffusion system.
Since these instabilities are the expression of a spatial pattern for the
bifurcation area, as a result of them, some structures may be fbrmed in the
disc, namely: vortical structures and the so-calred Rossby solitons.
The theory of the Turing structures is just one of a varietl, of such
mechanisms of pattern structures formation; here, we showed that this
mechanism holds for the hydro-dynlmical system of the accreticn disk.
But what do actually the Rossby vortices represent and which other
instabilities give rise to them.
b) Rossby instability

In studying a non-magnetized Keplerian accretion dipc, as a result of
non-axisymmetric perturbations, instability arises which generates Rossby
28

vofiices in non-linear limit. The presence of such vortices might be crucial
for the hydro-dynamical transport of angular momentum in accretion discs
t6l. A wave of non-linear Rossby vortices carries the mass and entropy
maximum inward, exciting further vortices, which transport the anguiar

momentum outward.

Here, we shall use again the cylindrical system of coordinate to
express the basic equations of a non-barotropic disc. We shall consider

surface density >(r)=

P(r)= [azp(r,z). rn.

and vertically integrated pressure
!aro(r,r)
-h

perturbed quantities of surface density, pressure and

-h

velocity are expressed as follows:

i=I
(16)

+52(r,Q,t)

F=P+6p(r,Qt)

-/
v =v+Ov\r,Q,t)

\

Thus, we obtain the equations for the perturbed disc:

(r7)

pl}'

where DlDt =010t * v.V and s =
is the entropy of the disc
matter, Here, the last eq. ( ) shows the isentropic behavior of the disc matter.
since this instability is related to the entropy behaviour, ultimately,

the so-called key function 91(r)= tt(r)S% Q) is derived, which has a
maximum or minimum. Then, instability is possible only provided
/ zt\
lnl ASzr I disappears at some

\/

r.
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Here, in the way described above, we obtain again the vortical equation in

the form:

(v.) -----_
v>xvp
=
, where Y. = f.V x y is the vorticity.
>'
-lDr\I )
D

|

For a barotropic flow the right-hand side of the equation is zero and each
fluid element conserves its specific vorticity.
In the opposite case, the term Vr X Vp * Vz x vs destroys this
conservation, providing the pressure force to generate vortices in the flow.

Comments
Here we have not mentioned all types of instabilities, which act in
accretion flow in general. Our aim was to show their reference to suuctures
formation in accretion discs. This was proven by analytical computation,
based on the major accretion disc equations and the relevant instability
expressions.
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ANALYSIS OF THE PRECISION OF GEORECTIFICATION
OF SATELLITE IMAGERY USING DISTRIBUTORY DATA
VS. GROUND-BASED GPS MEASUREMENTS
Nicola Georgiev, Svetlin Fotev, Avram Stoyanov
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract
The present work makes

a comparative analysis of the preci,sion of geometric
rectification (georectification) of satellite imagery using in parallel d.istributor cJata coordinates
of the central and corner pixels and high precision ground-based GPS rnea.surements.
This work is further step in the research of rectification problems that has been tnade
so far on satellite imagery by defining ground control points of (GCP) with GPS measurements
[2,3,4,7].
1.

Introduction and purpose of the research

Satellite data occupy an important place in various spheres of theory, practice, and

military activities. The modern state of satellite imagery provides real possibility
for large-scale mapping, upgrading of available maps, monitoring of the earth
cover and other practical and research objectives where it is necessary to
determine with high precision the mutual location among different discrete points
or contours in a given region 1I,2,3,4,5,6,7f .
To accomplish these objectives it is necessary to perform coordinate rectification
of the images of the identified ground control points (GCP) on satellite imagery
using GPS measurements. The distributor of the American-Israeli Gioup IAI/Core
of the "EROS" satellite shares the same opinion. At the conference organized.by
the Ministry of Defense in October 2001, when discussing these issues he
confirmed that defining the coordinates of the GP using GPS measurements
improves precision 3 to 4 times which in reality corresponds to the resolution of
the space imagery.
Various companies and corporations provide program support for solving this
problem. Here, it is of crucial importance to know the geometric characteristics of
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the different types of space imagery (scenes). Users have to bear in mind these
facts when choosing program packages for processing different types of scenes.
These issues are addressed in greater detail rn 12,5,6,71, and on the basis of the
performed research and analysis the following conclusion has been reached: mariy
users know that the bigger part of the available program products for imagery
processing are not able to handle geometric configurations.
Most often the worked out and classified satellite imagery is not a final product,
Raster aero and satellite imagery must be combined with other information
sources, either spatial (topographic and soil maps, vegetation, roads, numeric
models of the relief and others) or non-spatial (temperature, moisture of air and
soil) information or database. In a number of applications, the numeric analysis of
sateliite raster imagery is accomplished using supplementing information taken
from the vector data, on which GIS are based.
Aero and satellite imagery play an important role in monitoring the changes of the
land cover as a result of human activities or biophysical processes. In this case,
the time analysis requires using imageries received from different sources at
different periods of time.
From the above stated it can be concluded that a combination of different imagery
and maps from different sources and periods of time requires precise geometric
rectification and this is a process that has to be performed prior to integrating data
for mutual processing.
The present work makes & comparative analysis of the precision of geometric
recffication (georectification) of satellite imagery using in parallel distributor
data - coordinates of the central snd corner pixels and high precision groundbased GPS measurements.
This work is further step in the research of rectification problems that has been
made so far on satellite imagery by defining ground contrbl points of (GCP) with
GPS measurements f2,3, 4,71.

2.

Selection of analysis area and data

The area where the measurements were conducted lies in the north-east of
Plovdiv; it is presented on map lisr K-9-47-E (RAKovsKI), scale 1:50 000, 3d
edition, 1993, covering territory 20 x 20 nm. I was chosen because the satellite
picture was analyzed as a scene from SPOT 2 with the following parameters
given by the distributor - sPor-rMAGE, Toulouse, z2/03/rgg4. The GCp

coordinates were measured by a differential GPS, supplied by section "Laboratory
for Communication and Navigation Instrumentation". The equipment precision,
using basic transmitter ad accumulation time of 10 min for every measurement is
(0-5t0.2) m. This precision was completely sufficient for our purposes having in
mind:
33

o
o

The resolution of scanner HVR 2 in the spectral channels
The scale of the used map list
1:50 000

-

- pixel 20 x20 m

3.

Methodology
3.1. Coordinate rectification of satellite imagery using distributor
data
The georectification of the above-presented SPOT scene was made using the
program product ENVI, version 3.5, from ootober 2001. Three different
rectification methods: RST, polynomial and rriangular were applied. The
standard parameters from the rectification of these points are presented on Table
1. The comparison of the results from the three methods did not reveal anv
deviation in the coordinates of the chosen control points (Fig. 1).
Table 1. Rectification of the analyzed scene by distributor data
Map

Map

X

Y

mage

)

mage

)

Predict X

#l

326984

4616608

t+a
r-

306436

4712489

155.50

1.s0

155.5141

#3

364902

4698272

3163.50

1.50

#4
#5

2892s9

46s4854

1.50

3003.50

347721

4640642

3010.00

15'71.50

Predict

Error

Error

Y

X

Y

1502.50 rs77.4466 1501.8068

RMS

-0.0534

-0.6931 0.6852

1.6828

0.0141

0.1828

3163.5726

1,6640

0,0126

0.1640 0.1645

r.5121

3003.66sC

0.0127

0.1650

1.1655

3004.00 3010.0140 3004.1814 0.0140

0.1814

1.1

0.1834

819

Fig I. Fragment from satellite imagery after rectification using three different
methods - RST, Polynomial and Triangular.
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3.2. coordinate rectification of satelrite imagery using groundbased GPS measurements
Having in mind the similar lesults obtained when applying each of the geometric:
correction methods, the polynomial method was selected for rectification. Five o1
a total of ten measured GCPs were used (Fig, 2).

.Eq,

*tii!-:i.t!.:8..

-o

Fig. 2. Selection of GPS measured Gp

on Table 2, the standard parameters from the rectification of the measured ground
control points are presented.
Table

2. Rectification on the

analyzed scene based

on GCps from

Gps

measurement

Map

Map

X

Y

Predict

Error

Error

Y

X

Y

mage

mage

1580.89 1277.0451 1580.749C

?redict X

#1

3I

9550

4676116

1218.00

4.')
TL

318651

4614863

1

L'
ffJ

334736

4616472

1955,15

1416.50 1955.6258 r4t6.4811 -0.1242

#4
#5

321852

4613111

7310.25

1725.00 1310.6529 1125.0595 0.4029

321287

4619324

1269.51

t434.51 r210.t642 1434.6511 0.5942

-0.9s49 -0.1410

19s.89 I69L56 1195.9119 1681.5121 0,0819

RMS
0.9652

0.0r21

0.0828

-0.0183

0.1255

0.059s

0.4073

0.0877

0.6007
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3.3. Results assessment
To control the obtained results, a digitalized map list with scale 1:50000 was used.
The digitalizing of the map list was done on scanner 44. Before mosaicing of the

four images, geometric correction of the knots of the coordinate net

was

performed. This was done to avoid paper deformations or deformations that
might
appear during the scanning process.
The raster imagery of the digitalized map was mosaiced to the coordinates
of the
measured GCPs in the geographic projection of the rectified satellite image.
o The coincidence of the GCPs of the two imageries was controlled. The
difference in the positions of the GCPs from the two imageries was less than
2
pixels.

o

The coincidence of the selected triangulatory points from the map with the
respective satellite images was analyzed. The results are graphically presented
below.

of the GCp vs. their real coordinates on the
rectified satellite imagery by distributor data (geographicat
projection: UTM, WGS-84, Zone3irpixel l0 m)
3.3.1. Deviation

Tabte 3. GCP measurement and deviation from the real situation followins
rectification by distributor data.
GCP

The bridge after Shishmanci
Manolsko konare
Trangular point <Bokludsa>>
Dink
Skutare

Rakovski
Voevodino
{rangular point <Domuztepe>>
The bridge after Kalekovetc
Kalekovetc (173.7 / 52r.)
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feorpa$cr<a
ilMpUHa
42.2229515N
42.2121323N
42.2495707N
42.3194826N
42.1904t48N
42.299063rN
42.2049088N
42.2785440N
42.2456617N
42.2217887N

feorpa$cra
AT'JIXI4HA

fperura

B rro3.

,m

24.99752078

90

24.9510037F.

110

2495593238
24.79936658
24.84252168
24.97355798
24.80326048
24.87519308
24.83378948
24.81372408

120
95
100
105
95

r20
115

110

Fig. 3. Ground controi points: Skutare village and Kalekovetc village (level
/2yrs.), accordingly. The circles identify the points with coordinates equal
to the coordinates of the GCPs. The beginning of the coordinate system points to
the real location of these points on the imagery following rectification by
distributor data.
713.7

3.3.2. The deviation of the GCPs location defined using Gps vs. their
real location on the rectified satellite imagery is less than I pixel (Fig.
4, a, b, c, d). The imagery is in projection: UTM, WGS-g4, Zone 35,
Pixel 10 m.

a)

GCP "Pereseto", 176.0
West of Stlyama Vil

c) TT "Ploska Mogila"
East of Gen. Nikolaevo Villase

b) TT "Mezartepe"
Norlh of Izgrev quarter

d) TT 154.0
East of Sadovo village

5t

Fig. 4, Rectification of satellite imagery by 5 GCp, GpS measured on the ground.
The circle (0) marks the location of the selected triangulatory point on GpS
measurement and the triangle (A) marks the location of the triangulatory point on
the ground.

4. Conclusion

We would like to mention here that due the fact that satellite imagery with
resolution of 1 m (from the type "IKoNos", "ERos - A and B" ,.euick Bird")
was not available, we were forced to experiment with scene from Spor -2.
In spite of this the results of the GPS measured GCPs feature 4 times higher

precision compared with the results submitted by the distributor.
Apart from these requirements, in our opinion, it is necessary to take
into consideration the following:
' The changes in the scale coefficient and the relief in the various directions of
the scene when rectifying the imagery;
o Using the earth (referent) ellipsoid as projection plane;
o The ellipsoid's heights;
' Applying strict methods for dataprocessing and of result assessment.
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AH,dJII,I3 HA TOqHOCTTA IIA IEOMETPI4qHOTO
IIPI4B b P3BAHE HA K O C MI{qE C KI4TE I43 OE PA}KEHI,I'I fI O
AAHHI,I OT AOCTABqIIKA CIIPflMO GPS I{3MEPBAHI4fl
Hurcona leopeuee, Ceemnuu @omee, Aepau Cmoauoe
I.Iucmumym sa RocMultecKu l/Isctredeauun EAH

-

PesroNre

cerauruoro

cbcroflHue Ha KocMrrr{ecKr4Te u:o6paxeHu fl AaBa peairHa
Bb3Mo)nHocr 3a eApoMarla6Ho KaprorpasvpaHe, o6HoBJreHrie Ha
cbrrlecrByBarqu

KaprLI, MoHIlTopI4Hr
I43CJIEAOBATEJICKH

Ha 3eMHoro loKprrrrre u Apyrkl

npaKTuqecKz

ur

I]CNN, IIPKI KOIITO C UEO6XO4ZMO AA CC TOCTIIIAT BI{COKII
TOqHOcrri IIpu onpeAeJrrHe B3aT4MHOTO pA3nonoxeHve Me](,qy
orAeJrHr4 Ar{CKperHr4
TOrrKr.r unr{ KoHTypr4 B onpeAeJleH perr4oH[1
,2,3,4,5,6,7 I.

I{elra Ha Hacro.silIara pa6ora 6e Aa cpaBHr4 rorrHocrra Ha
reoMerpr4qHoro rrpr4Bbp3BaHe (reoperrz@uraquxra) Ha careJr[THr{Te
u3oopaxeHrr-rr c r{3rroJr3BaHprre, or eAHa crpaHa Ha
ra.H:f{LT or 4ncr-pu6yropa, a
or Apyra, Ha Brzcororoqsu GpS rz3MepBaHr4.s Bbpxy repeHa.
He:anuczuo or roBa. qe o.sxMe rrpr4HyAeHr4 eKorrepr4MeHTr4Te AA

[poBeAeM c:bc cueHa

or

SPOT

- 2,

noryireHr.rre pe3yJrrarv, cJreI Karo ce

I43Bbprrrzxa GPS vsvepBaHkttr Ha ugenru@uqvpaHLrre OT or
repeHa, ca c 3 - 4
rl:brl4 rlo-roJleMl4 ToqHocr, B cpaBHeHlze c npeAocraBeHl{Te pe3ynrarr4 or
AOCTaBqr.{Ka.
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PHOTOELECTRIC CURRENT FROM THE SURFACE OF'
THE 6'INTERKOSMOS BUI,GARIA 1300" SATELLITE
Stefan Chapkunov,

Nikolai Bankov, Ventzislav Markov

Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract
Based on the information obtained from measurement of electron and ion density
onboard the satellite, cases of evidently increasing electron density during the transition
from shadow to sunlight are obserued. Compared to the almost iclinticat electron ancl ion

density

in the

interpreted as

a

other parts

of the satellites orbit this increase of elecnon current

is

photo curcent.

1. Introduction
An investigation canied out during the first

scientific rocket
experiments [1, 2l shows that the photoemission-generated photo current
amounts approximately to 10-o-10-' Ncm'. Similar values are obtained from
theoretical calculations [3], producing an approximate photo current of
2,5J}-e Ncm2 with surface poiential nJar 0 V.
The study is based on the probe measurements made onboard the
"Interkosmos Bulgaria 1 300" satellite.

2,

Equipment description
This study is based on data for electron temperature and density from
the device P7, and ion density from the device p6, as well as the probesatellite potential difference measured by the device IESP. The value of the
probe-satellite potential difference is calculated based on data obtained from
the Langmuir probe (device P7) in the way described in t5l.
Ion density is estimated based of the data from the three-electrode
spherical ion trap (device P6), whose external grid is under "floating
potential".
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One of the sensors of the device IESP that measured electrical field is used
as a base: the potential difference between the probe and the satellite bodv
is
measured continuously.
Below are shown the results from the measurements of a couple of
selected satellite or.bits.
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In Fig.l are presented the results from the measurement of the following

parametors along orbit No.583:
1- Ion density; 2-electron density; 3- potential difference between the probe

and the satellite body, calculated from the volt-ampere characteristics
(device P7);4- potential difference between the probe and the satellite body,
measured directly (device IESP).

The dark line in the lower part of Fig.1 corresponds to "shadow', i.e.
the orbit is partially in shadow. The shapes of the two densities are identical
except for the points of transition from "sun" to ,,shadow,' and vice versa.
This is true almost whenever the condition of electro neutrality of satellitesurrounding plasma is fulfilled.
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In Fig.2 are shown the same parameters. The difference is that (No.4g4) in
this case, the satellite is completely in the "sun". It may be seen that, in this
case, the curves of both concentrations match. with transition from
"shadow" to "sun" significant increase in electron density is observed.
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on Fig.3 is sown case of transition of the satellite from dark to sun paft
of the orbit No.231. It is visible that at a transition between two areas,
electron density visible accrues in comparison with ion density, and in
the rest part of the orbit both densities are with the same order.
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In Fig.4 are shown the same parameters for orbit No.3g6. In this case the
transition from "shadow" to "sun" results in a jump in electron density
compared to ion currents. The value of these parameters for (Fig.l and
Fig.2) is about 0,5.103 cm -3 for both cases.
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In Fig.5 are shown the values of these parameters for orbit No.4021.
Electron and ion density have almost the same value independently
from the two transitions from shadow to sun and vice versa.
In contrast to the cases from Fig.3 and Fig.4, the curves indicating the
behavior of the potential difference between the satellite bodv and the
sensor, have value about 0 volts.
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4,

Conclusions
The analysis of the presented observations shows that:
. It is observed increasing (with jump) of the electron density in
the order of 0,5.10'cm-' when the potential difference sensorbody is positive through the satellite's transition from dark to

o
o

sun along the orbit. This phenomenon is attributed to
photocurrent.
The phenomenon "photocurrent is not observed when the
potential difference between the sensor and the body of the
satellite is negative,

The equalization of the electron and ion density after the
'Jump" defined as a photocurrent is probabry caused by the

next rise in ion density. As was explained above, the outer gricl
of the three - electrode ion trap (device p6) is isolate from the
body and did not influence on the photoelectrons.
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Abstract

During the past 30 years, ion drift measurements were a very powerful way to
study the Earth's ionosphere dynamics in the context of the Sun-Earth reiation- proceises.
Here, we propose a combined use of Time-Of-Flight reflectron as a part of the midified Ion
Drift Meter (IDM) sensor to obtain valuable mass-spectra and ram ion speed in pa-rallel to
the IDM transverse ion drift velocity measurements. This in fact could red.uce the
measuring technique to a single-sensor IDM/ToF rnass-spectrometer.

INTRODUCTION
In situ ion drift measurements in the Earth's ionosphere by means of

ion probes onboard the satellites, proceed under the baslc assumption that
ion thermal speed is small enough in comparison to the satellite velocity,
which is almost well satisfied within the entire F-region. S.p. Korolev was
the first to propose ion sensors as a part of the ballistic missile ansular
orientation system in earlier 60's [11. This measuring technique upp"urEd to
be sensitive to the ionospheric ion drift motion, which causes i spurious
output signal to the orientation system. Ion drift measurements were
proposed as an input current balance method of a double planar ion probe
mounted away from the satellite velocity vector on the cosMos-184
satellite [2]. An improved techniques by means of a Retarding potential
Analyzer (RPA) and IDM for ram and transverse ion drift measurements
was used on the Atmosphere Explorer c,D,E satellites t3l. It was shown by
the authors that ram drift component could be calculated after a fitting
procedure of the current-to-voltage curve from the RPA sensor if additionai
mass-spectrometer information about the present ion species is available.
Also, the current ratio offset from the opposite collector pairs of the IDM
sensor is proportional to the value of the transverse yaw (horizontal) and
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pitch (vertical) ion drift velocity components. Later, this method was
successfully used on the Dynamics Explorer'-B, San Marco, DMSP,
RocsAT etc. satellites. on the Intercosmos "Bulgaria-1300" (rcB-1300)
satellite IDM/RPA sensors for ion drift velocity measurements were
similarly used at heights of 800km to 1000km t4l. At these heights, the
ICB-1300 satellite passed almost beneath, through or higher than o+a{+

transition level. In result, the evaluation of the ram velocity from the RpA
current-to-voltage curve becomes difficult in the presence of only two major
species (predominant o+ ions at daylight and H*/rIe* ions at nighQ without
relevant mass-spectrometric data. For the same reason, the IDM output was
affected by the presence of light ions at around midnight local times
[51.
During an active experiment mission on the Intercosmos 24-',ACTIVE"
satellite, a modified IDM sensor with five collector segments as RpA
(central collector) and IDM (two side collector pairs) for simultaneous
measurement of both components were used [6]. Fast wide dynamic range
measurements of ion drift by Digital Ion Drift Merer (DrDM) on the
CHAMP satellite were made [7]. The DIDM consists of a pin hole camera
type of sensors with 2D view of input ion flow projection on positionsensitive micro-channel plate (MCP) detector for determination of X/Y shilt
of count rate maximum due to the presence of ionospheric ion drift
component. The sensitivity and accuracy of the method depend on the exact
determination of the main count rate maximum position observed on the 2D
camera view. At present, it is commonly accepted to use RpA for ram drift
component and the IDM for transverse velocity components because of their
high accuracy and sufficient sensitivity. One of the important uncertainties
of this measuring technique is addressed to the time/space discrepancy
between the time resolution of RPA and IDM, accordingly. yaw and pitci
ion drift velocities could be measured with relatively high temporal
resolution with IDM instrument limited only by the level of the input
current flow. Ram ion drift velocity couid be calculated from RpA currentto-voltage curves taken only a few times per second because of thr>
limitation of narrow bandwidth and accuracy at low input current levels
when high retarding voltage is applied. Here, we propose a combination of
an IDM sensor used on therC-24 satellite [6] with a ToF mass-reflectron as
a mass-spectra./ion drift sensor with relatively high time/space resolution for
both ram and transverse ion drift velocity components. The central collector:
of the IDM [6] could be also used as a duct sensor for ion density
irregularities observation and in-flight calibration with the same time
resolution. The expected advantages of the proposed method could be:
summarized as follows:
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o
o
o
o

Fast mass-spectrometry of the ionospheric ions with high mass
resolution
Direct estimation of ram ion drift velocity and satellite skin
potential
Fast ion drift measurement of both ram and transverse velocity
components

High resolution measurements of ion density irresularities for
different ion species

ToF mass-reflectron is a well-known instrument for laboratory laser massspectrometry applications with impulsive ion source. Its simple construction
and relatively good mass resolution make it quite convenient for satellite
application [8,9].

I}ASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE MBTHOD
In the Earth's ionosphere, at the height above the bottom side Fregion, where ion-neutral collision frequency becomes small enough
compared to ion gyro frequency, ions and electrons drift together
perpendicularly to the external electric field E and the Earth's magnetic
"
field B with drift velocity: Va=ExB/B2
Following [3], in a frame of reference moving with the satellite's velocity
V.o,, the main task to measure v6 could be divided in two stages, measuring
the perpendicular (Var) andram (Vail) components in respect to
v,o,. while the measuring technique of v6ris fuily described in [3], here we
will present a mole detailed view on the proposed time-of-flight method of
ramion drift Va1 measurements. If we assume satellite skin potential
IJ.21=0v, in a satellite frame of reference ionospheric ions have a ram kinetic
energy E1=m1(v5* +Y61)2/2 where m1 is the ion
-us of the different ion
species. We assume ram drift velocity equal for different ion species which
means pure electrodynamics drift motion. Let us consider the main steps
from RPA toward roF measurement of the vafl trig.1(a) shows an example
of the expected current-to-voltage curve of a classic RpA sensor for
H*,He+,o+ and No+ ions (other ionipecies are omitted for simplicity). The
c-v curve is an integral characteristic of the different ion energy
distribution functions in the satellite frame of reference. The positive ram
velocity Vall augments the energy of every ion species to the higher energies
and vice versa, the negative V4l1 reduces ion energy of every ion species in a
proportional to mi way. The satellite skin potential IJ.4 shifts the entire c-v
_separately
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curve in the energy frame of reference, not changing the relative distance
between mass peaks. The corresponding plasma parameters could be found
by means of the least square technique used to fit the c-v curve of RpA for
ion density N1, ion mass rni, ion temperature T1, ram ion drift v6;; and
satellite potential lJrus. An accurate solution of this task could be obtained
with the support of mass-spectrometer data for the density of the present ion
species [3]. on panel (b) of Fig.1, we show a sketch of ion energy
distribution functions alrearly shown on panel (a) in corresponding gray
scale amplitudes against the relative thermal velocity distribution function
for each ion species around vi = (v,u, + va||) under the assumption Ur* Qy
=
(Y- axis on the right-hand side of the panei). At a given ion temperature T1
light ions, decreasing by a factor of
illustrated on the righrhand side of the
nd NO+ ions. Obviously, in this case
d when different ions enter the sensor
e format, panel (c) of Fig.1 shows the
fferent ion species in case ofnegative
an acceleration with short negative
y shift of the peak in thermal velocity
onal to the ion mass number as
e. Ion speed decreases

with ion mass

e TOF mass spectrum after impulse

accelelation is shown on the right-hand side of the panel for the expected
mass resolution limited by the thermal spread of the different ion species.
Better results could be obtained with higher negative amplitude of u, but
this will decrease significantly flight time for the ions at fixed distance. The
accurate estimation of the Uo" amplitude and optimal flight distance gives
provides an opportunity for mass separation with moderate mass resolution.
Mass resolution at low-mass numbers is very sensitive to the value of
acceierating potential u. At least two ion species presented in the massspectrum should be available to calculate u and vi. The main problem is to
evaluate the exact position of the mass peak for low ion mass numbers
because of the large thermal velocity spread occurring in this part of the
spectrum. The shape of the peaks depends on the flight time spread around
the central value !, which corresponds to the ion velocity thermal spread (i
=
1,n number of observed mass peaks). considerably better mass resolution
could be achieved by time andlor space focusing of the ions. As it was
mentioned above, we suggest linear ToF mass reflectron to be used as
mass-spectrometer section with relativeiy good mass-resolution for accurate
mass peak position observation. Fig. 1(d) represents the expected changes in
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mass resolution when the ToF mass-reflectron is used for flight time
focusing of the different ions accelerated with the negative Uo. impulse at
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the moment to. The lefrhand side Y-axis of the panei shows the relative
flight time for different ions after to. Mass peaks become na.rrow, because of
the used time compensation for different ions inside the reflectron flight
space (faster ions with equal mass fly at longer distances than slower ones)
[8]. Ram ion drift Va1 shifts mass peaks toward shorter (Vail>0) or larger
(Vail<0) flight times. The changes in satellite skin potential (U,", <0) affect
the relative distance between the peaks while added ion speed becomes
proportional to r/(ze(uu.+u,u1)/m1). To obtain vi and u, let us consider that
two ion species are observed in the mass spectrum. If we assume L to be the
ions flight distance we can write for the two observed ion species:

(1)

(Llt12=Yi2+2eIJlmi1 (Llt)2=Yi2+2elJlmo

These equations (1) could be solved together fbr V;=(V,u,+Vall) and
{J=(Uru1+Uu.). With accurate attitude information for Vror and amplitude of
IJu" ? correct value for V611 and IJro, could be found, More than two
registered ion mass peaks will increase the accuracy of measurement. In
conclusion, if we neglect Tt measurements, TOF reflectron massspectrometry could be an effective method for ram drift velocity
measurements.

INSTRUMENTATION
The space application of the measuring technique of TOFiIDM mass
reflectron proposed here could be achieved as flight instrument limited by
the followins factors:
Input iol flow Ni.Vrul at ionospheric hei^ghts- varies approximately
from 108-1012 (particles.s-t ."rn') for 102-106 cm-3 of ambient ion
density. Input modulation of this flow reduces it from 10r to 10s
possible counts during mass spectrum registration. In addition, the
transparency of the whole system and the effectiveness of the MCP
registration could reduce this count rateby a factor ofabout 10-50.
A maximum count rate for the MCP registration module of up to
1O8counts/s becomes the absolute upper limit of about 5.103 counts
per mass-spectrum, if the mechanical and electrical parameters of
the TOF section refer to a 50us maximum flisht time. It is more
realistic to assume l-2J03.
The direct solar UV inadiance and the high-energy particles impact
cause background noise in the MCP module. High quality optical
trap for UV and shielded MCP module have to be used.
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The combined influence of these factors decreases the threshold level
sensitivity for single mass-spectrum registration. To expand the dynamical
characteristics of the instrument, an accumulation of the counts for
repetitive mass-spectra registration and/or a parallel current mode for MCp
could be used,
A sketch of the possible solution for mechanical design of the sensor is
shown in Fig.2. As it can be seen from the side view of the instrument. the
X-axis is aligned along the satellite velocity vector V.u,. On the upper part of
level A-A, the schematic configuration of the IDM sensor with five
collector segments is shown. A square input aperture is used to collimate
input ion flow before reaching the collector's iurface. Grounded grids G1
and Gz provide field-free drift space inside the IDM sensor. The input ion
flow enters drift space with an angular offset frorn the X-axis duJ to the
transverse ion drift component. In result, measured current ratio from
opposite collector pairs C1lC: is a proportional production of the arrival
angle of input ion flow in the X-y plane (cz and ca are not seen). Grid G:
could be grounded or slightly positive to prevent the light ions from
reaching the coilectors in the special IDM mode [5]. Suppresser grid G+ has
constant negative potential to minimize the photoemission current from the
collector surface. A central coilector Cs with adjacent segments could be
used for fast total ion current measurements and absolute in-flight
calibration of the ToF mass-spectrometer [6]. In the middle of the c5, alJng
the X-axis, an axial input hole for the ToF section is made. Now let us
considel the ToF section operation. A smali part of the input ion flow enters
the ToF section through input modulator G5. The ToF iection consists of
two major stages: free field (Ge, Gr) drift space with length L and reflectron
section with length d. Gs grid is under positive potential u,. chevron type
clual micro channel plates with a central hole are used for incident ion
detection. The TOF section is continuously connected to a negative potential
IJ- where u,n((uo. (fig.3), while modulator G5 is continuously under uu"
potential. If we assume IJu"=-lQy the single mass spectrum duration is about
50ps if L+d is about 0.25m.
At moment to, the ions enter G5 volume, accelerated with energy of
10ev in addition to their ram.energy in the satellite frame of reference
tfig.3l. After some time t*oa to the end of mass registration, we close switch
swl of G5 modulator to u- and the rest oi incoming ions will be
accelerated to energy of about eu*. During this time, a portion of ions from
the internal volume of the modulator will enter the TOF section, accelerated
only to the energy of 10ev. within the next 50us the ToF ion mass
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spectrum of this portion is registered on MCp. If we accept having 100
registered points on the spectrum, a 500ns count window for MCp has to be
used. To minimize time spread of input ion impulse within the registration
period of 50ps, the ToF section potential is settled to u-<<uu". During ion
mass spectra registration of the input ion pulse with E,=1gev, ions entering
the TOF section will be accelerated to energy Ei-=eIJ-. These particles fly
through the ToF section with energy sufficient enough to overcome the
positive potential u,- applied to Gs (Er->> eu.). This type of modulation
permits us to have in less than i00ns, ion pulses available for ToF massspectrometry. In parallel, registration of mass spectra in current mode of
operation for an MCP with fast ADC registration boosts the actual output
dynamics and sensitivity of the method. Similar modulation technique has
been used for the energy-mass analyser KSANI on the rc-24 satellite [6].
To pfevent the influence of incident solar ultraviolet radiation, UV light
traps have to be used to minimize scattered uv before reaching the MCp
module. Suppresser grid Ge with small negative potential prevents the
photoemission electrons emitted from the light trap section to reach the
MCP sensor. single ion mass ToF spectra registration could be repeated an
appropriate number of times to optimize threshold sensitivity level. An
adaptive algorithm to input ion flow parameters could be used to provide for
flexible characteristics of the instrument and onboard data processing.
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CONCLUSION
The most important reason to evaluate the IDM/TOF measuring
technique proposed here is to combine high-speed IDM transverse ion drift
measurement with the high-speed performance of Time-of-Flight massspectrometry. The main objectives could be as follows:
With an appropriate operation mode for TOF section it is possible to
provide 1+10ms (20+200 shots) measuring time for a single massspectrum same as IDM opportunities
The simplicity of equations (1) suppose onboard processing of the
mi, Vdll and Usat
The MCP sensor with centered hole combined with mass-reflectron
section provides a good opportunity to prevent incident ions or UV
radiation from reaching the registration module
Continuous measurements of ion density irregularities by IDM could
be successfully used for in-flight calibration of the massspecrometer

J-
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T43MEPBAHE HA itouuusApErz(D B rZoHoc@EpATA C
KI3IIOJI3BAHE HA PE}ITPIM BPEME 34 fIPEJII4TAHE
JLEarurcoe u A.Bacuneea

PesroN{e

flpes rocneAHr4Te 30 roAuHll

t43MepBaHa flTa Ha itou.rrus,ApefiO 6.qxa l4noro
MOrrIeH HaquH 3aLByqaBaHe Ha [vtHal/,],1.Kara Ha 3eMHara fionoc$epa
n
KOHTEKCTA HA NPOqECI4TE HA CJI:bHT{EBO-3EMHI.ITC 83AIIMOACfi
CrSVq, B

Hacrorq ar a p a6 0t a Hrr e np eAnararra e rolr 614 Hr4p aHo r43rIO Jr3 B aHe Ha
eneKrpocrarzven peQneKrpoH c BpeMe sa npenHraHe (Time of FlightToF), Karo qacr or ir.ro4rz0zrlr4paH fiouen apefi$ruerrp (Ion Drift Meter rDM) 3a eAHoBpeMeHFro oilpeAenqHe KaKTo Ha napanen Hara rar<a v Ha
HanperrHara cKopocr uaft,outtnx Apefio. Toea Ha rrpaKTr4Ka 6a naorno
4a
CBEAE I43MEPBATEJIHATA METOAUKA
AO II3IION3BAHCTO HA EAI4H O6rU AAr'IZr

TOF/IDM.
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Abstruct
The paper is dedicated to the problem for selection of passive noise coryelation
function form and the influence of antenna scanning on the improvement factor assessments
of moving target indication systems in smoothly scanning rad,ars.

Analysis
The design methodology of modern scanning radars is mainly
directed to the problem of moving targets' effective detection. A number of
fundamental monographs (see [rl, l2], t3l, t4l) and apersistently increasing
number of papers are devoted to the theory and design of moving target
indication (MTD systems. Lately, permanent scientific interest in the
problem is being witnessed.
An MTI system consisrs of (cf. Fig.l): phase detector (FD) wirh a
noise phase correction device (NPCD), rejection filter (RF) and integrator
(accumulator) with a threshold device.
The system's main unit is RF that plays a centrar role in interperiod
processing. RF increases the signal-to-noise ratio and decorrelates noise in
the compensation process.
The improvement factor v is to be regarded as a universal quality
index for the MTI systems [3]. The improvement factor y also characterizes
the quality of RF. The improvement factor v is defined as a ratio of the

-'Research supported
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ratios of the signal's averuge powers and noise in the RF's output and input,
accordingly:

(1)

,=F!,)*.
(r-, /p*)r'
*"

where @, trr)"u, and @,,rr)*
the output and input power ratios
averaged by all target velocities.
we discuss problems affecting the value of the RF factor v of the
MTI systems in smoothly scanning raclars, which are insufficiently
highlighted in literature, namely: the selection of the interperiod corelation
function form of passive noise and the influence of antenna beam scanning.
Different authors are unanimous on the possibility for the form of the
fluctuation interperiod correlation function to be approximately presented
by an exponent (cf. [2], [6]):

(3)
where

,{, ="*p(-1r - 4Al,
ru .)
\.

er

is the correlation time of the passive noise fluctuations. while
other authors (cf. [1], [3], [7], [S]) recommend an approximation by a
Gaussian curve:
(4)

^, ( z-)'
rii=exp-lk-L
" l.
\

ru)

When the form of the correlation function is taken to be of form (3),
the optimal RF consists of a device carrying out a one-time overperiod

subtraction (oToPS) with attenuation in the holding channel that
corresponds to the coefficient of the noise interperiod correlation (cf. l2l,
t4t).
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when using Gaussian correlation function, the RF structure that
provides an optimal compensation is known only in a particular case
rN ) 1 and is coming to a oroPS with maximal frequency rate m= L-r,
where L is the number of pulses in the package (see [2], [4]).
In coherent-pulse radars with frequency repetition ( F, ) of the order
of hundreds of Hz to units of kHz, orops implementation devices with
different frequency rates m are widely applied as RFs. At that, the value of v
in the output is:
m+lm+l

V_

(s)

Ik=l Il=l CktC't (-1)o*' ,-i(r'-t)(tv-o,) ri,,
m+lnt+l

LE,k-t
tt=t

C,;t (-t)o+t

l=t

where

cfir

and,

clr

are

"-i(tc-t)(t,r-^d

binomial coefficients, (Av

r{t

- L,cp) and, (Lrr -

Lrp)

are Doppler phase accumulation

for the signal and the noise during the
tadar's time To. Making a correlation of the noise phase Doppler shift
Le = LV = Q owT p, the denominator in (5) takes real value components.
comparative assessment of v for two utmost forms is to be made
under one and the same noise correlation time. i.e.

(6)

j"-'a,=\u-F"'d,,.

oor_

The condition is fulfilled at p

(7)

_V-4ro
,',, = r-T
und

={ . W"obtain:
_(

,iG,,

=

"t;\'(lk-4r,1"

"-lT

)l '- )

.

A diagram of the RF factor v at m = 1,2, and 3 for the exponential
and Gaussian approximation is given in Fig.2 (see v"*o and. vo). when
increasing the RF elements number, the obtained computed y value for the
Gaussian form is larger by 20 to 50 dB in comparison with the exponential
one, all other conditions being equal. This fact could be attributed to the
singularity of the Gaussian random processes.
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considering from the physical point of view the rear form of the
interperiod correlation function should be a compromise between two
utmost forms. The experimental study (cf. t9l, l10l) has shown that the
correlation function is decreasing according to the dependence

- 4(D

o"

exponentially-parabolic function of the following type conesponds to the
conditions mentioned:

(

(8)

r(r)=(t+ ur)e o, =lr+

\

ult<

r \ -atr-rta
- 4= V ' ',r
rN

.

)

The condition for spectrum identification for the exponential and
Gaussian functions is fulfilled for the value b = 2.
The curves coffesponding the to RF factor v dependences for
exponentially-parabolic form are also shown in Fig.2 at oropS frequency
rate m = 7,2, and 3 (cf. vnr). In this case, computed y values take
intermediate position being closer to those for Gaussian approximation and
have to be considered as the most likely ones.
one of the basic factors determining the value of the passive noise
interperiod correlation coefficient is the antenna motion while scanning (cf.
l2l, l3l, [7]). While scanning, a renovation of the elementary reflectors
composition takes place, so that their total number remains one and the
same at times / and r + t ,The biggel the t , the lower the succession.
When the antenna beam diagram is approximated by a Gaussian
curve, the comesponding correlation function can be presented as foliows:
( 6nr^"
r
-151ttal

(e)

where

rn(T

n)=e

\

I

"o's

'/

,

reflects the radar antenna revolutions per minute,
Taking into account the reflectors' chaotic shift and the lenovation
because of diagram scanning, as well as the independency of those two
physical processes, the background correlation function can be presented as:
(10)
ruo,o(r) = r* (r).rn(r) .
ry

Further on, an exponentially-parabolic approximation expression
like (8) will be used when anaryzing the influence of antenna beam diagram
scanning. Fig.3 shows the dependence of the v factor for two-star RF (z =
60

2),that has been calculated using the expression (5) for strong
and weak

(tn

(t* =l}ms)

=25ms) correlated noise at resolution velocities of

r7

= 3 and

min-r . For the sake of comparison, the maxim al attainable factor v values
with motionless anten na ate shown as well (r n o* r"o"h)
6

.

It is
decreasing

seen from the diagram in Fig.3 that antenna motion results in
ofthe v factor values. In this particular case, the decrease is 4 dB

at rl = 3min-i and 10 dB at r7 = 6min-r .
An averaged v factor is most often used in practice that is calculated
on the basis of expression (5). According to [3], the numerator in (5) is
changing by a constant coefficient, as follows: 1 for m = 7; 3 for m 2 and.
=
10 for rn = 3. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the averaged y factor of a twostar RF on passive noise correlation time for the cases of motionless and
moving antenna with r7 = 6 min-r.
The exponentially-palabolic form determines again an intermediate
position. when noise correlation time increases, scanning influence
increases as well. The latter can be explained by decorrelation and widening
of the noise spectrum.
Conclusion
The basic conclusion is that the advisable form of the passive noise
interperiod correlation function is the exponentiar-parabolic form.
The computed values for the improvement factor v of the order of
40-50 dB are in good coincidence with the data published for smoothly
scanning radars.
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BbPXy rr.fKotr [poEJrEMI4 HA PEAJITTSAIII4flTA
IIA rrHAIIr(AUr4OHHr4 CT4CTEMII C ABI4XTETTIA CE rIEJr
B PAAAPII C TJIMKO CKAIINPAHE *)
B. [avron, A.Kapauuuren
Llucmumym 3a KocMuuecrcu uscnednaHutr - EAH
PesroJ%.e

Crarusta e nocBereHa Ha

npo6nenaa

sa us6op na Sopuara

Ha

Kopenarl[oHHara Qyurqur Ha ilacuBHkrfl rxyM vr B[ruflHr4ero Ha cKaHr{paHero
Ha aHTeHara Bbpxy orleHKara Ha Qarropa Ha ycbBbprueHcrBaHe Ha
I'IHAI4KarI[OHHr4 Cr4CTeMr4 C ABrr]Kerrla ce qen B paI.apu c rnaAKo cKaHrrpaHe.
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THE IONOSPHERE PLASMA STRUCTURAL
PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION
BY A LANGMUIR CYLINDRICAL PROBE
ELIMINATING THE SPACECRAFT FLOATING
POTENTIAL INFLUENCE
Mariana Goushevat, plamen AngelovL, plamen Hristovl
Boyan Kiroy', Katya Georgieva2
t

Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
- Bulgarian Academy of sciences

'"solar-Terrestrial Influences Laboratory
Abstract

The paper presents an analysis of some problems due to the influence of the
spacecraft floating potential as well as the analyzing voltage at the ionosphere plasma

structural parameters investigation by cylindrical Langmuir probe. A computer sintulation
using a new high-precision method for periodical measuremint of the Langmuir cylindrical
probe floating potential when measuring the probe collector current is presented.
The
advantages of the presented method, which is suitable
for measurement of aU parts of the
V-A probe cltrve, are discussed.

1. Introduction
The spacecraft as a body submersed in piasma is electrost atically charged
under the influences of various kinds of currents. In the static state, the
spacecraft is charged to some balanced potential rp where the summary
current of the body is I I = 0 ill. es can vary within a wide range taking
positive or negative values because the body's surface is under the direct
impact of the charged particles sheams and electromagnetic radiation. The
changes of e" are a considerable source of errors as they distort the
measurements and sometimes make them impossible because the analyzing
contlol voltage u to the Langmuir cylindrical probe (CLp) electrodes is
passed in respect to rp".For this reason, three cases are possible:
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the measured culrent is positive: this means that rp is strongly
negative and U continues to be all the time negative compared to the
plasma.
1

2 - the measured current is negative: this means that 4r is shongly
positive and u continues to be all the time positive compared to the plasma.
In both cases there is no other possibility but to measure the
fluctuations of ion and electron density. In such cases we do not use linear
voltages but fixed ones to measure current fluctuations. This makes it possible
to measure quick density flucfuations having no information about electron
temperature.
3 - the measured current changes its sign: in this case, full analysis
of the plasma characteristics is possible.

2.

Space experiments results: some CLP measurement
problems

The satellite experiments continue to the end of the satellite's life and
the measurements are integral. This makes it possible, on the one hand, to
carry out scientific research and, on the othei hand, to perform statistical
analysis. An ideal V-A curve is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of three typical
parts [2]: a - ion saturation, 6 - electron retarding and e - electron
saturation.

The V-A curves from many experiments are shown in Figs. 2, 3
and 4.

Here, two problems can be formulated:
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strong influence of the W on the measurements;
U with constant amplitude and continuance.
In paper [3], the authors present a method for periodical measurement
and control of erb.
The method is practically based on two principles:
From time to time, 16-bit precision measurement and contror of
Qap for a zero probe current (testing cycle).
CLF electrodes control by (U - e"rp) at the time of the next
measuring cycle.

3.

CPL collector current measurement: algorithm and
computer simulation.

The structural graph of the cPL coilector current measurement
algorithm is shown in Fig.5. It includes a testing and a measurement cycle.
In the figure: Io - the current for the analyzing voltage lJ=ecrp 4y;
Ir and 12 - currents from the electron retarding part of the V-A curvef U1 and
u2 - corresponding voltages; cr , c2, c3, c4 - constants (determined by digital
experiments); U.turt , fl"nd,IJslop" - start, end and limits of U variations.
The next figures 6 (a-D show a computer simulation of the argorithm
operation.

Let plasma density at the start of operation be N1=\"-108

m-3,

plasma temperature T"-1000 K and ion mass Mi =16 a.m.u. (O+) where the
satellite's potential it eu - 0 v. In the beginning, we change u from
-8 v to
+8 V to detelmine ertp (Fig.6a). errpis determined on 0,25 V, so we change
U from (ea, - 4V) to (eao + 4V), i.e. from 4,25 V to +3,75 V (Fig.6b).
The ion current amplitude is used to determine the two levers of h u rz
whose corresponding voltages U1 and Uz will be measured. Now lJsturr=
4,25 V and IJ"n6= +1,28 V (Fig.6b, 6c). The parameters of the next U
(IJrto.t= -1V, IJ"n6 = +1.28V) already ensure an optimal result (Fig.6b, 6d)
and will be repeated unless plasma parameters are not changed critically.
Let the sateliite now enter into a region where plasma parameters
change suddenly: N =N" =10e m-3, Te=10000 K, Mi =1 (H*) and as aresult cp"ry
=3v. Naturally, u course will be determined as with the previous curves, i.e.
IJstart
- -1,0V, lJena = +1,28V (Fig. 6e). The algorithm again operates in the
same way: ion current is measured at lJrl*1, the two levels of currents Ir and Iz
are determined and the corresponding levels of U1 and rJz arc measured.
The parameters of the next U are computed: l]start =
-5,82y,IJend = +4,IIy.
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only

one step is enough to compute U, covering all three parts of the curves

(Fie.6f).

4.

Results and discussion

An algorithm and computer simulation are developed for:
a new high-precision method for rp,6 periodical measuremsnt and
control;
adaptive control of the cLP collector current measurement.
From future space experiments with CLp we expect:
periodic measurelnent of the highly-informative parameter (pcLp;
ultra sensitivity of the measurement tract;
no switching scales transition processes;
real V-A curves.
The use of active methods eliminates the necessity of physical
phenomena monitoring. So we consider that the presented solutioni, which
pertain to the passive methods, will be further developed and approved in
future. The cLP is included as an important component of the spACE
WEATHER program [4] at the International Space Station, where rry floats
within a wide range t 300 V.
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JII4MI,IHI{PAHE B JIIIfl IIIIE T O HA IIJIABAIItr l4f, IIO TEHIII,IAJI
HA KOCMI4TIECKI4'I AIIAPAT IIPN IBCJIEABAHE HA
CTPYKTYPHI4TE IIAPAME TPI,I HA fr OTTO C OEPHATA IIJIA3MA
c rItIJrI,IHApI4qHA COHIA HA JIEHIMTOIP
E

Mapunta lyuteeat, Ilnauen Aueenoel, Ifttanteu Xpucmoel
Eonu Kuport, Ko*o feopzueea2
' IrlncuEryr 3a KocMI4rIecKa Ir3cJIeA BaHvIfl.
' I-{enrp alua I a6op aro pvtr 3a crbHqeB o -3 eMHr4 B:ssAefi crez_f,
PesroDre

B nacroxrqara pa6ora ca a*arru3npanz npo6JreMr{Te or BJrr.rrHr4ero
Ha nJlaBarr{v{ noreHurran r{a KocMuqecKllfl, anapa-r H aHanvgvpaqoro
HANPEXEHLIE NPU II3CJIEABAHC HA CTPYKTYPHI4TE NAPAMETPI4 HA
fionoc0epnara rrJra3Ma c uunlrHApr'tqHa coHAa na Jlenruroap. flora3aHa e
KoMrIIoTBpHa cvMynar\Mfl' I43IIoJI3BarIa HoB BIrcoKoToqeH MeTo.[ 3a
NEPI4OAUITHO I,I3MEPBAHE HA IIJIABAI]II4.fl TOTEHUI4AJI HA IIUNUHAPI4LIHA COHAA

Ha Jlenrnaronp npu

r43MepBaHe Ha roKa or KoneKTopa Ha coHAara.
flucrcyrupaHtr ca npeuMyrqecrBara Ha rrperno)Ker{uq MeroA 3a r43MepBaHe
HA BCIZqKI4 YIIACTGIIU OT BOJIT-AMNEPHATA XAPAKTEPIZCTI4KA HA COHAATA,
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SIMPLE ADAPTIVE METHOD FOR USE OF
CYLINDRICAL LANGMUIR PROBE
IN A WIDE RANGE OF SATELLITE SKIN POTENTIAL
Bankov L.G.. Vassileva A.K.
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-

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract
Spacecrafi charging effects have been studied since the beginning of the first
satellite-borne experiments in space. Here, both skin and internal dielectric charging
effects are meant. The first high-altitude /lights showed that these effects could become of
great importance for the proper operation of onboard electronic equipment. In some cases,
satellite skin potential could reach relatively high levels, for example at geostationary
orbits. Completely new type of problems could appear when large bodies like manned
spacecrafis, space stcttions at docking procedures etc. have to operate for a lot'tg period on
orbit with high reliability of the onboard equipment for reason of crew safety. Here, we
propose very simple equipment for wide range me(Nurements of the satellite skin potential
using Langmuire probe in a special operation mode.

INTRODUCTION
The skin potential of the charged body in space depends on the
balance of the inflow and outflow cuffents to its surface. The physical
characteristics of the surrounding plasma and the different materials of the
surface have considerable input to this balance.Large bodies in space like
manned spacecrafts, space stations or large geostationary satellites can form
significant potential drops between different parts of their constructions.
Very often this could be a problem for onboard electronics and/or other
charge-sensitive devices. A simple solution could be a distributed system for
skin potential measurement and control sensors spread on the surface of the
spacecraft unit. Here, the proposed Langmuir probe for spacecraft skin
potential measurements is working close to a zeto detection system mode,
which simplifies the measuring techniques and onboard electronics.

10

INSTRUMENTATION
The cylindrical Langmuir probe (cl.p) is a very extensively used
instrument for electron density N", electron temperature T. and sateilite skin
potential lJrol measurements because of its simplicity and relatively high
accuracy 17,2,31. Here, we will discuss the basic aspects of the CLp
application for ionospheric plasma diagnostics. I.Langrnuir and H,Mott_
smith were the first
!o postulate plasma probe measuring technique in
laboratory plasma in 1924 [4]. Briefly described, plasma probe diagnostics
is based on electrometer measurements of the current from the conductive
electrode in plasma as a function of the sweep voltage applied to
it, which is

often called volt-ampere curve. In Fig,1, a sketch or a typicat v/A curve (J"10
vs Ug) from a cylindrical Langmuir probe operating onUoarA the satellite
is
shown' Four important regions could be identified on the volt-ampere curve,
denoted by A,B,G,D, accordingly. Region A represents the ion saturation
current from cLP at enough negative u, at which all attracted ions reach
the
collector surface while the erectrons are repelled from it. The relative
changes in total ion current with U, r"pt"seni the changes in the
effective
ion collection surface of the probe. In the retardation zone B, the electrons
with sufficient energy reach the probe surface. The probe potential at which
J"1o becomes zero as a supe{position of equal
electron and ion currents to the
probe surface is called floating potential un. Near un the rapid change
in the
probe current is a function of the effective retardation Un for electrons
where
the Te determines the power of exponent in the theoretiial expression of the
v/A curve. A large Te value corresponds to a large retardation zone. In a
close area of point c, the probe potential becomes positive in respect to the
plasma and as a result, the probe current is almost caused by electrons
attracted to the probe. This value of the u, sweep, at which the probe
potential becomes zero compared to the undisturbed plasma far from
the
probe is called satellite skin potential u.uj. A large poritiu" potentiai
U, in
the saturation region D causes the probe cuffent to be .,...... only by the
attracted electrons on the cLP surface. To obtain T", N" and lJrul values from
the experimental c/v curve, a least square technique could be used to fit
the
theoretical expression for J"10. It is important to note that large T" values
correspond to a large retardation zone and as a consequence on large uru.Ijn
difference. In the Earth's ionosphere lururunl does not exceed 0.5+0,6v. In
the case of wide range measurements of the satellite potential lJruq for
example, from -200v to +200v, the
lusat-unl differenc. 6..o-", less than
0.5vo of the desired range. Therefore, if we measure accurately
un, this in
fact corresponds to ? fj.ot value with less than 0.5Vo accuracy in the whole
targeted (-200v +200v) dynamic region.
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Fig.1

The basic assumption of the measuring technique proposed here is to
measure Un as a zero Jeln cuffent level detector with fixed sensitivity
current-to-voltage converter. In the beginning of the operation cycle we use
a CLP only as a rough zero cunent detector. In Fig.2, we show the
schematic solution of the proposed instrument. CLp output is connected to
the input of a current-to-voltage converter (cvc) with appropriate
sensitivity. The output voltage of the CVC throu gh a zero crossing voltage
comparer (coMP) provides an opto-isolated logical output signal. This
logical signal is used as an up/down switch of the counter (couNT) whose
output through a digital-to-analogue converter forms the U, voltage sweep.
The wide dynamic range of U, is a function of the gain of the voltage
amplifier (AMP). The high output voltage of the AMp stage is connected to
the floating ground of the cvC to provide voltage offset in respect to the
plasma. The DC/DC converter and the opto-isolated telemetry buffer output
are used to protect onboard electronics. The operation principle of this
instrument is quite simple. If the input CLP cunent passes through zero
Ievel at some Ur=Un the output logical signal from the comparer reverses
the counting direction of the counter, gain of the output amplifier stage and
starts analog to digital conversion of the ADC block. Every passing through
zero level current repeats this process in the downward direction and in fact
72

a cuffent-to-voltage characteristic with a fine voltage sweep from the CLp

in a digital form to the TM output. This part of the c/v curve could be
successfully processed for N1, N", T" and ur4 [5]. when the bottom level of

the counter is reached, logic contror changes the gain and output voitage
step to search for next Ue=Un level, To minimize the error caused by the
difference between Usat and Ufl some a shift in the zero level adjustment of
the comparer can be applied. Time resolution of the method is limited from
the clock (cLK) frequency and frequency band of the cvc. The input stage
of the current-to-voltage converter has to be overload protected. A
differential pair of high voltage transistors could be used. ihe dynamic
range of this instrument could be extended by the special HV protected
construction of the electronic block. The main objectives of this sihematic
solution could be realized in some part by a micro-controller unit (counter,
DAC, TM output). This will nejt reduce significantly the used measuring
algorithm. In some cases, low integration chips are beiter protected from the
influence of high voltage static discharge, high level radiation etc. Either
way, the electronics and cLP could be small enough to be spread at
different locations on the surface of large body spaceciafts, space stations
etc.

CONCLUSION
In the present paper a simple method of CLp application within a
wide range of satellite skin potential values is proposJ. This measuring
technique could be an effective tool as apafiof onboard control and safety
systems.
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Fig.2
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fIPOCT AAAIITIIBEH METO.4 3A I,I3ITOJI3BAHE HA
III4JII4HAPI{[IHA coHnA rrA JrEHrMrop B rur,rpoK
AI4AIIA3OH HA I,I3MEHEHpIE HA IIOTEHIII4AJIA
HA CTIbTHI4KA
JI.Baurcoe u A.Bacuneea

Pegroue

or 3ape)KAaHe Ha KocMr4rrecK^Te ailapa:rkr ca 6ulru Lr3yrraBa'V oule c
rlbpBr,rre crrr,THHKOBr{ eKcrrepr4MeHTl{ B KOCMOCa. TOsu upo6neu ce pa3Aenq Ha
BbHrueH Ir BbrperrreH (Azerenrpuueu) e$ercru rra 3apexrrane. llrpnnre Br4coKo
EQexrrare

anoreftnu noJrerpl rroKiBBar, rre re3r4 e$enru 6uxa M0TJII{ Aa 6rilat or
3a rrpaBrznHoro QyHxquonupaHe Ha 6opgonara
B ngrcou cryqav, floreHul4ansT Ha noBbpxHocrra Ha
crIT'THI4Ka Mo)Ke Aa AocrlzfHe orHocvreJlHo BIicoKI{ HrtBa, HanpvMep 3a
IeocrarlrzoHapnu op6urz. Hanrnuo HoB Trrrr npo6neuz MofaT Aa ce ro.flBflT,
Kofaro foJIeMI{ Tena Karo nl{Jrorr4pyeMr4 KocMr4qecKr{ rcopa6u, KocMzqecKrr
Ll3KrrroqlrrerrHa Ba)KHOCT
eneKTpoHr{Ka Ha clrbrHnxa.

craHr\nA no BpeMe Ha nporleAypa 3a cKaqBaHe Lr r.H. rpx6na 4a
QyuxquoHprpar 3a
Abnbf rrepuoA ua op6nra c BrlcoKa HaAe)r(AHocr ua o60py4naHero, mpaHrrrparqo
6esonacHocrra Ha eKrrrralxa. B ragu pa6ora Hze rrpeAnaraMe MHofo lpocr npv6op
sa Ir3MepBaHe Ha noTeHI{r4NrA HA rroBT,pxHocTTa Ha CrrbTHr{Ka B rrI4poK
Ar4arIzBOH,
Karo ce h3rroJr3Ba COHAa Ua Jlenrvrrop, Karo ce r43[on3yBa clequszueH pe)rfl4M Ha

pa6ora.
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SOME APPROACHES TO THE RESEARCH MODELS
OF CHAOTIC PHENOMBNA IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Kostadin Sheiretslcy
Space Research Institute-Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract
Ottr solar systenx provides a plethora of exatnples of chaotic motion. The giant planets in
our solar system are chaotic, as are the inner planets'(independently). In extretne cases,
chaos can disrupt some orbital configurcttions, resulting in the loss of a planet, The spin
axes of planets may also evolve chaotically. Despite the variety and complexity of
applications, we can introduce many of the concepts in solar systerrl dynamics using the
pendtilum: phase space structure, periodic motion, and stability.

The physical basis of chaos in the solar system is now better
understood: in all cases investigated so far, chaotic orbits result from
overlapping resonances.
A series of remarkable features in the asteroid belt vividly illustrates
the importance of dynamical chaos in the solar system. The distribution of
semi-major axes of asteroid orbits contains a number of distinct gaps. These
are called Kirkwood gaps, in honor of Daniel Kirkwood, who first identified
them and noted that they occur at locations where the orbital period, z,
which depends on the semi-major axis, would be of the forrn @/q)71, where
zv is the orbital period of Jupiter and p and q are integers. The paper that
ignited the modern era of work on the Kirkwood problem was Jack
wisdom's (1982) - first contribution to the study of the 3:1 mean-motion
resonance at a = 2.50 AU. His startling results showed that an orbit at this
resonance could remain quiescent, with a low eccentricity, e < 0:1, for more
than 100,000 years, but also showing occasjonal surges lasting for about
10,000 years that would lift to a maximum value of about 0.35. such a value
is just sufficient to allow crossing of Mars' orbit, resulting in an eventual
collision or a close encounter.
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Further afield, about one new "short-period" comet is discovered

each year. They are believed to come from the "Kuiper Belt,, (at 40 AU
or
more) via chaotic orbits produced by mean-motion and secular resonances
with Neptune. Finally, the planetary system itself is not immune fiom chaos.

in l0l2 years, may suffer a close encounter with
venus or plunge into the sun. In the outer solar system, three-body
For. example, Mercury,

resonances have been identified as a source of chaos, but on
an even longer
time scale of 10e times the age of the solar system.

The first striking exampre of chaotic behavior in the solar system
was given by the chaotic tumbling of Hyperton, a small satellite of
saturn
whose strange rotational behavior was detected during the encounter of
the
Voyager spacecraft with Saturn.
The equations of motion for the orientation of a satellite S orbiting
around a planet P on a fixed elliptical orbit of semi-maior axis u und
eccentricity e (Figure 1) are given by the Hamiltonian:

H=

(i)
where r(r)

+ iT(ft)'

cos2(x

-,(t))

is the distance from the planet to the satellite, x gives

the

d
orientation of the satellite with respect to a fixed direction, ):7t
i, it,
conjugate variable, Eis the true anomaly of the satellite, and A < B < c are
the principal inertia moments of the satellite
when expanding the Hamiltonian with respect to eccentricity (e),
which is supposed to be small, and retaining only the first order terms in
eccentricity, one obtains:

H=
u--

y'

i

d ^/
, (r€r
- 1 cosz(x
- t + |L"os(2x

_ t) _7cos(2.r _ 3t)],

z(n _ e)
2C

(2)

As a result of the transition between librational motion and rotational
satellite motion, smail chaotic zones appear. when perturbation size !e
increases, resonant zones corresponding to the various possible resonant
terms cos 2(x-t), cos (2x-t), cos (2x-3t) will overlap, giving rise to largescale chaotic motion.
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This is the case for Hyperion, where

!e

= 0,039. The resulting effect

is that the rotational motion of Hyperion is not regular, and it

becomes
impossible to adjust any periodic or quasi-periodic model to its light curve.
They briefly recall a mathematicai model introduced in (celletti,
1990) to describe the "spin-orbit" interaction in celestial Mechanics. Let s

be a tri-axial ellipsoidal satellite orbiting around a central planet p
(Figurel). Let T,"u and z.o, be the periods of revolution of the satellite
around P and the period of rotation about an intelnal spin-axis. A p:q spinorbit resonance occurs whenever:
Tr", /Tro,= p / e, p,q e N,q *0.
The equation of motion may be derived from the standard Euler's
equations for a rigid body. In normalized units (i.e. assuming that the mean
motion is one, 2a / Tr"u = 1) we obtain:

#.'(;)'

sin(2x

- 2v) = o, u =U#

.

(3)
We investigate numerically the stability of the periodic orbits. We denote by
a*(plq) the value of the perturbing parameter at which transition occurs.
The plot of z (p/q) (Figure 2) shows that for 1ow eccentricity values
there is only a marked peak corresponding to the 1:1 commensurability

(occurring when the periods of revolution and rotation are the same).
Increasing the eccentricity, other resonances appear. Indeed, the 3:2
resonance can be observed at eccentricities larger than 0.01.

Prof. Damgov introduces a heuristic model for the

discrete

distribution of Solar system planets and the satellites' mean distances from
the primaries.
Herewith, as a general model we take a periodical motion, that is the
rotation of a charge at which an electromagnetic wave falls along the x-axis.
The charge motion equation is

i + 2$* + aix = €E * sin(vr - kx) .
(4)
where

"tr x is the x-axis electrical field component and k is the wave

modulus.

The solution of Eq. (10), describing a linear oscillator under wave
action, is written in the form of a quasi-harmonic function

x(t)
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-

asin(cor + cr).

where a(t) and

O=V/N
integer.

alt)

are the slowly changing amplitude and phase,
is the charge periodic motion frequency, and N =I,2,3,... is an

The examination of the stability solutions reveals that the stable
oscillations amplitude a satisfies condition J ,(ka)=0 .
Hence, the stationary charge oscillations can

be

realized for

amplitudes a;, belonging to a strictly defined set of amplitude
values. The
al values are determined by the Bessel
function extremes, and may be

t.^
u, *o, = JNi, where ,/rv,; 1s the 1/-th order
argument value kai at the i-th extremum point.

presented

mean distances are presented on Table

Besset tuncUon

#^=:++

The Solar system planets,

1.

The unsolved problems in solar system chaotic dynamics are many.
As yet, we have no relation for secondary resonances, where ejection time is
a function of the Lyapunov time. unlike the outer planets, the source of
inner planets chaos has not been convincingly established.
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Fig. 1: The spin-orbit geometry.
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Planets in the Solar
system

Data from direct astronomical
measurements of planet
distances from the Sun
(Allen, 1973) A.U.

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Asteroids
Jupiter
Saturn
Chiron
(Collewll's objects)
Uranus
Neptune
Fluto

Computed planet'
distances using
Equation (65) of the
"Oscillator-wave"
model
ali
0.392
0.723
1.000
1,530
2.824
5.132
9.474
13.689

i
1
3
s
9
19
31
71
104

0.39
0.72
1.00
1.52

2.78

5.2
9.s5
73.7r

r47 19.180
232 30.035
307 39.598

19.1 8

30.03
39.67
Tab. 1: Mean planet distances in the Solar.system

IIflKOtr IroAXoAr4 frpn MOAEJTHOTO r43CJrEIBAHE HA
XA

O

T}IqHI4TE flB JIF.ItVIfl B C IbHTIE

B

ATA CII C TEMA

Kocmaduu llleilpemcrcu
Irlucmumym sa KocuuuecKu uscnedeauun

- EAH

PesrcN{e

Hanara cJIbHqeBa cvareMa

rrpeAcraB.rr MHolKecrBo or npr{Mepr4 3a
xaorl4qHu ABvI>KeHlafl' furaurcxzre nnaHerl,I, KaKTo rr BbrperxHrrre rrJraHerrz
ca rroABnacrHH Ha xaoca. B ssrou cnyqav xaocsT Molr(e Aa pa3pyrlz H.srofi
op6utannu xonQzryparlr4r4, BoAefir<z Ao sary6a Ha nJraHera. ocra na
BbpreHe Ha rIJIaHerI4Te Mo)Ke cbrrlo Aa eBonrovpa xaorrrrrHo. Hegae[cui\ao
or pasHoo6pa3l,Iero Ir cJloxHocrra Ha xaorI4rIHpITe .{BJIeHI4I, Hr4e Mo)r(eM Aa
NPEACTABIIM MHOIO OT KOHUENqIII,ITE HA ,IIT4HAMI4KATA HA CJIbHqEBATA
cl'IcreMa aslorssafiKr.r MaxaJro: crpyrryp ura Ha (f aaonoro IlpocrpaHcrBo,
nepr4ollzrrHo ABmKeHr4e z cra6zrHocr.
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COMPUTER PROCESSING OF THE MEASURED
ELECTRON WORK FUNCTION ON THE SURF'ACE
OF ANTIFRICTION MATERIALS
Yu.

S

ime onov a, L. Dinkoy

a,

T. Gr o zdanov

a

Space Research Institute-Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract
The architectttre of an automatic system for precise nleasurement of the contact
potential dffirence with cLntifriction materials is represented in this worlc. Automating of
this process provides the possibility to make experiments with dffirent materials under the
same conditions that on the one hand leads to simple comparability of the results and

sigrtificant increase of the precision of the experiment.

Regardless

of the great development of thribological science,

a

series of questions related to the nature of friction and wearing of materials
remain obscure which is due to the complex character of the process of their

mutual contact, most strongly manifested when working in extreme
conditions and particularly with friction and space surroundings [1.], Here,
aiongside with the traditional frictional surface indices such as micro-

geometry and micro-hardness, some physical and chemical pa-rameters that
determine its energy state have to be taken in mind. In this sense, the work
function of the eiectron in metals can be used as energy state parameter
determining the traditional method of measuring tho contact-potential
difference between the surface being researched and standard metal surface
with constant electron work function [2].
The research of G.P.Shpenkov [3], D.N.Gorkunov [4], as well as
some of our studies show that there is connection between sulface wear
resistance and electron work function in metals, alloys and more complex
thribotechnical systems on a metal base. our research experiments fgr
thribocouples of metal-metal alloy and lead bronze-metal alloys show that
when materials are in contact wear increases with increase of the electron
82

work function, and with decrease of their contact potential difference,
accordingly.
There are a great variety of factors influencing the physico-chemical
state of surface and electron work function. These factors are frequency and
smoothness, microstructure and element composition in the presence of
oxides and other secondary structures on the surface. To achieve the

required precision in determining the contact potential difference and
electron work function, especially in complex thribo-technical materials
containing a great number of components, it is necessary to use precise
registration methods and process large data array in measuring the contact
potential difference [5].
In the present work, the architecture of an automatic system for
precise measurement of the contact potential difference with antifriction
materials is offered. The automatic system is based on a system determining
the energy state of surface friction [6]. The recording device used so far in
the methods for experimental determining of the electron work function and
the antifrictional material surface is oscilloscope. We have introduced an
analogue recorder and a personal computer in the accomplished automatic
system. The structural diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1, where: 1 variable force of outer generator (F-); 2 - electromechanical fluctuating
system (EMFS); 3 - electronic-measurement circuit; 4 - oscilloscope; 5 analoguemultiplexer; 6-monitoring-storagecircuit; 7-analogue-to-digital
convertel and 8 - personal computer.
In the measurement process, digital ensemble accomplishments of
the random process with sufficiently long accomplishment are recorded to
be statistically correct. Some measurements have been made. whereas the
length of one accomplishment is equal to 255 discrete values of the contactpotential difference, a couple of them for one and the same test specimen.
This boosts the statistical fidelity of the signal's automatic digitai
processing.

The digital processing of measurements is accomplished in the
following steps:
1' Scaling of the measured values. The scaling coefficient conforms
to the coefficient of amplification and scaling of the scale in spectral
measurements.

2. Two types of values are obtained in the process of measuring,
stable and unstable. The stable are the real ones, that give us the correct
measurement and the unstable ate called noise. The noise value is
eliminated from the digital signal by means of a fiiter. The filter sets a
window, whose dimensions depend on the mean value of the contact
83

potential difference. The filter operates in following way: if, for a given
specimen, the values are over twice greater or much less than the mean
value, they are removed from the spectrum and they are not processed. The
next operation is averaging of the values obtained after filtration and their
graphic representation. Increasing the number of processing iterations
results in increasing the precision of the result. This is achieved because of
the fact that, with each subsequent iteration, more and more digital noise
values are removed. The conditions under which measurement has been
carried out are also important (room temperature; type of the generator Functional generator 3325A, HEWLETT PACKARD; a source of constant
voltage).

Fig.1

Conclusions:
Automating the process of measurement of the potential contact
difference allows to perform experiments with different antifriction
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materials under one and the same conditions. This provides a possibility for
simple comparability of the measurement results. Besides, higi precision of
the results is achieved because the subjective factor (measurement uy
oscilloscope) is eliminated and in practice, a sufficient number of
accomplishments for achieving the required statistic fidelity of the
measurement results can be written.
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MODEL OF ACCRETION F'LUX
IN THE PRESENCE OF MAGNETIC FIELD
K.Iankova, L.Filipov
Space. Research

Institute-Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstruct
We consider
magnetic

a geometrically thin disk. The material crccretes on a star with
field. We study the MHD behaviour of the disk-magnetosphere system and their

interaction. Are these conditions related to corona generation?

l.Introduction
Quite often, accretion on a magnetic star is accompanied by a
corona. The observations reveal hard X-ray of the corona and soft X-ray of
the cold disk incorporated in it. The presence of a corona and the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes in such a system is considered by a number
of authors, such as lI,2,I0l. Other authors study a disk-magnetosphere
system (DMS) without a corona 14,5,91. Our objective is to reveal the
possible continual transition between these models.
Formulation of the problem
Let us consider the second case, i.e. a thin disk (H<<r) in the
presence of magnetic field (MF), where H and r are colresponding halfthickness of disk and the distance from the rotation axis z (DRA). We shall
choose dipoler MF, which is normal to the plane of disk and we shall use
cylindrical coordinates (r,Q ,
").
2.

(1)

(2)

a> a._

r ^ i ^ lrLv,)=U,
dt dr

Ov.

Ov.

--l
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vj

0t ''Or r

Jrll

I aP ao
=

ZOr 0r

)

(3)
' r*e*,)*lrrr,*,1=!g>rtr,+)+
-"'
' /
0t
dr

(4)

Q*

I

Q,,o, = Q-

dr''

Or'

rzBzBa,

,

(5) P=P,+pr+p,,,,
where

v,-

rcdial velocity;va=ra)is linear velocity on e; O_
gravitational potential; r= 2Hp rs surface density; g=Gv.,H - kinematic
viscosity; v?

=Plp - sound velocity; p- pressure (5); B,<<8,,8,

are

the field components; Q* - viscosity dissipation.,
eu,oo- magnetic dissipation;

Q-

- radiative cooling.

This is a basic MHD equation of the model. In such a disk, as a
result of the physical conditions, four layers with different accretion regimes
are formed. The can be seen best in

profile vr(r).

profile of v,(r)
1. R>r)R,o, where a(R"o)=o, t6l. In this layer, when we
ignored the MF, because it is far enough we shall have time-dependent disk
3.

accretion (6).

(6)

v,

- t-lr-o'zt

depending on opacity law

or

v, -

t-1r-o'4

,

7(p,T).

2. R,o) r) R,,,, where al(R,,,)- o)n. Hete, it is necessary to solve
the full equations, taking into account the instabilities, influence on the

parameters in layer [8,i 1].

There are alphenic waves in the layer, because the values of the
velocity on the flow and the alphenic velocity are very close, These waves
along with differential rotation are the reasons for the appearance on
magneto-rotary instabilities of Balbus-Houly (BHI) and supersonic
accretion - for thermal instability (TI).
3. R,,) r ) Ro where disk destruction starts when e,,,orle- -I Ul.
The layer is viscously unstable. There, the MF (or ML) lines are closed,
they press firmly the disk, forcing plasma to rotate like a solid, i.e. the
equation do not dependent explicitly on time, but only through the changes

in MF. Therefore, the derivatives in (1)-(5) disappear and the parameters are
expressed by r and a (7) only, where a = a(B)131.

(i)

,, - !,(t)'

^

a'(n)+ r"

4. The quick decrease

of V ,

corresponds to plasma motion along the

ML.
4. Comments
Here, the basic laws and assumptions for the system's evolution are
presented. The birth of the corona is directly related with the diskmagnetosphere interaction in layers 2 and 3, BHI creates MF in the disk and
TI assists ML to emerge outwards until the field envelops the entire disk.

Fig. 1 Profile ot v,(r).
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Pasrne)KAaMe feoMerpr4qHo rbHbK Ar,rcK. Berqecrnoro aKperlr4pa

Bbpxy 3Be3Aa c MarHr{THO rroJre. I{scne4eanae MafHr4To- xvnpo nuHaMr.rqHoro
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CnrpsaHrz Jrvr ca re3r4 ycJroBr,Ir c frotBara Ha KopoHa?
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EULER COMPUTATIONS OF AN AIRFOIL USING
FINITE VOLUME METHOD AND RUNGE. KUTTA
TIME STEPPING SCHEME
Konstantin Metodiev
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstruct.

Finite volume ntethod for spatial discretization of two-dimensional Euler

equations is used to describe flow of an inviscid gas among structural elliptic grid. A
four
step Runge-Kutta scheme is also applied for time integration. A non-linear artfficial
uiscosity is added to suppress numerical oscillatiort of solution. The boundary conditions at
inflow and outflow are based on the method of characteristics. The results
for some
subsonic cases are presented and collated with experimental data.

Introduction.
For the several decades past a wide number of methods for
simulation of viscous compressible flow have been developed. one of them,
a finite volume method, is proved simple artd efficient for calculation of
such cases. The choice of this method is determined by these factors.
It is possible to apply the method for various cases of space
discretization. This fact determines two forms of numericar flux
implementation - the so called cell and nocle centering. It is useful to apply
cell centering while structural quadrilateral grid is used. otherwise, in case
of triangular meshes, both ways of centering are permitted but in case of
node centering an overlapping of two adjacent cells occurs. In the case when
the grid is generated by solving a system of Laplace equations, a solution
among curves extremely close to the flow equipotential and stream lines is
asked.

when the spatial discretization is done, the considered partial
differential equation is reduced to ordinary one. There are different
numerical methods for solving space - discretized Euler equations but most
frequently applied are Runge Kutta schemes. These schemes use
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information from only one previous iterative stage. Their advantage is the
increased acc:uracy. Actually, when high accuracy is not required, it is
possible to adjust the current iterative step size. This fact allows acceleration
of the numerical process.
Theoretical background.
Conservative system equations, describing compressible gas flow
among cartesian coordinates (2D), is consisting of continuity, Euler and
energy equations. It has the form:

a -/
., 0 =r-/
/1\
\r a -r(1)
f
Lqe,y,t)1.
;dl.,y,t)* #
#AlAe,y,t)l=

,
,l'
)l p - 1
(/( -- tr )lo
- (r

t ^
* r'^rl

rpv'

)).

Here r is the Poisson adiabatic constant, R is universal gas constant and
c p , c v are the specific heats. The unknown quantities are included in the
governing equations with their dimensionless values

p =

PT
-Po

I =

To

-

L4,V =

p-

Pr/RT

o

9l

where the subscript

( )o denotes stagnation parameter.

Numerical solution.
The finite volume method is applied for solving of equations (1). For
this purpose the physical space around the rigid body is discretized to
quadrilateral ce1ls (finite volumes - fig. z). As explained in Ref.
[1] the basi<:
idea of the method is to satisfy the integral form of equations (1) for each
control volume. It is necess ary to find out total flux of vectors y
Q ) and
g (q ) on each face of the cell separately and so on along the entire grid.
Then, as proposed in Ref. l2l, for the present time step, the system (1) is
discretized for the current cell like this;

9(r,
ot

)*

o

#ft Q,)l* P, l, reu)o + (- r)' Ly po ]=
(*
r)n. tL*opol=o
Q,)1*
lu
re,)n
p,
#ft
*ftt )* i, lu r@ + p)n ]= o
o

o

(2)

The

4

\- (u opo )=

-r

symbol means the cell area and

u k = (- t)n n I r,u r, + (- 1)**ta xr,v t
corresponds to a contravariant velocity component. The sign replacement in
front of an individual additive is conformed to normal veCtor sign variation
while shifting to the adjacent cell. Each quantity, in system (2), is evaluated
as the average of the values in the cells on the two sides of the cell,s face
(fig. 1), for example:

u ,(pu), =

ll, ,,i(pu),,i + U ,,,_,(pr),,,_,

]

Thus the scheme is an analog of a
central difference scheme on a
Cartezian grrd.

Time

depending

derivative discretization scheme,
for space-discretized equations

o'-

Fig. 1. Flux calculation sequence
about cell i, .i
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+*
dt !a(q,)=
J,- "'

o,

i = I,2,3,...
is 4th order Runge

Kutta

-

q(o) = q"

q(') = q(o) -

q(4) _ q(o)

io
q(r) = q(o) iA
q(r) = q(o) iO

L^t ^
(q'o'
6

)- +

Q

(qt" )
(q,,,)
(q,', )

(q"')-

n(n+t) _ q(4)

+ a (q" ')- {o

Here the flux Q (q, ) i, computed over again at each time step where the
following initial conditions are considered:

tc = I.4

Po=l

Po =7

uo= M _aocos a vo= M _aosin a
Here symbol a denotes speed of sound, a means the angle of attack and
M denotes Mach number.
To suppress non-physical osciliations of the results, according to
Ref. [2], the last time step is augmented by addition of the filter:
n(n+|, = q(o) + A tD jp,D _q(o) + A tO jA

rD rqro,

In the

expression above the superscripts + and - denoted forward and
backward difference operators. The coefficients lt * and, p y are made
ploportional to

,,

4r

2Q,,i t Q,-,,i
Q ,*r,i + 2Q ,,, - Q ,-r,i
Q,,i*t - 2Q i,1 -t Q,.i-,
Q

__

,,
*Y-

i+l,j

LJrr+rOrt-O,tt

The boundary conditions, in accordance with placement, are reduced
to the following kinds: along the rigid body contour and along the outer
boundary of the physical domain. In regard to the first group, it is truth that
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(d"

all fluxes across contour are identically zero (impermeable condition).
Exception is numerical contribution to the momentum flux.
The second kind boundary conditions, computation of which is
based upon one-dimensional characteristic method. is divided on inflow and
outflow. Because wave propagation normal to the boundary is dominant,
variations parallel to the boundary may be neglected and the linearized onedimensional Euler equations can be written as:

AU -r A-=
AU
dt

TI

dx

pu
uA
v0 AP0

u

p

0

u

0

0

u

0

pa'

0

u

0
1

p

The reference state for evaluating the matrix A will be the state on
boundary at the old time step. To make the matrix A constant, the averagevalue of the state vector on the boundary will be used to evaluate A
For subsonic inflow, there are three incoming waves and one
outgoing wave. The last one is computed by the algorithm using quantity
conservation of corresponding Riemann invariant among the same wave
while for the incoming waves the prescribing quantities for nozzle inflow
(total enthalpy, entropy and flow angle) are used:

H-

K p *Lhr+ur)
tc -1 p
2\

'/

s = ln \p )- K tn \p )
t/\,/\

q = arctg

v

u

For subsonic outflow the
linearized analysis shows that there are
three outgoing waves and one incoming
wave. In such case it is classic to
prescribe the static pressure at outflow
nodes.

P:

Computational grid.

As was mentioned above, the
physical domain surrounding wing section
is discretized into finite cells. In the
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Fig.2. An "O"-type computational
grid (above) and its expanded center
(below) surrounding Eppler387 wing
section

curent case of study this fact is jachieved by curvilinear elliptic coordinate
system generation by solving syjstem Laplace equations. As mentioned in
Ref. [3] the iterative act of synfhesis uses initial coordinates of the grid
nodes, which are evaluated previiously by interpolating the interior of the
physical domain. The grid coordinates at the boundaries of the field import
the boundary conditions. Thei intelpolation used is one-dimensional
(normally to boundary curves) a4d includes hyperbolic tangent function. In
this way the derived initial "ordinlate" axis allocation .orr"rponds well to the
Laplace operator "effect of smoothness": the closing in of the "abscissas"
curves to the convex boundary. jThe construction of the interpolation, as
proposed in Ref. [4], is made as fOllows: let arc leneth s varies from 0 to 1
and arc's points number € i'aries from 0 tJ 1 in such way so
(0 = 0;s (l ) = I .Initiallyiassigning vaiues of rhefirstderivatives
" )
d
t:-

^,is(f = O)= Ar,
oc
i

d

tP

#,((

=,, )= A',

the following expressions are defifred:
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'(f)=
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equations

+ (1 -

A
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applied to curve for

above

,G). [' (o ); r (r )] ttren fod the curve point distribution follows:
ill )= r(o)* ['(l)-io(o)]'(E),t = 0,r,2,3,..., r

which

i

i
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The derived in the described manner initial
"smoothed" by solving the Laplace equations about /

grid quantities

are

L6=o
Lry =o
which are previously transformed into curvulinear basis (Ref. [3]). The new
system equations looks like:
8zz\1 * gnrnn -2grrrr, = 0

Br=x|+y|
grr=xtr+!tr
gn=XqXn+lEln
It is solved, after aproximation with finite defferences, by successive
overrelaxation method with corresponding coefficient ar = 1 .8
Results.

An "O" - type elliptic grid has been generated with 200 points along
tangent and 100 points along normal directions of Eppler 387 wing section.
Thus the physical domain around the foil has been discretized with 20000
cells (fig. 2).
With the developed numerical algorithm serial calculations has been
implemented with various Reynolds numbers and angles of attack. The
results, verified with experimental data (published in Ref. [5]), are shown
below. There are not a good coincidence with the experiment at the
Reynolds numbers Re-60000. The reason of this is inability of the
algorithm to prpdict transient flows.
Re=69999
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Conclusion.

A finite volume method has been used to solve partial differential
equations of Euler, describing a motion of an ideal gas in two-dimensional
space. A steady-state solution has been achieved using a 4'o order Runge Kutta scheme. The numerical oscillations of solution were suppressed by
augmenting artificial viscosity. The boundary conditions were derived using
method of characteristics. An elliptic grid has been generated while solving
a system of Laplace equations. The ability of the algorithm has been
demonstrated to simulate a subsonic flow over a wing section.
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Abstr&ct
In this project propose methodology for mathematic modelling and research
the internal navigation channel of helicopter on the basis of testing the helicopter, the
autopilot and pilot models

For the purpose of modelling the helicopter Mi

-

8T has been

chosen, with a perfonnance aggregate in the navigation channel

-

combined

hydro aggregate, type RA-60. While modelling the internal contour for
navigation it is necessary to create in advance sub models of the object of
navigation, the control system, the pilot and external disturbance. The
assembly of the models in a contour should account for the real special
features of the construction and the restriction. In this pafiicular case we
choose the following purpose of research: the reaction of the system
"helicopter - autopilot" under strong external disturbance and operation of
the performance aggregate RA-60 in regimes, which brings the steeringmachine up to its working capacity limit.
1. A model for helicopter
The starting parameters in modelling the dynamics of the object are:
common general features of the helicopter performance under disturbance
and ruling commands; data for maximum possible angular acceleration, as
well as the time for this acceleration's reduction to zero, as a result of the
damping moment. The starting regime for the concrete modelling tasks is
the "hang on" regime. The maximum theoretical angular acceleration of the
helicopter, achieved through step-like pedal-fed commands from neutral
position to the end is h= 1.5 (1/s2) [5]. Under the damping moment, in the
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process of motion, the angular acceleration of helicopter Mi-g reduces till
zero within 12 s [5]. The model of the helicopter's motion within the tail
channel is shown in Fis.1.

Hom

Fig.l. A model of isolated motion of course
2. Model of the control system

The control system of the helicopter is a mechanic chain including
combined hydro accelerators connected in an irreversible scheme with a
mechanical entrance form the pilot and electrical entrance from the
autopilot. The aggregate of performance in the tail wind channel RA-60
features variable dynamics, depending on the strength of disturbance, which
the autopilot tries to neutralize in the process of stabilization (the
"peregonka" regime). This main feature is accounted for in a manner similar
to the one described in [8]. The transmission coefficients of the autopilot
have been chosen by data for autopilot Ap-348 and have been broken down
aiong the chain in the "peregonka" regime.
3. Model of the

pilot

To neutraltze the

disturbance in the tail wind channel of the
helicopter, we have to choose the simplest model of transmission function
for the pilot, which is typical for the elementary regime of stabilization
under conditions of disturbance: Wr=[(s-t. The parameters are adjusted by
taking into consideration the specifics of the helicopter joint operation
with the autopilot in the "damping" regime. In Fig. 2, the model of the pilot
is shown. The transmission coefficient K=0.6 [rnm/deg]is consistent with
the limit of the contour resistance (Klim=O,9) and the condition for
maximum possible speed of the pedals movement with the pilot's reaction
under strong disturbance. The delay of r= 0.3s is typical for most pilots.
Both quantities are random, but in this particular case, the ui"tage
parameters are studied. Typical parameters for the pedals and the chain
leading to aggregate RA-60 ire added to the pilot's model.

100

out

1

90 nate Limiterl

dz1

Dead Zone

Inport

Pilot stab

Constant

Fig.2. A model of the pilot and the mechanic chain leading to aggregate
RA-60
4. Model of the disturbance

Except for uncoordinated control, the most typical cases are those
under influence of side wind while in the "hang on" regime. All kinds of
disturbances produce angular acceleration, based on the moments' balance
disturbance around axis oY. Such disturbances could be modulated through
deliberate changes in the step tail screw, whereas these changes are of
various natures corresponding to the external disturbance. With this model,
the background of the disturbance-caused route could be also modelled. The
side wind changes the velocity triangle and the stream-line conditions of the
tail propeller (changes in axis veiocity).
5. Model of the "helicopter-autopilot-pilot" contour
The model of the "helicopter-autopilot-pilot" contour is shown in
Fig.3. Different navigation conditions are formulated through keys
"Key_AP", "Key_Pst" (with the coefficients 0 and 1): from autopilot, pilot
in a combined regime - together with the autopilot. The "Switch" block
switches off the autopilot's "stabilization" regime when the pilot is working
in combined regime.
The results - angular velocity and course angle arc visualized in
block "R". The used symbols have the following provisional meaning: -

Subsystem

"EMB" (Embarrassment) model of

disturbance;

"Control_AP"- signals from the autopilot (V),"Control_P"- signals from the
pilot's model (mm).
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Fig.3. A "helicopter-autopilot-pilot,, model

This model has been studied under various disturbances and working
conditions of the contour. Figures 4, 4.1and 5 present the modelling results,
which illustrate the work of the "helicopter - autopilot', system.

Fig.4. Transitional process in neutralizing a quick damping side-wind surge
of the "pulse" type

r02

81012

Fig. 4.1. Pace of the executive mechanism pA-60 under ,,pulse',
disturbance.

The steering machine is fluctuating around neutral position, reaching in the
beginning
(from 3s to 4s) the restriction of 6mm and. providing conditions for the
"peregonkatt regime.
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Fig.S. Pace of the executive mechanir- ,o-uo under constant disturbance
right-hand side wind of 15 m/s. The "peregonka" regime - 6s, 16s, 27s.

-

6. Conclusions
considering the modelling results, conclusions for the operation and
repair practice could be made as follows:
o The specific "peregonka" regime of aggregate RA-60 is reasonable
if implemented for a short time (up to 1,.2 s) in the beginning to
neutralize the disturbance of constant side wind or strong, but shortlasting surges ("pulses") ;
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The "peregonka" regime resembles the initial stage of the pilot work when
neutralizing disturbance and imitates the reflector type of navigation
disturbance - with maximum speed of movement of the aggregate of
performance;
In "peregonka", long-term stabilization of the process is impossible;

o
o
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strong fluctuations of the helicopter the ,,hang on,' regime;
The insensitivity area of the steering machine of aggregate RA-60
affects unfavourably the contour's stability under strong external
disturbance.
The potential unfavorable consequences of the "peregonka" regime
under strong disturbance have resulted in its elimination in nextgeneration combined aggregates.
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Abstract:

An important part of the general problem of builcling up an
fficient and reliable
control systenxs is the problent for identification of their dynamic characteristics. The
current information about the dynamic status of a
fwtctioning systen'L provides foy

organization of optimum control adapting to the changing external conditions, on the
one
hand, and for taking timely and proper clecisions in case of
of
subsystems,
on
the
failure
other hand.
Itt the paper, the structure of an adaptive, multiple-connection automatecJ control
system with dynamic characteristics identification is proposed, using a combined control
principle: adaptive control with relatively slow parameter change, ai a result of parameter
interference and change of the system's control part structure iith trop porometer change,
as a result of failures in the individual subsystems.

The modern ACSs are very sophisticated, due to the great variety of
problems solved by them. The availability of a greatquantity of functionally
necessary elements and the relations between them in the system put to the
fore the problem for enduring their failure resistance. A system's reliability
is its property to preserve with time within certain fixed limits the value of
its parameters, characterizing its ability to perform the required functions,
i'e,, to preserve its efficiency status in preset modes ind application
conditions.
Efficiency status is the status of an object, where all parameters,
chancterizing its ability to perform the prescribed functions comply with
the requirements of the normative and technical or design documlntation.
Reliability is a combination of the following properties: failure-free
operation, longevity, maintainability and possibility for preservation.
Failure-free operation is the system's property to continuously preserve its
efficiency status within a fixed period of time. The three remaining aspects
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of reliability charactenze only the technical properties of the system and the
extent to which they depend on the specificity of the ACS' operation. This
is the reason why further we shall consider reliability only in the sense of
failure-free operation.
There are two main ways to ensure dystem reliability. The first one
suggests preservation of the efficiency status of all ACS elements, i.e.,
synthesis of a reliable system of reliable elements. This suggests higher
requirements for the elements' reliability, which results in drastic increase
of the system's cost. That is why, such an approach is expedient only within
certain limits.
With the second approach, the system status with failure is regarded
as one of the multitude of its possible statuses; in this status, the ACS'
reliability is ensured by means of definite system structure building up. In
this way, synthesis of a reliable ,system of non-reliable elements is
accomplished.
An important part of the general probiem of building up an efficient
and reliable control systems is the problem for identification of their
dynamic characteristics. The current information about the dynamic status
of a functioning system provides for organization of optimum control
adapting to the changing external conditions, on the one hand, and for
taking timely and proper decisions in case of failure of subsystems, on the
other hand.
In the paper, the structure of an adaptive, multiple-connection
automated control system with dynamic characteristics identification is
proposed, using a combined control principle: adaptive control with
relatively slow parameter change, as a result of parameter interference and
change of the system's control part structure with leap parameter change, as
a result of failures in the individual subsystems
The structure of such an ACS, from an organizational point of view,
has a two level hierarchy. The lower level comprises the systern control
part, the top one comprises a coordinator, changing the control part of the
system at times of failures while readjusting its parameters in the presence
of parameter interference on the controlled object. The failure diagnostics,
accomplished by the coordinator, provides for the fitting of additional
elements or subsystems in the ACS' control part circuit, or to form a new
structure, by means of switching to trouble-free systems.
The building of such ACSs calls to determine the identification
methods, providing the possibility for carrying out a reliable and timely
diagnostics of possible faults in the system's operation, alongside with the
assessment of the current status of the operating system. It is obvious, that
r01

these methods shall have certain properties, such as: high speed, noise
resistance, high sensitivity, adequacy for high-order complex systems,
potential to detect the most typical faults, relatively simple atgorithm,
Ati
these features determine the diagnostics reliability.
These features are manifested best by the active statistic methods
for
dynamic characteristics' identification, using pseudo-random test signals
with determined parameters and limited inteniiiy, which do not disturb the
normal operation mode of the examined system. The passive identificationL
methods are characterized by relatively low speed and low accuracy
[1j.
For the purpose of simprifying the computing procedures and
accelerating operation speed, it is expedient to ur" i."u.rive algorithms
for
indirect evaluation of the dynamic characteristics the deiomposition
coefficients of the time characteristics in a gener ahzed. Fouriei series,
according to the system of orthogonal functions. Moreover, these algorithms
are independent of the series of the examined system:
Let k = (kr, k2, ..., k-) are the parameters of the controlled object
(co), c = (cr, c2s ...; cr), tr < m, are the readjustable parameters of the
controller (c), compensating the change of n most substantial parameters of
the controlled object; A = (ar, a2s ,..t a,,) the identified parameters of the
closed control system, for example, the decomposition coefficients of the
pulse transition function in series, according to the system of orthogonal
functions. where needed, the vector space of parameters A could be
extended to a dimension n + m in accordance with the vector space
dimension of the closed control system parameters. And the vector A
components are selected according to the criterion for maximum sensitivity
to the change of the corresponding parameters of the closed ACS.
The following assumptions are made, regarding the proposed model
for the closed ACS:
1. The identified parameters of the moder are constant and even:
ar (ko, co) = aio ,i = L, 2r...1 ,

where:

k6 = (k16, kzo, ...,

k-o)

r Co = (C10r Czgr ...r Cno)

2. For an arbitrary population of changing parameters k(t) there
exists such a population of readjustable parameters c(t); so that at the end of
the adjustment cycle the following is valid,:
a1(k ,c) = Bio r
where r is a discrete time interval, corresponding to the end of the

consecutive adjustment cycle.
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on the so made proposals for the model, the readjustable parameters
compensating the changes of the controlled object, as
grounded in [1], are determined using the equations:
A A. = B.-1 Ac" ,

of the controller,
where:

,

A A. = ( Aar., La2r, ..., Aar,.)
Aa;. = Aa;,' - Aa16
Ac. is the vector, determining the controller parameter changes of the

series

nxl;

Br-1 =

bij is a matrix with dimensions n x n, b;; -

(Dar

/

(Dc.i).-r. The

B matrix parameters are function of k.-1, c1-1 &rld are calculated at the end
of the transition (r - 1) self-adjustment cycle. The controller's readjustable
parameters are determined by the ratio:

Cr=Cr-l +Ac.
In this way, the status of the control system is defined by the vector
of the identified parameters, which changes continuously in the presence of
parameter interference, and can also undergo a leap change, as a result of
possible failures in the individual subsystems. In this case, the task for the
system's classification can be formulated in terms of the theory of pattern
recognition: the presented population of identified parameters shall be
related to one of the ear'lier established diagnoses (statuses) The status
population of the diagnosticated R is broken down to a series of subpopulations Qi, Qo - a population of statuses, corresponding to a faulty
system. Qr , I = I, 2r..., N - a population of statuses, colTesponding to a
faulty system, whose fault is caused by the failure of the i subsystem. The
diagnostics is performed dependent on the distance of the current vector A
to the vectors of the corresponding populations Aqor Aqr or on the distance
to the references Aqo*, Aqr*, whose coordinates are equal to the mean value
of the coordinates, included in the specific population. With such an
approach, all control solutions for one type of failure or other shall be
provided in advance. The design stage of the discussed system class is
finalized with training of the coordinator. The issues of the selection of the
most informative parameters and their order are specified, as well as the
issues of coding the vector components of the identified parameters for the
purpose of forming a solving logic function (SLF).
The two tasks - self-adjustment and control of the system's status,
carried out by the coordinator, can be solved within the frame of a single
specialized digital computing equipment (SDCE). Its operation algorithm
contains the following sequence of operations:
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- Periodic

measurement

of the components of vector A of the identifiecl

parameters A;

- Classification of the system's statuses (formation of the SLF);
- on available failt, a vector of the controlling actions u is formed with
combined binary components (i,2), switching the control part of the ACS.
The discussed approach is most efficient in constructing digital
(microprocessor) ACS with high reliability and operation quality
requirements. The digitai controller has hardware excess, which means that
it has to provide for change of the control system structure at the expense of
the connections between the input devicos, processors, storage components,
and output devices. The coordinator and the control part are organized as a
multiprocessor control set.

1 - Control action formation unit
2 - Adjustment coefficient forming unit
3 - ldentification unit
4 - Solving logic function formation unil
5 - Output information
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AJII OPI,ITbM 3A

O

ClIIYPfl BAHE HA OTKA3 OYCT OIZIII4B O C T

Aumouuo Audouoe, 3oa Xy6euoeax
BTY"T. Radneluxoe", xamedpa "COT
*URN _ EAH

Pegroue

Baxno Mrcro B o6xlar npo6neM sa nocrporBaHe Ha e$errznuu z
HaAenGrz cr{cTeMr.r 3a ynpaBJreHue 3aeMa npo6neMbT 3a r4AeHTrrolrKa\lrfl Ha

vM

xapaKTepl4crLrKpr. IlognasaHero Ha reKyrrlara
uuS opnaaq vrfl. sa Ar4HaMrlrrHoro cb crorH ue Ha S ynx qzoHup axlar a crzcreMa
IIO3BOJr'Ba, OT eAHa CTpaHa Aa ce opfaHr{3l{pa orrTr,rMaJIHo ynpaBneHHe c
aI.aJJTA\lrfl, KbM r43MeHrrrIUTe ce BsHrrrHr,r ycJroBr4r, a oT Apyfa - Ia ce
B3eMar cBoeBpeMeHHr4 LI npaBenHr,r perxeHI4t npr4 Bb3HuKBaHe Ha OTKa3r{ B
or.4enHrr noAcr4creMu. B sacrofln\ara pa6ora ce npeAnara crpyKTypa Ha
aAafITr4BHa MHOrOCBbp3aHa cvcTeMa 3a aBToMaTr,rqHo ynpaBneHr4e c
HAEHTI4OI4KAIIU' HA AVHAMI4TIHI4TE XAPAKTEPIIC'ILIKLI, I,I3IIOJI3BAU]A
KoM6r4Hr4paH nprrHrlr{Il Ha ynpaBneHr4e: aAanrr4BHo ynpaBneHile npkr
OTHOCTTTeJTHO 6asHo rr3MeHeHr,re Ha napaMeTpr4Te Bcne,4cTBue Ha
IlapaMeTpr{qecKr4 cMyuleHlrr 14 r43MeHeHue Ha cTpyKTypa Ha yrrpaBnrBaqaTa
r{acr Ha crzcreMara ilpv ct<oxoo6pa:Ho r4sMeHeHr4e Ha napaMerpure
AuHaMr4rrHr4Te

BCneACTBrre oTKa3r4 Ha OTAeIHI{ rIOACrICTeMr4,
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Abstract
The phenomenon

of "quantized" oscillation excitation

is presented.

and discussed.

A class of kick-excited self-adaptive dynamical systems is
formed. and. proposed. The class
is characterized by non-linear (inhomogeneous) external periodic excitation (as regards

the coordinates of excited systems) and is remarkable for its objective regularities:
"discrete" oscillation excitation in macro-clynamical systems having multiple branchy
attracto rs and strong s elf- adaptiv e stab itity.

Introduction
our main objective here is to present a phenomenon of highly
general nature manifested in various dynamical systems. What is meant here
is the display of peculiar "quantization" by the parameter of intensity of the
excited oscillations, i.e. given unchanging conditions, it is possible to excite
oscillations with a strictly defined discrete set of amplitudes; the rest of the
amplitudes being "forbidden". The realization of oscillations with specific
amplitude from the "permitted" discrete set of amplitudes is determined by
the initial conditions. The occurrence of this unusual property is
predetermined by the new general initial conditions, i.e. the non-linear
action of the external excited force with respect to the coordinates of the
1.

system subject to excitation.

It is well known that the Theory of Non-Linear oscillations
considers mostly the action of external periodic forces on oscillating
systems. Those forces are either independent of the coordinates of the
"
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system or linear with respect to the coordinates (the latter are in essence the
classical parametric systems) (cf, for example tll). The phenomenon under
review is characterized by other initial conditions, i.e. non-linearity of the
external action force as regards the coordinate of the system that is being
excited. The result is the occuffence of qualitatively new properties (2,3,
4l).
A class of phenomena and systems with specific excitation can be
formed and proposed. It can be most generally termed a class of kickexcited self-adaptive systems. Kick excitation is represented by a short
impact of the external periodic force compared to the basic oscillations
pedod. The self-adaptivity consists in the self-tuning of the system to the
external kick excitation, which conditions the super-stability of the
oscillations.
We consider a class of systems with specific energy feeding. It is
constructed on the basis of non-linear oscillator under external force of
special kind:

)d2xt'uff
+ f G) = t(x)rl(vt)
dt"

-----;-

(1)

The external force is presented here as a product of two terms - one
is periodic function of time t and the other is a non-linear function of the
variable x. The function f(x) can be non-linear or, even, linear function;
6 = const. The form and the role of the functio n E(x), which in fact can be
regarded as coordinate-dependent amplitude of the driving force, is
essential. In general, it can be constructed in an arbitrary complicated form.
In considering the case of non-linear oscillator under wave action
[3], the governing equation can be presented in the following form:
d2

.
x -r 2S++
(x) = F sin(v/ - kx)
dt .f

.,
dt'

(2)

,1

,

where 'v = const pand k is the wave number.
This case is remarkable for the fact that the non-linearity of the
external action (that is the external wave excitation) is present in a natural
way, without arranging any artificial conditions for accomplishment of
inhomogeneous excitation. In practice, such systems exist in the outer space
and other medium and, generally, those are charged particles moving in a
magnetic field under the action of electrostatic waves. The "oscillatorwave" system features the same set of distinctive characteristics, such as the
possibility of excitation of stable oscillations with a strong determined set of
possible amplitudes, strong self-adaptive stability of stationary modes, etc.
F
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2. Theoretical analysis of the kicked pendulum.
In this section, we present an approximate but simple derivation of a
two-dimensional map corresponding to the poincard map of kickecl

pendulum

It,
€lx)=<
|.0,

(3) i+2P*+

xl<d
rl> d
:

sinx = e(x)F sin(vr).
The fact that Poincar6's map is defined in energy-phase variables
suggests that we should examine the energy balance of the system.
The
external force acts in such a way that the system receives energy only
once
in a half-period in the form of a very short pulse; therefore, an expression
for the incoming energy can be easily obtained. In order to sirnplify our
calculations, we have to make two main assumptions concerning the system
parameters.

we assume

weak positive dissipation

(0<P<<1)

and thin

active zone, i.e. the phase trajectory crosses it for a 1iy1ys t ror"
"T ,where T
is the osciliation half-period. The two map variables will correspond
to the
total energy and the phase ofthe external force in the active zone's center (x
= 0).
The energy received for one pass through the active zone is:

= iF sinlvr(x))
:d
(4)
Introducing phase variable W =vt and assuming /
,
velocity in
LE,,,

to be the average

the active zone, one can obtain

(s)
t//o\r

LE,,

D

Fvvuun,
= j -sin
zWdtl/ -:-L lsintydty = ^Fv
v I
v
,,: v
Vi^

. ts ^_.,sinf
= zr.d.

srnt//osrn

f

I/lin

Here, we have introduced median phase

Vo=(VirlVo,,)/2

t

IU

-snW.
und phase

half-width of the active ton t=(Vout -V/i)I2=vd'/7 E prrrrion (5)
be further simplified by assuming smal phase half-width sin( = ( . in
9an

this case, we get:
LE,n =2Fd'sintYo
(6)

tI4

.

Now we have to determine the energy loss of (3) for the time interval
between two passes through the active zone, it will be approximately equal
to the energy loss in the case of free damped pendulum, which is given by

- (1- m)K(m)l
Here, m=Eo/2 and Eo=*12+(t-cos'r) is the full energy of the
system, K(m) and E(m) are complete elliptic integrals of first and second

(j)

LEo,, =I60lE(m)

.

kind, accordingly. In case of small amplitudes , (7) can be simplified using
the expansions:

K(m)

(s)

=?(t*L
2[ 4+ 1*,
64

*

...)

I
E(m)=lft-Y -+*'+...\
2( 4 64 )

and keeping only terms of order up to m, one obtains:

(9)

LEou,=4PK(m)E" = fiT(m)E'

Here, T(m) is the period of pendulum oscillations expressed as a function
of its energy.
Let us now define the map variables precisely. The energy variable
Eo
0
12,
is m=
and the phase one is the median phase defined in (5): =Vo .

In addition, we assume that ffin does not stand for the moment of the nth
pass through the center of the active zone, but for the moment of the
r

\n

<tth
- r)

leaving the zone; these moments are shown in Fig.1. We used such
it simplifies the equation for the phase
variable's evolution. It becomes simply:

a complicated notation because

n

t, *t

(mod 2n)
0n+! =
t lr = 0, + 2vK(mn*t) +
(10)
The additional term + n is introduced because of the symmetry of (3): it is
invariant under transformation (x, i,t{) -) ('x,-i,t// + /'). and the
subsequent passes through the active zone occur for velocities with opposite
signs (cf. Fig.1). The balance of m is written as:

L!i!

oy

ffin+t = m, +
ffin * Fd''sint^ (11)
Here, we can use either the exact expression for energy dissipation (7) or the
smali amplitudes' approximation (9). In the first case, combining the

^+=
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equations

for enelgy and phase variables, we obtain the two-dimensional

map:
u't

n+r =

m, - 8 plE(m,,)

9n+t = 0,, + 2vK(m,,+t)

(I2)

- (l - m )K (m,)l + Fd' sin 0,

l lt

(mod 2n)

In the case of small amplitudes approximation, expressing I r only with
terms of order up to m and assuming m and 0 ur"both small, the following
approximate map is obtained:
tt+r = ffi nQ - znb + Fd' sin 0,,
0,+1 = 0,, + (v

(r3)

+I)n

+Y*,*,
4

(mod 2n)

Let us find the fixed point. (*o ,0o y ofthe map (L2). Theequation
for m yields:

(t4)

Fd'sin0" =801E(m")-(7-mo)K(m")1.

0 itfollows that:
2vK(n'to 1 = (21 -l)n

and from equation for

(15)

.

The last result shows that for a fixed value of the frequency v the system
processes discrete set

of stationary states *i fo, various values of l;

the

condition K(m)>nl2 requires Ql-r)2u. Mor"over, Eq.(15) completely
determines the energy's stationary values, hence the amplitude of
oscillation. Taking into account only the first two terms in the expansion of
K(m) according to (8), one can_find approximately:

(16)

mi =412t

-r -rl

L v

-1.

That is the reason for which we call (15) a discretization condition
for the system.
Writing the energy balance equation and combining it with the phase
equation we arrive at a map identical with the dissipative twist map:

En+1=Q-5)8"+EII(0,)

61)

0,,+r = 0n +

2na(En*)

(mod 2n)

with the following notations introduced:

(18)
rt6

s=yFd'; a(E)=rf\U) *\

4n

2

So, it becomes clear that dissipative twist map (17) models well the general
kick-system (1) with symmetric potential, small dissipation and thin active
zone.
This is a very important result. It places the class of kick-excited
systems in con'espondence to the well-studied class of dissipative twist
maps. It also highlights the fact that kick-systems inherit their common
features from twist maps. So, we can assert that it is convenient to consider
system (17) as a genelal kick-model, which stands for a variety of physical
systems and especially for those forced in a pulse way, i.e. the external force
acts only through short time pulses.

3. Conclusion
The basis properties characterizing the mechanism of "quantized"
oscillation excitation are:
(1) Excitation of oscillations of the quasi-eigenfrequency of the
system with a set of discrete stationary amplitudes, depending only on the
initial conditions, i.e. a specific "quantization" of the excited oscillation by
the parameter of intensity.
(2) The possibility for effective division of the frequency with highrate frequency of the unary transformation.
(3) Adaptive self-control of the energy contribution in the oscillating
process, revealed as maintenance of the amplitude values and the
oscillations frequency in the system in case of significant change of the
amplitude of external action, the quality factor (Q-factor, load, losses) and
other actions, i.e. this is a phenomenon of strong adaptive stabilization of
regimes when the parameter changes up to hundreds percent,

II7

F

I
I

Frg.1 The. phase parnts standurg for consecutive

rterahuns uf the map vanables along the ffajeutory
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EAIIH KJIAC AI4HAMI,ITIHU CVICTEMI4 C
HEJrr4HEfiHo Bb3tsyxnAHE +)
8.,[auzoe, II. Tpeuuee

Pegrovre

B crarugra e oIIIzcaHo v I43cJIeABaHo e tBJreHnero "KBaHToBaHa"
ocrlvnarlur. flpe4noxeH e cb3AaAeH KJrac or nrzr-nrs6yArauv
caMoaAanrnBHl4 ApIHaMr4qHr,I CIrCTeMr4,

rOfiro ce

xapaKTepl{3l{pa

C

uenzuefino (nexouoreuno) BbHruHo nepr4oAr4rrHo nrs6yx4aHe (no
orHorxeHr4e Ha KoopAr,rHarr,rre ua nrs6yAraMl4Te cr4crevn) u ce orJrr4qaBa c
o6emueHl4Te cI4 3aKoHoMepHocrl{ : nrs6yxlaHe Ha "4I.IKp erHa" ocunnallrz.f,
B MaKpOAI{HaMkIqHV CI{CTeMr4 C MHO)r(eCTBO KJTOHOBT{ aTpaKTOpVt V CVrrrF.A
caMoaAarrrunHa ycrofi qr4Bocr.
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SYNCHRONIZATION IN RADIO COMMUNICATION
SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS
Antonio Andonov , Ilka Stefanova, Kancho Kanchev

Higher School of Transport ,,7. Kableshkov,
Abstract:
Movable radio-commttnication systenxs are known to cause uncertain delay of
the
received signals as a result of the changing clistance between the movable
obiecti. tn the
promising wide-band systems with leap changing bearing
frequency shall establish and
maintain synchronization through a combination of autonomous iynchronization made
possible by the introduction ofcompact high-stabilityfrequency referinces,
andforecasting
methods for the distance between the transmitter and the receivir using
auxiliary devici
such as dedicated calculating units, which will provi.de to obtain sufficiently
accurate d.aty
to compensate for tlre delay. In view of this setting, lrcre, an atgirithm is sr,tggested
for
autonomous synchronizcttion with forecast of random d.elay
fluctuations,

The problem of communication system synchronization lies in the
time combination of periodic processes, describing the operation of the
transmitter and the receiver. Even the preciso knowledge of the transmitter's
starting operation time and the perfect stabilization of the time standard are
no complete solution of the synchronization problem. This is especially
valid for mobile radio communication, where the change in the dirtun""
between the mobile objects generates indefiniteness in the delay of the
received signals. Nevertheless, some authors [1,2] consider that in the
future, broad band systems with discontinuous variation of the canier

frequency

will use a

combination

of the method of

autonomous

synchronization in connection with the creation of compact highly stable
frequency standards and methods of prognosticating the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver by additional means, including special
computing facilities and providing the possibility to obtain sufficiently
precise information for the purpose of compensating the delay.
with a view
to this formulation, one of the objectives of this paper is to propose an
120

algorithm for autonomous synchronization with prognostication of random
delay fluctuations.
The most universal approach to the problem of the synthesis of
optimal receiving algorithms is based on Markov's nonlinear filtration
theory. To compensate the delay r (t) in the signal propagation medium s(t),
the signal should be emitted ahead of time, i.e. it should bd of the krnd:
S*(t) = s[t+x(t)]'
When available delay t (t), the useful signal at the receiver's input is
described by the expression:
(1) S^[t-t (0] = S{t-t (|+x[t-r (0]]
The problem, whose solution is the subject of this paper, is to
determine the value of x(t), at which maximum root-mean-sqlrare of the
displacement e(t) is obtained at the time of receiving the signal at the
receiver's input with available random delay t (t), or
(2) e(t) = r (t)-x[ct (t)].
To determine x(t) the total current information about the random
delay can be used, which is contained in the rcalized w(t) during the time
interval [0,t] at the receiver's input. This oscillation is a mixture of useful
signal and noise:
(3) w(0 = s*[t-r (t)]+n(t).
The signal emitted by the transmitter at random time te enters the
receiver's input through a random delay channel at time t1, So that the
obvious equation:

(4) To=tr-t(0.
is satisfied.
The described problem could be reduced to determination of the
advance x(t), providing minimum root-mean-square of the displacement
e(t1) of the signal, received at time t1, based on the observation of the
rcalization w(t) by the time of the signal's emission ws = {w(t), 0<t<to}..
As well known, the optimum root-mean-square estimate coincides
with the arbitrary mathematical expectation:

(5)

X(to) =

M{t (tr)lwo} = Irtptdtto) dr;

Pr(rlA) = P{t (tr) lwo}.
To avoid considering the process at random times, it is reasonable to
introduce the following process:

(6) tr(to)=t(tr).

From (4) it follows that
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(l)

r

r(to)

=r

[to

+r (r1)] =r lto+t1

(t6)].

In this case with respect to rhe probability density p1(r | 0 it could be
said that it is the current presumptive density of the process's probabilities r
r (t);
pt(r I 0 = P{t (l tr)l wo} = p(rr(toj wo}.
The physical meaning of r r(t) is the delay of the signal emitted at
time ts..
From (7) can be derived an equation, determining the relation
between P1(t ,t) and P(t,ll t) = p(t(t+l)l *e1, or the a posteriorl probabiliry
density of the random delay at the fixed time r (t+l). If I is regarded as a
random value with probability density p(l), and t (t+1) as a function of this
value, than based on (6), the following is valid:
*1196
(8) P{rr(t) = r I wo} =
-r t) =1 | wo}p(l)dl
_:
From (7) it follows that 1=rr(t), or:
P(1) =P{rr(t)} = I lw)} = P{[l I t]
In this way, a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the
second type can be defined, ploviding the possibility to determine pr(t | at
0
assigned probability density p{t,ll t).

(e)

P1(rl

r)= T
-:

P(t;11

0p, 0 | 0dl.

Equation (9) relates the probability characteristics of the t1(t)
process to the characteristics of the r(t) process. The algorithm of
calculating P(t; I I t) foliows from the results of the optimum nonlinear
filtration theory. The random delay can assume non negative values, or
rr(t)>0, Pr(t I t)=0 for r<0. That is why in (9), only P(t; l l t) tor 1>0 or oniy
the extrapolated probability density is used. In practice, it can always be
assumed that r (t) is a Markov process component l(t) = {t (0,0(t)}, r (t)
being separated explicitly.
If s(t) is a synchrosignal, emitted by the monitoring station and the
delay is the only random parameter of the s*(t) signal, then the assignment
of

t defines completely the signal:
S*[t-t (t)] = S{rt (t)+x[rt (t)]]

The realization of woc" {0 in formula (1) is known, determined by

previou s observations.

so, the determination of the a posteriori probability density of the
probabilities P(r; I I t), based on the observation w,s, is a problem of the
722

Markov theory for an optimum linear filtration, that can be solved. The
probability density can be determined by the equation

Y#"

(10)

=L{ P(t;1lt)}'

where L(.) is the presumptive operator of Focker

- Plank - Kolmogorov

tzl.
The initial condition in this equation is determined by the expression:
P(1.; v=.0 | t; = P(t,}.),
where P(t,}.) . Ptl(t) | w'o) is the cunenr a posteriori probability density
of the l,(t) process at the observation y'0, determined by the equation for the
filtration equation of Stratonovich [2]. In this case it is of the following
kind:

APq

(1 1)

J)

dt

=

L{P(t,I)} + [F*(t,t) - F.(t)] P(t,].),

where
a

F*(t,t) =

a

N

{w(0 S*(t-r)

- Zz S*O(t-t)} ; F'.(t) =

I

F*(t,t) P(t,),)dl"

For the purpose of simplifying equations (10), (11) and forming the
extrapolated probability density P(t; I I 0 it i, reasonable to apply the well
known method of the Gaus approximation.
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CKIHXPOHI43AIII,I'I B CI4CTEMI{ C PA3IIPENEJIEH CIIEKTbP
Aumouuo Aud o uo e, Irlnrca CmeQ ano e a, Rvuuo Kbuvee
Bucute mp aHcnopmHo yHuruLqe,'7. Ra6neutKoe,,,
Pesrcb,Ie

B c'creMare Ha

noABr4x(Hara pa*uoBpb3Ka BcJreAcrBrze Ha
HA PA3CTO,'IHI,{ETO MCXAY NOABI4}KHI,ITE O6EXTU BT,3HIIKBA
HCOIIPEAENEHOCT B 3AKbCHEHI4CTO HA NPI4EMAHI4TE
CUIHAITLI. B
nepcrreKTr4BHr4Te rxupoKoJIeHTOBr4 CI4CTeM:a C:,,C CrOroo6pa^:Ho
rZ3MeHeHr4e
Ha Hoceuara qecrora' 3a ycraHoBtBaHe I{ [oAAbp)KaHe Ha cr4HxpoHr43arlr4t
rqE C Bb3MO)KI{O I43[IOJI3BAHE HA CbIIETAHIIE HA MCTO,qA 3A ABTOHOMHA
NPOM.SHATA

CI,IHXPOHI43AI\Hfl, B'I>B BP63KA C Cb3AABAHCTO HA KOMIIAKTHI4
BI4COKOCTA6UI]|F{W

eraJroHr4 Ha

qeorora

NPEAABATEN,f,

r,{ MeroArl 3a npofHo3prpaHe na pa3TorHr4ero Me)KAy
14 NPI4EMHI4KA C NOMOIIITA HA AOIIbNHI4TENHIZ CPEICTBA,

BKnIOqBalIr4 Cfrerlnanr43vpaHu z3qr4cJrareJrHr{ ycrpoficrna u
AaBarrlr4
Aa ce ilonyqu AocrarsqHo roqHa uH$oprvraqux c orneA
KOMNEHCUPAHE HA 3AKbCHEHI4ETO, C OINEA HA TA3:2- TIOCTAHOBKA
B
B:b3MOII(HOC"I

Hacrorrrlara pa60ra e npeAnoxeH anropr{TbM 3a
cl4HxpoHr43arlur

3aK6CHeHlIeTo.
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ANTIFRICTION PROPERTIES OF SELF-LUBRICANT
COMPOSITE MATERIALS UNDER FRICTION
VACUUM CONDITIONS
Yulika Simeonova; Georgi Sotirov
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract
Two self-lubricant copper-based composite materials, alloyed with Sn

or Ni, P,
and containing Pb, were studied. The obtained experimental data revealed a small friction
cofficient in vacuum (for load of 2 and l0 N, and ttel.ocity of 0,2 and I m/s) with both
materials. The "Cu-P-Sn-Pb" system's friction cofficient was 0,12 - 0,15. The "Cu-P-NiPb" system's friction cofficient was 0,lB - 0,24. The nteasured wear values for friction in
vaclntm were also small. For system one weer reacher| 4.n-6 **3/N*, and for system
two, 4.10-5

An interesting fact is that, by increasing the load 5 time,s (from 2 to
10N) at 0,2 m/s in vacuum the wear of system one became 6.10-6 **3/N*. For system tvvo
this value was 5.10-5 ,*3/N*. The obtained results proved the good antifriction
properties of these materials at dry friction in vacuum, resulting from the friction surface's
enrichment with lead, Pb. During the friction process, Pb dffised from volume to surface

^^3/N*.

and acted as a solid lubricant.

Introduction
Space studies have shown the complex and non-traditional nature of
tribological processes in vacuum, where the medium is greatly rarefied,
lacking oxygen and humidity, convectional cooling, and traditional contact
lubrication. As a result, contact interactions are realised at elevated
temperature, increased plastic deformation, destruction of oxides, at strongly
increasing adhesive activity of the frictional surfaces, leading to intensive
wear [1], Friction in vacuum usually takes place in dry conditions.
All these peculiarities necessitate the development of materials with
improved antifriction properties, since in space practice, failures of
tribological character are not quite rale.
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our experience in material research and use in space has shown that
self-lubricant copper-based composite materials are suitable for space
application. one material of this type was used in the bearings of the rpu."
apparatus which operated steadily in vacuum on the MIR Orbital Station for
5 years U996 - 2001112,31.
Properties and parameters of new materials
The object of the study are the properties and triboparameters of tw6
selflubricant copper-based composite materials, alloyed with sn or Ni, p,,
and containing Pb in the form of globular formations.
The materials are as foliows:
1. System "(cu - P) - (Pb -Sn)", to be called provisionally "material 1" and
2. System "(Cu - P - Ni) - Pb", to be called provisionally ,,material2.,,
The main pecularity of this type of materials is the fact that the
functions of their structural components are strictly differentiated. Some of
the components play the role of the bearing part (the matrix). These are the
copper alloys. The other components have antifrictional function as solicl
lubricant (Pb, Sn, their alloys). An important factor providing for the choice
of these components was the interrelation between them in the material
structure.

Alloying with Ni and Sn improves the mechanicar properties of the
alloys and forms a solid solution with cu, increasing material strength.
Phosphorous increases the wear resistance of materials, forms a solicl
phase Cu3P, which limits the formation of intensive plastic deformation at

contact and restricts the creation of seizure centres at dry friction vacuuffr
conditions. Pb actually does not interact with Cu, and plays the role of a
solid lubricant, decreasing wear and increasing the reliability of the tribocouple. Pb is present in the materials' structure in the form of isolated
formations.
A general technological principle in the creation of this type of
antifrictional materials is the formation of strongly heterogeneous structure,
ensuring good antifrictional characteristics and parameters (small friction
coefficient and high wear resistance).
"Material l " possesses complex heterogeneous structure built by osolid solution of Sn in Cu with isolated formations of Pb. At the boundaries
of g-solid solution grains, a web of Cu3p is located with areas of complex
eutectics "cu3P + cu3Sn + (cu + Sn), and isolated crystals probably of the
Pb2SnO4 type.
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cu

The structure of "materral2" is built of a hard soiution of Ni and p in
with solid phase cu3P, located on the grains in the form of a broken

web. Pb formations fill the gaps between the particles of the solid solution.
A high wear-resistance is inherent to these materials, because of the
favourable relation between strength and plasticity resulting from the
alloying of the bearing part (the matrix) with Ni or Sn, which increases the
loading capacity of the materials.
Irrespective of the distinct specifics of triboprocesses in vacuum and
especially due to adhesion increasing at dry friction vacuum conditions, the
obtained experimental figures for the friction coefficient in vacuum for both
materials were small. system's "cu-P-Sn-Pb" friction coefficient was 0,12 0,15 and system's "Cu-P-Ni-Pb" friction coefficient was 0,18 - 0,24 (load,2
N and velocities 1 and 0,2 m/s). The measured wear values for friction in
vacuum were also small - for material 1, the wear reached 4.10-6 mm3fN.m,
and for material 2, 4.10-5 m*3/N.m. This result could be explained by the
effect of self-lubrication. our previous studies have shown that under dry
friction in vacuum this type of materials certainly demonstrate a selflubricant effect [3].
As a result of the increased temperature at contact, the plastic
deformation and the differences in the diffusion and linear extension
coefficients of the material's components, diffusion of Pb towards the
friction surface is observed.
Such diffusion is also accomplished with friction in air, but in this
case Pb on the surface is oxided, and with friction in vacuum Pb is metaliic,
acting as solid lubricant. Experience shows that metal Pb features more
stable triboparameters than PbO. Metal Pb keeps its own plasticity and the
formed thin layer is steady.
In Fig. 1, the dependence of the friction coefficient on distance at
dry friction vacuum conditions is shown for material 1 (load 2 N and
velocity 0,2 rnls).
With increase of load and velocity, friction power increases, contact
temperature rises, the diffusion process is activated and the surface is
enriched with Pb acting as lubricant, which decreases further the friction
coefficient, as seen inFig.2 with velocity 1m/s. The case with material 2 is
similar, where the value of the friction coefficient decreases with increase of
velocity from 0,25 to 0,18.
An interesting fact is that, by increasing the load 5 times (from 2 to
10 N) at velocity 0,2 rrls in vacuum the wear for material 1 was 6.10-6
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mm3/N.m. For material 2 this value was 5.10-5 mm3/N.m. This r-esult
proved the good antifriction properties of the materials under dry friction in
vacuum. we assume that the load 10 N at 0,2 m/s is not limiting for bottr
materials. The shown triboparameters are measured at rotation movement
with counterbody of steel A1SI52100 (100 Cr 6). The tribological study was
carried out by the AMTT - Seibersdorf. UHV-tribometer [4].
The structural-morphoiogical peculiarities of the friction surface at
dry friction in vacuum are very specific. wear by friction removes
irreversibly oxide structures and cleans the surface. This can be seen in the
micrograph of the surface at friction in vacuum for material 1 - Fig.3. Thir;
is the beginning of the formation of Pb layer on the surface, where welloutlined formation of Pb (1) is observed, assuming orientations along the
direction of movement.
The Pb layer formed on the surface at friction under vacuum for
material 2 is shown in Fig.4. The formation of a stable Pb layer depends orr
the structural-morphological configuration of the composite material, the
distribution of lead in the surface layer and the friction regime, which makes
the friction surface adaptable while in service. Therefore, the self-Iubricant
composite materials of this type are steady and reliable under dry friction
vacuum conditions, including space environment. Our efforts show that they
are suitable for space application as a materiai for bearings, working
continuously in dry friction regime in vacuum.

Conclusions
1. Lubrication effect has been established

for two antifriction

copper-basedl

composite materials under dry friction vacuum conditions for loads of 2 and
10N and velocities of 0,2 and 1 mls.
2. The triboparameters friction coefficient and wear of these materials are
comparable to those of the material LB9 (Glacier BS l400LB4-6).
3. Because of their good triboparameters and great operation stability in
vacuum these materials are of interest for space material science and
technologies. They are a promising material for space applications,
involving continuous dry friction in vacuum.
4. It is purposeful the research to be continued on these materials in order to
determine their ultimite potentials with regard to their loading with heavier
operation regimes in vacuum.
Upon complete assessment of these materials, they could be
proposed for use in space equipment and devices.
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Captions:
Fig.1. Friction coefficient dependence of distance under dry vacuum friction (load
2N, velocity 0,2 m/s) material 1.
Fig.2. Friction coefficient dependence ofdistance under dry vacuum friction (load
2N, velocity i m/s) material 1.
Fig.3. Micrograph of friction surface of material 1 at dry friction in vacuum (load
2N, velocity 0,2m/s), (x 1000).
Fig.4. Micrograph of friction surface of material 2 at dry friction in vacuum (load
2N, velocity lmls), (x 1000),
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Fig.4

OHHI4

CB OI;I CTBA HA CAMO CMA3 BAIU VI CE
KOMfIO3VITHI4 MATEPI4ATIVI ilPI4 TPIIEHE BbB BAK}'YM

IOnuxa Cuneouoaa, leopzu Comupoe
Peercl,re
caMocMa3Baulrl
ce Marept4ara Ha MeAHa ocHoBa,
ABa
cr,Abpxaxlu oJroBo, crrJraBeHr4 C ranail rzJrh Hr.{KeJr u
$ocsop. flory.reHure
eKcrrepr{MeHTarrHLl AaHHrr [or(a3axa HrrcbK roeozqueHr Ha rprreHe nrn naxyyu (sa
ronap 2 z 10 N' r{ cr(opocr 0,2 u I m/s) u rpr4 ABara Marepr4uLrra. Koeduquenmr
Ha rplieHe Ha crzcreMara "Cu-P-Sn-Pb" e 0,12 - 0,15. KoeQzqzeHrr,T Ha rpr,reHe Ha
clrcreMara "Cu-P-Ni-Pb" e 0, 1B - 0,24. Z:mepeuzre crofiHocrlr Ha rr3HocBaHe rrpz

Lrzc''egnauu

ca

TpaeHe BbB Bar(yyM cbrqo ca MaJrKr4. zSnOCSaHero B nr,pBara clrcreMa e 4.10-6

to-3/N-, a BbB Bropara cHcreMa -

4.10-5 --3/Nm. tr{ureper: ilpeAcraBn{Ba
Qaxr:nr, qe yBervqasai.lxu roBapa 5 nrru (ot 2 na 10N) npu 0,2 mls
uunyyr,
"tu
r{3HOCBaHero Ha IlbpBara cr{creMa crasa 6.10-6
-rr3/N-. 3a eropara cr{creMa
Ta3r4

crofiuocr e 5.10-5 --3/N-.

llony.lsHrre pflyJrrarar4 rrorB:bplKAaBar
4o6pzre aHru0pzrqnoHHz ceoficrBa Ha re3u Marepuurr4 trprl oyxo rpr{eHe BbB
Bai(yyM, tlonyqeHH B pe3ynrar or o6orar-f,saHero Ha
spuxquoHrrara rroBspxHocr c
oJIoBo Pb' B npoqeca Ha rprzeHe Pb an$yuar4pa or o6enra K:bM noBr,pxHocrra n
Aetacrea r(aro rB:bpl ry6puxaHr.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PLANT GROWTH IN
TWO DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES DURING EARTH
EXPERIMENT
Iliana Iheva
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstrqct
One-month, earth-based experiment with onions carried out irt the prototype of
for l0 years on the MIR Orbital Station is
described in this paper. A new substrate (Ekolin) is used which is compared with the
substrate used before (Balkanin) on the biological indications of the grown plants. The
equal environmental parameters in the root zone were maintained by automatic substrate
moisture control in both Vegetation Modules. Balkanin's relatively low water-conductivity
is an essential disadvantage as a result of which twice fewer plants were grown; moreover,
they were shorter and with twice less biomass compared to that grown in Ekolin. For its
good water-conductivity Ekolin could be used in the future Space Greenhouses.
SVET-2 Space Greenhouse which has operated

1.

Introduction
Balkanin is Bulgarian invention and patent and was the first
substrate used in five space and many on-earth experiments carried out in
the period 1985 - 1997. Because of its high relative weight and radioactive
background, low water-capacity and low water-conductivity, the American
scientists replaced Balkanin with Turface.
The aim of this experiment was to use new substrate - Ekolin and to
compare it to the used before Balkanin on the biological indications of the
grown plants. As the environmentai parameters in the Growth Chamber are
the same for all plants we also tried to maintain equal environmental
parameters in the two Vegetation Modules by automatically controlling the
substrate moisture.

Allium cepa - onion was chosen as a biological material in this
experiment because of its fast growth and rich vitamine content. The plant is
also a candidate for growth in the Biological Life Support Systems
providing food, water and air recovery for the future long-term

space
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missions. onion is also a suitabie model plant for studding the impact of
different environmental stress factors. The piant is especially sensitive to
water stress and indication for this is the lowered rate of transpiration,
photosynthesis and growth.
The basic biological indications that will be measured and will serve
for estimation in this experiment are: germination and plant height, row
biomass and root development.

2.

Technical description of the experiment
Greenhouse consists of Plant Growth unit and control
unit. The vegetation vessei is divided into two vegetation Modules (vM),
and is mounted on rails (like a drawer) in the plant Growth Unit [1]. Each
vM has independent, automatic moisture control maintained by moistur.e
sensor operating on thermodynamic principle [2].
Ekolin - the new substrate is placed in VM 1 and Balkanin - the
previously used substrate - in vM 2. The new substrate is developed by
NIPRORUDA and consists of natural clinoptilolite in composition with
expanded perlite and vermiculite, natural vermicultte, fertilized clinoptilolite
and water-soluble polymers, modified and activated by original Know How
technology of the firm. Its basic nutritional compounds are shown on Table
1 t3l.
Balkanin is natural zeohte enriched with nutrients .on orisinal
Bulgarian technology Table 2l4l.

svET space
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The two VMs were filled onty with substrate, without the linen wicks
and the air-pipe system for artificial aeration of the substrate as was in the
original construction. The position of the two sensors was different, too.
They were situated 2,5 cm off the bottom of each VM, and not 3 cm off the
covering lid. This position allowed us to control the moisture so as to avoid
gravitational flow out of water - a phenomenon typical for ground-based
experiments.

3. Experimental course
The experiment was started on 18 November 2002 and continued till
18 December 2002.It was worked out in another ground-based experiments
that it is better to repeat Program 2 - the program for initial substrate
moistening for twice better and more even water distribution in the volume

with small water doses. So, Program 2 was

repeated twice with
approximately 13 ml water dose. Program 3 - the program maintaining
automatic controi of the environmental parameters during plant growth was
started on 22 November. Before that the biological material - the onions
were planted. Each VM has two beds and 9 onions were planted on each of
them or totally 18 onions for each substrate. Analyzing the received data
from the twice-repeated Program 2 we decided to set the following initial
parameters for Program 3: moisture threshold - 45Vo and 37 ml water dose
for both VMs. Some of the environmental parameters monitored during the
experiment are shown on Figure 1. Although we set equal initial parameters
one week latel twice less water was input in Balkanin due to substrate's bad
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water conductivity. This led to different conditions in the root zones.
Balkanin was twice drier than Ekolin. To equalize the conditions in the
root zones we raised the moisture threshold in Balkanin from 45Vo to 50 Vo
and kept the same water dose - 31 ml.
In the beginning of the experiment when plants have not germinatecl
yet nor grown up enough water consumption is less, being needed only tcr
compensate water loss during evaporation. But the situation was different
with Ekolin - too much water was consumed without plants. Analyzing the
data from the received telemetric frames it was determined that the substrate
in VMl was subject to more intensive evaporation than the substrate in
v]|l4.2. X-ray photograph was stick on beneath the vv to prevent electronics
from damage if some gravitational water flow out occurred. The X-ray
photograph gave negative impact on the equal water evaporation from bottr
vMs, but as it was impossible to remove it without interrupting the
experiment we decided to leave it. on the 21't day when all of the plants in
Ekolin and half of the plants in Balkanin germinated and twice more water
was input in VM1 at one and the same moisture threshold the evaporation
from both vMs equalized and remained still till the end of the experiment.
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Fig 1. Environmental parameters in VMl and VM2 during the experiment
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The bad Balkanin water-conductivity allowed only half of the
planted plants to germinate although we raised the moisture threshold to
557o for several days and almost reached the point when gravitational flow
out of water was very possible to occur.
The moisture thresholds set during the experiment were as follows:
in VM1 - 45Vo and 507o and in VM2 - 45Vo,507o,55% and 50%. These
thresholds were maintained by different doses depending on pump
operational time.

4. Results
From the very beginning of the experiment we measured some of the
plant biological parameters. The first indication observed was plant
germination. With two times less water in Balkanin due to its bad waterconductivity two times less plants germinated. Four days after starting
Program 3, the first plant in Ekolin germinated, and two days later, the first
one in Balkanin germinated. 100 7o germination was achieved on the 15th
day of the experiment in Ekolin and 517o germination on the 21" day in
Balkanin. The plants in Balkanin were smaller with softer leaves with less
biomass compared to those grown in Ekolin. The average plant height in
substrate Ekolin was 49.6 cm in the first row and 53.1 cm in the second
row. Approximately 12 cm smaller were the plants in Balkanin - 3l.4 cm in
the first row and 40.3 cm in the second row. The average plant weight in
Ekolin was 8.3759 and almost twice less in Balkanin - 4.7949.
Observation of root growth was made after the experiment had
finished. The upper layers in Balkanin were completely dry; it was wet near
the hydroaccumulators and below in the substrate's volume. Approximately
2 cm of substrate from the covering lid were completely dry in Ekolin. The
whole volume below was evenly wetted. The plants grown in Ekolin were
with fine, more branched off roots, distributed like a net in the whole
volume of the substrate. The strongest roots were mainly near the
hydroaccumulators. The plants grown in Balkanin were with not so well
developed root system. The roots grew downward mainly near the
hydroaccumulators.
Both root systems suffered from anoxia as the roots reached the
wettest layers of the substrates at the bottom of the VMs, The roots grew
thlough the polyvinylchloride foam and outside the perforations in the VV
walls. Artificial aeration of the substrate is necessary on Earth as well to
prevent roots from anoxia.
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5. Conclusions
Moisture is vital for faster plant germination and normal plant
growth. Ekolin - the new substrate is with good water-conductivity and thus
ensures twice faster germination and better plant growth. Ekolin could be
used in the future Space Greenhouses after successfully passing the other
space-qualified tests.
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CPABHIITEJIEH AHAJIII3 IIA PA3BI,ITI,IETO HA PACTEHAf, B
ABA pA3JMttIJVt CyECTPATA fIpH HA3E4MEH
EKCIIEPIIMEHT
U. Itlnueea
PesrcMe

B crarusra e olucaH eAHoMeceqeH Ha3eMeH eKcrreprzMeHT c KpoMI4I{
JryK, npoBeAeH c rrpororrrla Ha KocMr4rrecKara opaHlr(epvr "CBET",
pa6orl4na yclerxHo 10 ro4unu na Op6uranna cranr\vfl "MI4P" . ZsnorssaH
e HoB cy6crpar (eroru.In), KofiTo e cpaBHeH c 6uonorra.recKr,rre rroKa3areJrpr
Ha II3IIoJI3B aHufl, no-pano cy6crpar (6anrcanrau). floc'ro-sHHr.rre rroKa3areJrr4
B o6nacrra Ha KopeHa 3a ABara Bererar{voHHrr MoAyna 6rxa noMrp)KaHrr c
aBToMarvr{eH KoHTpon Ha BJrarara. CpanuzrelHo rro-Hl4cKara
BoAorIpoBoAI4Mocr na 6alranr4H e ocHoBeH HeAocrarbK, B pe3ynrar Ha
KofiTo 6sxa orrneAaHr.r ABofiHo rro-MiurKo pacreHvrfl; ocBeH ToBa,
pacTeHr4flTa 6-sxa uo-HvtcKkr vr. c ABofiHo rro-MiurKa 6uovaca or Macara,
lonyrleHa npu r.r3rron3BaHero Ha eKoJrrrH. [o6para BoAonpoBoAr4Mocr Ha
eKoJII,IH ro rrpaBrr oco6eHo rroAxoAflul 3a r{3rroJr3BaHe B 6rAeulu
KOCMr.rqecKr{ opaDr(epur4.
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ASSESSMENT OF FOREST ECOSYSTEMS AND
ADJACENT AREAS STATUS FOR

ECOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE
Albena Pavlova
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract:
The impact of forest change is a dynamic process in time and space. Research of
the ecosystem's strength and balance is associated with identffication of the destructive
factors and the growth direction of the influence. The main objective of the proposed study
includes essessment of the destructive factors affecting areas with dffirent land cover in
regions with similar climatic conditions, The results of the study include application of the
NDVI for vitality evaluation of forest and quantity of green biomass and supervised
classification for areas with minimum forest biomass on the base of the obtained NDVI
values. For more detailed definition of forest status it is necessary to synthesize a modelfor
correlation between different vegetation indexes and destructive factors influence as
parameters in such a model.

1.

Introduction
Environment has very delicate equilibrium, which is directly
dependent on climate changes, natural disasters, and human influence.
Research of the ecosystem's sffength and balance is associated with
identification of the destructive factors and the growth direction of the
influence. Modern problem development covers eco-monitoring,
specification of trends, and determination of rehabilitation criteria on the
basis of satellite technologies. The main objective of remote sensing is to
obtain information from received images for the quality of earth objects and
the atmosphere with their spatial interaction. It is well known that aerospace
methods for remote sensing of the Earth in various spectral ranges are the
most efficient ones for expeditious monitoring of geo-ecological conditions.
The present level of remote sensing facilities enables acquisition of highprecision data about land parameters with sufficiently high spatial resolution
and periodical updating of information. [1]

r31

corresponding to the project preparation for ecological agricurture
and the needs for forest change assessment in the adjacent areas the
following tasks were fixed:
n Assessment of the state of natural forest ecosystems and
identification of the destructive factors influencing the forest fund;
o Revealing the developmental trends and direction of identified
influences;
The objective of the study includes assessment of the destructive
factors affecting areas with different land cover in the resion with similar
climatic conditions,

2.

Selection of test polygons
In accomplishing the task for eco-agriculture deveropment in the
region southward of Plovdiv it is very important to evaluate the state of the
environment in the boundary area surrounding the selected test sites. It
features natural forest ecosystems with prevailing coniferous trees, moderate
continental climate, and uniform rain distribution.
The test polygons and field measurement sites were identified using
a Landsat 5 TM satellite image from August 1992. Visual interpretation and
comparative evaluation vs. a topographic map was used to fix a couple of
test polygons near the arable areas of the Plovdiv fierd. l2l rhe regions were
digitized and put in geographical tables using GIS software - Arcview. The
database will be expanded with additional information from field
measurements about forest cover, soil, and pollution types.

Fig.1 Test polygons
Legend
O Control points for foiest
ecosyslem assessment
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Tab.L Area of the fixed polygons
Shape

ID

Lqnd

Area / dca

cover
Polyson
Polvson
Polyson
Polvson
Polvson
Polvson
Polvson
Polvson

I
2
/1

5
6

l
8

Foresl
Forest
Forest
Forest
Forest
Forest
Forest
Forest

30092.r48
5163.340

28832.468

43t9924
'7526.470

43t6t.169
29620.794

2948.910

3. Results
Analydis of vegetation and detection of changes in vegetation
patterns are keys to natural resource assessment and monitoring. The
detection and quantitative assessment of green vegetation is one of the
major applications of remote sensing for decision-making. For these
purposes are used vegetation indexes based on the reflection ofvegetation in
the visible and infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum, temperature
changes, and ratio in water content.
For evaluation of forest vitality and green biomass quantity, the
NDVI is used. Based on the obtained values, a supervised classification is
made for areas with minimum forest biomass. These classes outline the
ground measurement sites where the destructive factor will be evaluated,
providing for the deviation from normal biomass distribution.

4.

Conclusion

The large area of the studied territory and the approximate
homogeneity of the forest cover suggest the use of remote sensing methods
for environmental monitoring. The recorded normalized difference
vegetation index values and the classification made, reveal forest biomass
distribution. For more detailed definition of forest status it is necessary to
synthesize a model for correlation between different vegetation indexes and
destructive factors' influence as parameters in such a model. The model
construction requires complex application of vegetation indexes and high
resolution data. [3]
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Fig.2 NDVI for vitatrity assessment of the selected regions

Fig.3 Classification on the NDVI values
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OIIEHKA HA CbCTO,flHIIETO IIA fOpCKr{ EKOCI{CTEMI,I
IIPIIJIEXAIIII,ITETEPI4TOPVTVI3APA3BI4TI4E
A EKO3EMENEJII,IE

n

A.IIaenoea
Irlucmumym 3a KocMuvecKu u3cred6aHun

- EAH

PesrcMe

Bnu.f,Hr4ero Ha fopcKrrre npoMeHr4 e Ar4HaMrdqeH npoqec BbB
BpeMeTo u npocTpaHcTBoTo. tr4acne4uaHeTo Ha r43Ap:bxnr4BocTTa u 6ana]Flca
B eKOCr{CTeMr4Te e CBbp3aHO C OnpeAenrHe Ha necTpyKTr4BHr4Te Qaxropu z
IIOCOKaTa HA pA3Br4Tr4e HA OKa3aHOTO Bb3AefiCTBr4e. oCHOBHaTa qen Ha
npeAnaraHaTa pa3pa6oTKa e cBBp3aHa c orIeHKa Ha AecTpyKTr4BHrrTe
Qarropu, oKa3Baqu Brrr4flHvre Btpxy o6nacrz c pa3nrzqHo 3eMHo noKpr4Tue
B pafioHt4 c rroAo6Hll KJrr,rMarrzqHu ycnoBkrfl. Pesynrarure or rr3cJreABaHero
BKnroqBar npr.rnaraHe Ha NDVI 3a orIeHKa Ha xr,r3HeHocrra Ha roplrre r4
KOJrr4qecTBOTO Ha 3eJreHaTa 6vonraca v Ha'nro[aBaHara Knacv$r4Karlufl. 3a
o6nacrl4 c Mr4HrzMaJrHa ropcKa 6uovaca Ha 6asara Ha [onyrreHkrre
crofiHocrr.r 3a NDVI. 3a no-no4po6Ho onpeAeJrrHe Ha fopcKur craryc e
Heo6xoAktMo Aa ce cptH'te3lrpa MoAeJr 3a Kopenaqr4rra MelKAy pa3nuqHr.ITe
BeIeTarIuoHHr4 I,rHAeKCrl Vr BrrkrflHr4eTo Ha AecTpyKTr{BHr.ITe $arropz raro
napaMeTprr B To3r4 MO,4en.
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SOME FEATURES OF o DISC AND ADVECTM-DOMINATED
ACCRETION DISC. SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS AI{D THEIR
COMPARISON -II
Lachezar Filipov, Krasimira Yankova, Daniela Andreeva
Space Research Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Science

Abstract
Using the models from part I, we have derived the basic parameters, describing the discs.
We have obtained the self-sirnilar soluti.ons of the evolution for both epes - ADAD and cv
discs, The results are expressed quantitatively to demonstrate our conclusion.

l.Introduction
As a continuation of Part I, dedicated to the priority of advection theory andL
the properties of advection - dominated flow and the comparison with
standard accretion theory, here we present the actual results of our
calculations. In many problems, the simple self-similar solutions don't
correspond to complete solution [12]. They are intervening asymptotically
and in a number of cases they give a sufficient idea of the studied physical
phenomena with correct boundary conditions. As a result of the required
transformation performed in our letter and using work [7] with adequate
variables, we will obtain self-similar solutions, too.
2. Equations, describing the eyolution of cr disc and ADAD.
The last two systems from part I [8] (eq. 3.29 + 3.33; 3.34 + 3.38)
enable us to obtain all parameters of the disc, so, we are looking only for I
in explicit form. To this end we will use the conservation laws; using ( eq"
2.10, see [8] ) we obtain:
( II.1
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)

ZV,r =

M

(an.\' dr

z"= -\

ar) a,

which gives respectively:

(IL2)

)

( II.3

M

aL-

=-2n dh.

.

)cr )p

tW

=

-!Ycr&

From (eq.2.9,

see [8] ) and (

lTrA\
(rr'+'' D, _l(GM)'z

A [(

ILl

) come after:

%\"

a=t E A\\dt,)

as we apply (eq.

, zqt.\
;n = \3c1)
I; - |

ao)
at,j

( 3.33 ) and eq. (3.38 ) see [8] ) and the relarion

(

we obtain the follows diffusion equations:

F'AzF
(II.5) AF
-dt =n n'
'. Aht
dF
n.. a2 -F
(11.6)

. =-.=
dt
n

-

dhz

where:
I

AtrA

(cu)'
r = -=z
m=

4+2a,

l0+2ar-2br-

c,

From ( II.4 ) we get:
/ rr ? \ \. _ (Gtw)'F'-*
2(t- m)nh3-'
( rr.8 )

(cu)' p
2n^

h2

3. SeIf - Sirnilar Solutions.
First we will define the role of self-similar solutions and then we will
give an example for their application. Such an' example is the
examination of the temperature diffusion equation for stationary
conductive medium, presented in [7]:
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"'

AT

= DVT
dt
D - diffusion constant.
We will determine the temperature at successive moments of time,
when the initial distribution is: 7 = Krr , r - the distance to the centre of the
coordinate system.
If we define the scale of the temperature U , the distance A and
the time r7 , then we can determine the dimensions D and K :

lo]=r7-'

t\'

and lKl=

r'u

D

independent of U
Sometimes, after the beginning of the process, the typical lengttr
scale depending on time may be defined as:

A. (r) = (nt\%
The time-dependant temperature scale may be defined in a similar
way:

T,(t)= t<tt',(t).
The solution should
dimensional form:

TT
T,

vield T

as a function

sl J- und. L.
L,\t) t

So we obtain the so.lution in the form

= Kr\,*T*t ^+

T* -

and r . In non-

KlY

This form should be a functiol

T

of t

:

(^.u/i

I

dimensionless function composed

of its dimensionless

arguments.

The obtained result is a self-similar solution, since time dependent
scales are used. The temperature scale ia always the function of scale
featuring the length. This is the self-similarity of the problem which denotes
that variable scales of A" and T" may be selected. Because of this, it is
possible to represent the scale of characteristics by a single variable
function.
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Therefore, the presence of several dimensions for the independent
constants, including the boundary conditions of the problem, defines the
neccessity of self-similar solution.
Let us examine the problem where the self-similar solution is of the
first order. The time behavior of a thin disc is defined by (IL5) under the
assumption that for the initial moment r = 0 the distribution is:

F=KhY
The dimensions of all values in (II.5) and initial conditions are:

ltl= Nrt-';bl= ,t; [F] = MNry-';
m
lnl = U - 6-2(n-nt+2) r2n-n-3'
lrcl=

P71Ytt-Y)rlY-2

.

Now we have to determine the typical scale.of the total angular
momentum h"(t) and typical scale of friction 4 (r) for each moment

t>0.
The first value is obtained from the dimensional analysis of (II.5):

h,(t)=
For

{

l'1

(n4(r)"'t-+
'n+2

(r) we use the initial distribution:

F,(t)= rcn,(t)'
Subtituting the last equation in the upper one, we obtain for h"'.

It b\ = (n^r'r)
\
/

1

n*2- xm
The solution of the problem yields
may be expressed in dimensionless form:

F

F^

-(n
- t,*l-,_

F" Kh,lt)Y [fr"
-=_-_-Then function

F

r)l=.1_l
-(n\
_

t

)

as a function

of h and t

and

|

lh, )

F will take the form:

rn\
. t.

F(hr)- Kh",(r)nl

\h, )

Using the present above [7],
( rr.6 ):

F(l) = r(t) f (€) ,

we divide the variables

,hr,

r=-=
I-,
' ho \ro*'

in ( II.5 ) and

GMrou,
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4,,, is the edge of the disc.
Then:
_l

(l[.1

I

tn+Z

h)l

l-,tunn\t

(IIl.2) f(r) =Foea; f
(lII.3

l;

"0, ,l
+

) r(r) =l

=+

tLo

d't

^a^

) +=26uf'-'"
dE'

(III.4)

)zf

+=L(f
dq"

Also, we can search the function in polynomial form:
( ru.5 ) f(() = ao€+ a'{t + a,6t'

l =3+ ft- ffi, a' =
2l

+I

_,. i, 2=
" = 2lL-l)

an

fu^'-"'

I-t '

az=

fiao'-'''(r-

m)

2t(2r-l)(l-t)'

_21(t_l)a.,,'
l(21 -l)oo--,
u

and the boundary conditions are:

/(1) = 1

/'(1)

=o

/(o) =o

finally we replace ( III.1 ), (II.2 ), ( m.5 ) in ( IL7 ) and ( II.8 )
Then we replace the result in (( eq. 3.29 + 3.32, ) and ( eq. 3.34 +
3.37), see [8]). As a result, the parameters of two discs are obtained in
explicit form of time and dimensionless coordinate ( .
Standard accretion

f'

^'r
i4=Y+i

y,

disc:
^ ( hn'*' );
Mr,=--31--*_
|;
no Y- trnrrtq)
r

y=-t+to
tO

Z=*#sFn,vn-3.
y -1@u)' r ( n*');
>
"o-z
'
>k
hot-n il(l_.)[_bmtlte)
To = To1o'*'c0oo""
T ,-.2N,!!-1
u,,*,
i: Y""'i r;zur\-n)qNt(n4)-6N2;
)
Tk
0t-n,
o=@t
,\

lro*t

r46

l-nr

( rrr.6 )

'
+
v'sK =Yt'#/"'tr-m) €Nth-3)-3N'1
y:+ = *(' r,.i#,

(z N,+ r)(r -

n

) qjzrv,

V,o
+t

)

(n

=V,rZo''roo*'

-:)-o,v,

.

Wrq"

w r,po = W rroZ o'*'*t o) no'*'

IPk

=

y(",*t)f

n)

,1,v,*r;tr-

qjN,+r)(n-z)-:(,v,+r)

,

pr

=

po2oN,*rs1or(u,*t)

oir rlM. t aatl grc'

L

L:oMlj.tlc"l
\'/L- -=

LE

Y;

Advection - dominated discs:

M = M.eE

f';

Mo=++

ur'{'t

r-Fo
" " - cralro'

T

{' ;

To

v's
v'

{' ;

*=

T_

=

V"o

Too

=

a)oo'rou,'

Vron conoror,

,sa

( rrr.7 )
W,,

)

w,*
P

\ = Po"2oa)or2rou,

I
T
r

Wr,w =Wrroo2oo)no'rou,'

r+.P-)

xn = LoZo
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L
__

o-

u"lu"lday]

ak

LE*LE

using Tables 1 and 2 ( Appendix 1 ), and from ( III.6 ) we obtain
the parameters of the disc for two regimes: Thompson's opacity and free-tofree tlansition.
To obtain the parameters of the advective disc we must define the
constants c2, ca . Using the equations

C0=c20)k:

h=unr'; h*=A)r2t

#=r,

we can find cr.

But the value of c, cannot be defined precisely, we can give an
appreciation only and taking into account physically and mathematically
conditions. To keep the slim disc formation

it is necessar y H

exceed r0-2 . But the disc is advective hot and tn"n
that is why we consider

H
r

-

H/,

r

doesn,t

is in maximum,

- r0-'

4. Comments
A comparison has been made between the standard and the
advective model of the accretion disc and as a result, the main parameters of
both discs in dimensionless quantities are obtained. we have used
hydrodynamical equations, as we have added the terms describing the
advection. The obtained solutions are self-similar.
The results (Appendix 2) lay down the field of action for the
second theory. They prove that the new advective theory can be used, while
the main advantage of the standard theory - the slim disc approximation,
remalns.

The presentation enables us to obtain the full approximation
solution for disc parameters at non-stationary accretion. Although the selfsimilar solution doesn't fit in accurately, it displays good quality estimation
for the physical processes in a given astrophysical disc.
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APPENDIX

1

Table No.L
Regime

A1

X.o

0

br

Cr

0

0

I

Xn

-1

J'J

0,

M/M.

f^,,r/R"

u

0,3

3

1

0,5

Table No.2
Regim

m

n

l,

?g

Xo

2/5

1,2

? 42)

I,376

Xrr

0,3

a

A2

I

l1

Nr

Nz

Qt

Qz

0,02

3,8

6,6

r/3

r/6

1

0

6,0

3tl

U7

2/7

03s
0,8

3,131

r,430

003
0,46

4

U1

Table No.3
C1

C3

l"

aa

a

&3

Y

Yr

LY,l

I

10*

-5 ??

1,5

-0,66

008

-

1

7,46.70'
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Table No.4

It/)r.

)nDr.

511,r5

150,00

0,01

leXDk

lgDl2"a

A

2,71

2,IB

0,8
0,08

14,99

0,1

I,51

1,18

7,47

0,2

1,15

0,87

0,07

4,94

0,3

0,89

0,69

0,05

4,96

3,64

0,4

0,70

0,56

0,04

3,49

2,93

0,5

0,54

0,47

0,03

2,59

2,21

0,6

0,41

0,36

0,03

1,99
1 5'7

1,83

0,7

0,30

0,26

0,03

r,48
1,i8

0,8

0,19

0,77

0,03

r,25

0,9

0,10

0,07

0,03

1,00

1,00

1,0

0,00

0,00

0,03

Tr/Tr

T/Tu6

IgT/Tp

IgT/Tu6

A
0.8
0,08
0,07

14,18
1,73

A=10-2

2D^n

Table No.5
TrlTr.
6445,6

10"

0,01

?Rl

r02.r4

r0'

0,1

2,01

4,00
2,00

)q

?n

25.00

0,2

r,41

1,40

6.14

11.11

0,83

r.04

0,05

4.36

6,25

0,64

4.00

0.80
0,60
0,44

0,04

3,09

0,3
0.4
0,5

A=10-2

2,78

l,B2

2.04

t,46

1,56

1.20
1,00

0,6
0,J

0.49

0,3J

L.ZJ

0,8
0.9

0.26
0,17
0,08

1,00

1,0

0,00

0,31

0,19
0,09
0,00

0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03
0.03
.0,03
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Table No.6

v.t /vro V.t7V.r
80,03
10,07

54n
2,60
2,09

r.76
A=10-2

1,53

V/V.ua
t0'

0,01

10

0,1

5,00

0.2
0.3

2,50
2,00

lgV/V,r,

lgVo/Vuu6

A

1,90
1.00
0.73
0,41

2,00

0,8
0.08
0,07
0,05

0.4

0.32

o5

0,24
0,18

L,67

0,6

r.43

0,'7

1)1

t,25

1,10

1.11

0.8
0,9

1,00

1,00

1,0

0,13
0,08

0.04
0,00

1.00

0,70

fi\)
0,40
0.30
0,22
0.15

0.10
0,04
0,00

0,04
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03

Table No.7

w.qrlw.q

w.qn v.q

lgW.rAV.

W.a/W.quo

lgW.y'W

k
3,3 . 100

r.4999.r0'

0,01

6,52

3301.0

0.1

?5'

6,18
3,18

2.61

)

|'74

2r.62

1498.3
186,84
54,90
22,78

10,80

11 '74

6,04

6,30

4II.5l
52,13

A=10-2

?6?

t52

o)
'

)'7

0,3

r.12

0.4

I.JJ

r,38

0,5
0,6

1.03

t,07

2.30

)?1

1.50
1.00

r,46

0.7
0,8
0,9

1,00

1,0

A

ad

0,78

0,80

0.s6
0,36

0,57
0,36

0.18

0,00

0.16
0.00

0,8
0,08
0,07
0"05
0,04
0.03
0,03
0,03
0.03
0,03
0,03

Table No.S
PrlPr.

Pn/Pr

PPua

b

lgP/P1

lgPlPu6

4,09.10"
3,25.10'

1,4999.ta"

0,01

10,61

10,18

0,8

1,4993,1O',

0,1

5,51

51R

0,08

9453,30

4671,00

0,2

3,98

?41

0,07

9.',7

A=10-2

A

743,48

6,

0,3

)

2,J8

0,05

161,85

142,39

0.4

2.21

) 1\

0,04

49,r0

46.96

0,5

1,69

1.,67

0,03

18,31

r7.50

0,6

L,26

1,24

0,03

7,84
3,90

7,63

0,7

0,88

0,03

5,61

0,8

0,89
0,59

0,56

0,03

1,88.

1,80

0,9

0,27

nr5

0,03

1,00

1,00

1,0

0,00

0,00

0,03

lgrhu6

A

2.t8

0,8
0,08

Table No.9

Ta/xy

{tlry

5t7.r5

150,00
14,19
1.41

JL,IJ
14,18

r,07
1,07

1,06
A=10-2

tlxug

1,05

r,04
1,03

r.02
1,00

4,94
3,64

E
0.01

lgr/ry
)'7

1

0,1

1,51

0.2
0,3

1,15

0.4

2.93
) )'7

0,5
0,6

1,83
1,48
1,18
1.00

0,7
0,8
0,9
1,0

1,18
0,87

0,07

0.69
0.56

0,05

0,47

0,03
0,03

0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03

0,36

0,02
0,02

0.r7

0,01
0,01

0,07
0,00

0.26

0,04

0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03

r53

Table No.10
(Xr.,Do)".10'2
1

'1,)

0,61

0.40
0.28

0.22
0.17

0,r4
o.72
0,10
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(Xr.,Do)n 10-o
9.30
3.62
1,85
1.10
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>udDu
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0.5s
0,51
0,47
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POSSIBILITIES FOR APPLYING
PHASE.MANIPULATED COMPLEMENTARY SIGNALS
IN SPACECRAFT.BASED RADARS
Borislav Bedzhev
N at io nal M ilit ary U niv e r s ity, Art ill e ry D e p artm ent,
Air-Defence and Communication and Information Systems
Abstracl
In spacecrafi-based radar systems, high-quality images of the planet, satellite, and
comet surface are obtained using the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) method. Moreover, to
provide both wide performance range and great distance resolution, complex radar signals
with inner pulse modulation are applied.
Currently, space SARs use mostly linear frequency modulation (LFM) signals.
However, alongside with their positive features, they also possess some disadvantages. At
the same time, in the recent dozen years or so, signals with internal pulse phase
manipulation (PM) became widely applied.
The results of the paper may be summarized as follows:
l. A mathematical method for synthesizing a new class of PM signals called
generalized complementary signals (GCS), whose ACF features close-to zero side lobe
level has been developed.
2. Through computer simulation of radiolocation systems with inverse synthesized
aperture, the applicability of GCS in prospective spacecrajl-based radar systems has been
proyen.

l.Introduction.
As it is known [1], in spacecraft-based radar systems, the method of
synthetic aperture is widely used in order to obtain high-quality images of
planet, satellite and comet surfaces. In this process, complox radar signals
with inner pulse modulation are applied because they provide both wide
performance range and great distance resolution.
The most important feature of the autocolrelation function (ACF) of
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) signals is the level of their side lobes,
because they determine the dynamic range of the image and the possibility
to identify small objects. At present, in spacecraft-based radars, signals with
linear frequency modulation are widely applied. They were proposed fifty
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years ago, but despite their positive qualities, they have some disadvantages
as well, such as a relatively high level of ACF's side lobes and compiex
generating and processing hardware l2l. In this regard, it should be
emphasized that, recently, signals with inner pulse phase manipulation (pM)
have found wide application in wireless communications. For instance, pM
signalling is the basis of the so-called "Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum"
techniques [3]. As a result, the pM signal generating and piocessing
hardware has improved drastically.
In view of the above-mentioned facts, this paper aims:
- to suggest mathematical methods for synthesis of a new class of
PM signals, named generalized compiementary signals, featuring ACF with
close-to-zero level of the side lobes;
- to illustrate the advantages of the usage of generalized
complementary signals in prospective SARs.
2. Method of phase manipulated complementary signals synthesis
It is known l4l, that PM (or DS-ss) signals represent sequences of n
equivalent elementary pulses which are described by:

(1)

v(t) =

_l.i_

LU

,.uo(t -t,).cos[a4.G

-t j) + e jl,

J=l

-

U

,

where:
are the amplitudes of the elementary pulses;

- a4 = 2nf o;

fi
u^ft)={f
--u\-/

is the carrier frequency;

if

o1t1ro
|' o,r/ t10,ort)To

To simplify the practical accomplishment of the complex process of
PM signal receiving, the following limitations in formula (1) are made [ 3,
4l:

- to=Const; U i =Uo=const; j =I,2,...,n;
- 0i e {(2td) I m; I = 0,7,...,m-l}
In this case, the PM signal can be described as a sequence of
.

complex amplitudes of elementary signals [4]:
-IV (t) =
Lu r.((il.uo(t - r ,) ,
"/=l

where {((i)}'l=L is the ser of complex ampritudes of the erementary pulses
and the elements of the set are the m-th roots of the unity:

(2) ((j)e {exp(2nil /m);I = 0,1,..., m-I}.
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It is known that complementary series are a parr of two special PM
signals, whose aggregated non-periodical auto-correlation function (ACF)
resembles a delta pulse. The classical Golay's definition of the
complementary series [5] is:
Definition L: The sequences {lr(j)}'l=L, {ry(il}'l=], consisting of n

elements

with
-l:
values
+I
and
p(j)e {-1,+1}; ryQ)e {-1,+1};j=0,1,...,n-1, are called pair of

complementary series, if:

(3)

R"

(ft) = Rt,(k) + Rr(k) =

{

2n;

ft=O

[0;k = +I,!2,..,+(n-l)
In (3), the non-periodical ACFs Rt,&) u Rr(k) are defined by the

well known formula 13,41:
r-t-ltl

(4)

or(n)=

ZE(i)E-(;*ltl)
j=0

{

rt-l-k

Zs*0)s0

*r,),

-ot-1)<ft <o

0<k3x-I

.l=0

Here, the symbol "*" means a complex conjugation. The above
definition of complementary series will be clarified in Fig. 1 by an example
of sequences of code-length n=10:

A0)=-\Al)=-\,t42)=-\,t43)=.\td4)=-LAn=L,4A=-\N)=1,t48)=\/49)=+
{0)=l\dl)=-\ryQ)=1.rtr3)=-\rl4)=-Lrl6)=-\ri;A=\rA=\r1/:8)=-\49)=-1.
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Cude sequence 1 autoconelation function
10

-10

-8

-6-4-28246

10

Code sequence 2 autocorrelation function
1D

-1[

-8

-E

-4-20246

10

Aggregated autoconelation function
20

t3
1U

5
0

-10-B-E-4-2D246810
Fig.l. Autocorrelation functions of complementary
withn = 10 elements.

sequences

The complementary series are unique among all PM signals for the
following features:
- their aggregated ACF has an ideal shape resembling a delta pulse;
- if a pair of complementary series, consisting of n elements, is
known, then it is easy to create an infinite set of pairs with unlimited codelength.
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With respect to the second feature, it is necessary to emphasize that
most PM type signals with close to ideal ACF have limited code-length. For
instance, Barker codes exist only for n /-13 , if n is an odd integer.
In the original Golay's paper, two theorems are proved [5], which
show the way we can obtain derivative complementary series with codelength 2nl if two pairs of code-length n and r are known, The theorems are
similar and in order to simplify the explanation, they will be combined as
follows.
Theorem I (Golay's Theorem): If the two pairs of complementary
series A = {p(j)}}=i, n = {rt(D}"i=|, ; and C = {€(D}'i=f,, D = {( (il}'i=lo of
code-length n and r respectively, are known, then the derivative pairs of
sequences:

(5a)

K = {6 Q).A,

t

6 (1).A,...,

{ (r

-

I).A, ( (0).8, ( (D.n,..., ( (r

- 1).8} ;
= {((r -7).A, ((r - 2).A,...,((0).A,-((r -1).8,-((r -2).8,...,-4Q).8};
(sb)

M

= {€ (0).A, ( (0).8, t Q).e, ( (7).8,..., ( (r - 1).A, ( (r - I).8} ;
W = {( (r - I).A,- ( (r - 7).8, ( (r - 2).A,- € (r - 2).8,..., ( (0).A,- t Q).8} ;
are complementary sequences of code-length 2nr.
Complementary series of code-length n = 2,10,26 are known at
present. Using them and Golay's theorem makes it possible to create infinite
number of complementary series of code-lengths:

(6) n-2".70".26".
It is necessary to

emphasize

that Golay's definition

of

complementary codes is not useful in some important cases. This situation
has motivated some theoreticians like Tseng, Liu, Suehiro, Ignatov | 6, 7,
81, to extend the classical definition. Namely, they have proposed the socalled "generalized complementary codes" which constitute a set of p
elements (PM signals), the aggregate ACF of all sequences having an ideal
shape resembling a delta pulse. Consequently, Golay's codes are a particular
case of Tseng-Liu codes, where p=2. Now it ought to be seen, that:
- the PM generating hardware is drastically enhanced;
- the binary phase modulation isn't appropriate quite often, because
it restricts the rate of information translation andlor the possible variants in
the process of developing communication devices.
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With regard to this, in the next part of the paper, we shall "coffect"
Definition 1 as follows.
Definition 2: The set of p sequences (PM signals), whose elements
are complex numbers, belonging to the multiplicative group of the mih (

m>2)

roots of unity:

o\

{€,(i)}l!i;a, = {€,(il}'15':...tAo = {€,{i)}}'=i'};
|n(il e {exp(2nil I m);l = 0,I,...,m0 -I};k = 1,2,..., p.
{A, =

are a set of generalized complementary codes (sequences)

if and only
their aggregate ACF has the ideal shape, resembling a delta pulse:
,) = iR^ (r) =)'=nr+n2+ "'+nPi

if

if

r =o;

[ 0; if

r =1,2,...,max{no}.
This definition will be illustlated by the following so-far-unknown
complementary codes (m = 4 rn (2), p = 2):

-ot

(e)

{P(il}3=, = {1,i,U; trtj)}l=o = {1,1,-1}

;

{p(i)}}=, = {-i,i,\,lJ}; {rt(il}}=o = {1,1,-1,1- l}.
Now we shall see whether it is possible to create sets of
complementary sequences of unlimited code-length, using some initial sets
of complementary sequences of short code-length. In order to reach this
goal, we shall prove a theorem, whose particular case is Golay's theorem.
It should be emphasized that a common theorem couldn't be
developed based on Theorem 1, because the method of Golay, Tseng and
Liu is not applicable for the situation of generalized complementary codes,
according to Definition 2. Therefore, we shall use a new algebraic method
[9]. At the beginning, we shall introduce some terms, used in the common
theorem.

Definition 3: The matrix

H r,o =

{hu,@)};k =I,2,...,q;l =1,2,...,p
will be called generalized column orthogonal matrix, if:
q'

ci=const' if i=s;
(10) Lrr,,Q).hi,,,(r.)=]^
',t.".
's\--' [0, If i*s;i=I,2,..,,pis=1,2,...,p
k=t
The entries

of the matrix Hr,o in (10) are polynomials

with

equivalent maximal power of x in each column: degho,,(x) = ri -I.
It is easy to see that the column orthogonal matrices satisfy the
equation:
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(H\T

.H =

crO0
0rr0
0 0

co

Here:

- the superscript "T" means "changing the places of the rows and
columns";
- the subscripts are omitted in order to simplify the expression.
Examples of the matrix F1 when degh,,o(x) = 0 are:

I
[1
t"tl

111ro 1

,. ,'l,lI
l1 o)'
a]

co 1

Ll 1

Ll

1

,i.e.,where:

a=-!*if;

a)

,'=-!-iJ3
22 .l+at+a'=0.
Now we are able to prove the following common theorem.
Theorem 2: Let H o,o be generalized orthogonal column matrtx, and

Iet

{Ar, = {€00)}:r=;',-...r,n-,}oo=,

be

a

set of generalized complementary

sequences, Then the set:
(1 1)

is a set of generalized complementary codes, too. Here, multiplications in

(ll)mean:

(12)

hu.Ao =

( u Q).A., (,j (I).An,...., ( y Q, -

1).A0,

tt.

itrl

(r(r,

-11.x"' + (u(r, -2).x',-t +..,+ (u{t).*+ (uQ) .
Proof: The proof will be made using the so-called creative functions
method [10]. According to this method, the ACF of the PM signal will be
presented by the following polynomial:
ha@) =

(14)

761

P(x) = F(x).F * (x-') = RKG@- l));-<'-tr + Rrr(-(n-2)).ga-u +... + Rr, (0) +

+..,+ RK(n-2).x"-2 + Rrr(n-L).x''-'

-

ioo&).xo

1a=_(n-1)

H"r"'

(15)

F(x) = (("-I).x''-' + ((n-2).r'-' +...+ ((I).x+ Se) ,
is the polynomial, corresponding to the sequence {((il}",L of complex
amplitudes of the elementary pulses of the PM signal, Ro&) are the ACF
values and F * (x-t
(16)

)

is the polynomial:

F*(r-t)

= (*(n-l).a-('-u +(*(n-2).;(u-21 +...+(x11).x-1 + ((0).
Applying (14)-(16) in (11) yields:

(r7)

R,(")=

t?

P

Y
L hr((x

)

L=l

qp

_
-

\-\L.L
i--1

j
hr( x' )h;
tn]((xL -tl
fl;

>r; (x-'" 7.*-

LF"
|

.

fh
k=l

i=I
'j-*nj
t'j-*
nj-*
f h,,_
I L;;
htjX,-0'
ohi,

r

r; - r *\

r2n21'+ r1 -

(

"n'+

tr
-* i-*

.

-t)

1rt
1

oj ("-' | =

'

*'! ri -'"''
A, (x) Aj

J

-t
-- (, )

I

-t

It Iis easy tossee
1

>>rr(x"j)hi1x-"t

SA (*).e,(ra )=

f

o,@).Aj(,

'E

h,,(x",)hi,@-''r ; =

-')+
0,

762

*

.t,

because:

lhu{x"').hi1_01*-"'-')=0,Zh,i-n(rn'o).hr1x-"' )=0, according to
i=1

i=I

(10).

The last equations show that

in (11), condition (8) is

satisfied.

Hence, set (11) is a set of generalized complementary sequences.
Theorem 2 reduces the problem for synthesis of compiementary
sequences to two steps: first, finding an arbitrary "initial" complementary
set {Ao}oo* and, second, constructing an appropriate "creative" matrix

initial sets, it is enough
to concentrate our efforts on solving the second problem. With regard to
this, it is easy to verify that the following matrices H(x) satisfy condition
H o,r. As the above-shown sets (9) are appropriate

(10) [e]:

f a,(r' ):8" (x') I
f B,(r'"):
(18) H(x)=le,;'u'r-'u,(*'))'
H(x)=lo

B"(x'")1

a;(*" );-*' Efur') .]'

where:

(19)

Bo@) =

(o? -l).y"('-t)

+

(n?

-2).a"Q-z) +...+ (r,(I).x" + (o(0),

(20) Ei,e-\ = C,e-1).1-"('-t; + il,? -Z).76-n(r-21 + ...+ il\.x-n + ilQ)
and

{(o(j)};=l;k=I,2 is an arbitrary

,

set of generalized complementary

r

and p=).
(11),
proven in the paper, will be illustrated by two
Construction
examples, where sets (9) of generalized complementary series, will be used.
Let the first one be as follows:
A, = B, = {p( j)}i=o = {1,l,1}; A, = B, = {rtU)}i--o = {1,1,-U .
Applying the construction of Theorem 2, the derivative set of
generalized complementary series of length 2.n.r = 2.3.3 = 18 is obtained:
sequences of length

K = {I,i,l,i,-l,i,l,i,\,U,-I,I,I,-I,-1,-1,1}; 7 = {-1,-i -1,1,i,1,7,i,1,-1,-l,l,i,i,-i,-I,In the second example, the sets of generalized complementary series:

A, = Bt = Ut(j)\oi=o = {-i, i,l,l,l}; A, = B, ={rtU)}1=o = {\,i,-l,l- i}
are used to develop a set of generalized complementary series of length
2.n.r = 2.5.5 = 50 . The complex parts of the initial and derivative sequences
are shown rnFig.2 and Fig. 3, respectively.
1
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I
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i
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-4-3-2.1012315

-1
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(b)

Fig.2. Real (a) and imaginary (b) components

of the autocorrelation
functions of complementary sequences with n = 5 elements and m 4.
=
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Aggregaled autoc0relation function
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,/i

rl

function
i

-i-

-1

0

-50 .40

.30

(a)

Fig.3. Real (a) and imaginary (b) components

0

(b)

of the autocorrelation

functions of complementary sequences with n = 50 elements and m = 4.
3. Possibilities for applying phase-manipulated complementary
signals in spacecraft-based radars
The possible advantages of applying sets of generalrzed
complementary sequences are verified by computer experiments. The
operation of a radar using the method of inverse synthetic aperture in the
process of target identification is simulated.
The experiments are based on the geometrical model, proven in [11].
It is assumed that the object is radiated by a pulse sequence of pulse
duration T, repeat period T e and carrier fi'equency f o. During the
experiments, the impact of the type of the inner pulse phase modulation on
the quality of the object image is examined. Namely, the puises of the radar
transmitter are described bv the followins formula:
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(21)

u(t) =U oexP{ilatt +blT + Qol} ,
where Uo is the amplitude of the carrier frequency, co = 2do - the angle
frequency; rpo - the initial phase, and the parameter b determines the type of
phase modulation. For instance, in the case of phase modulation with 13element Barker code, the parameter b assumes the values:

0
1
0
(22) tu - I
0
|
0

,
,
,
,
,
,
,

t

=l,5to;

t=6,7toi
t =8,9r0;
t =l}to:'

t =LIro;
t =I2to;

t=I3to,

where ro is the duration of the elementary pulses (chips).
The trajectory parameters are:
- the object velocity V = 4001m/ sl;
- the course parameter a = lT lradl;

- the measure of the object

space

grid cells LX =0.6lml;

LY =0.6lml;
- the initial coordinates of the object xo = 0 fml; yo = 5.104 lml .
The parameters of the radiated pulse sequence are:
- the duration of an PM radiated pulse (in the case of Barker code,
phase modulation) T = 5,2.10-8 [s] ;
- the duration of an elementary pulse (chip) To = 4.10-e [s]
- the carrier frequency ,f = 1010 lHzl;
- the number of pulses reflected from the object

N,

In the case of modulation with complementary

codes, the following

= 500.

sequences are applied:

(23)

{p(j)}',=o = {+1,+1,+1,-1,+1,+1,-1,+1}

{rt Q)}',=o
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;

-

{+ 1,+1,+1,-1,-1,-I,+1,- U

.

;

In the odd periods, the first sequence is used, and in the even periods, the
second one. The duration of each sequence ("concatenated" pulse) is
T = 3,2.10-7 lsl .
In Fig. 4-7 , the numerical results of the experiments with models of
the aircrafts Boeing-707 (Fig.4), Falcon-2000 (Fig,5), MiG-29 (Fig.6) and
MiG-35 (Fig.7) are shown.
Barcer's code

Cocle sesuence

1

110
10
100

00
90
90
80

80
70
70
60
60

210 22D 230 2AO 250

2to

268

228 2fi

Cocle sec;uence 2

110

100

100

s0

90

80

80

70

70

60

60

240

238

250

260

(c)

Fig. 4. Numerical

268

Final code sequence

110

210 220

240 250
(b)

(a)

240

230

250

260

Gl)

results

of

the experiments with model

of

the aircraft

Boeing-707.
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Barcel's code

Code secluence

1

120
110
110
100
100
90

90
80

70

60

228 230 240 250

260

(b)
Final code sequence

90

BO

70

60

210 220 230 240
4u 250
zru 2bu
260

(c)

21O 220 2T

248 2fi
Gt)

2ffi

Fig. 5. Numerical results of the experiments with model of the aircraft
Faicon-2000
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.

Barcer's code

Cocle sequence

1

80
70
70
60
60
50
50
40
40

30
30
2E

20

210 2n

230 24D 25D 260

27D

21D 2n

Code sequence 2
70

60

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

2n 2$ 248 2$ 260 27O
(c)

270

Final cocle sequence

70

21O

230 240 250 260
(b)

(a)

210 220 2gE 240 zEO O

27O

Gl)

Fig.6. Numerical results of the experiments with model of the airc':raft
MiG-29.
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Barcer's code

Cocle sequence

1

210 220 230 24D 250

2EO

(h)

Code sequence 2

218 220 230 240 258

Final code sequence

210 220 2fi

260

248 250

260

(c)
(cl)
Fig.7. Numerical results of the experiments with model of the afucraft

Mic-35.
On the basis of the experimental results, it is easy to see that:
1) If sequences (23) are applied separately, the structural noise is
bigger than the noise in the case of modulation with Barker's codes (Fig.
4a,b,c - Fig. 7a,b,c).
2) sequences (23) are applied together (in "aggregate"), the

If

structural noise decreases practically to zero, which results in ideal shape of
- Fig. 7d).

the ACF (Fig. ad

4. Conclusions
From everything stated above,

it

can be easily seen that Theorem 2

generalizes Golay's [5], Liu's, Tseng's, Suehiro's and Ignatov's
constructions [6, 7, 8]. This was revealed upon investigating the common
case where the phase of the PM signals can take m> 2 values. As a result,

t70

Theorem 2 construction accelerates the process of synthesis of
complementary series with unlimited code-length 2'.n" .ru using
complementary series with short lengths n and r. The advantages in the
design of modern communication devices are also increased because
systems with PM signals with modulated phase according to a set of
generalized complementary series make effective use of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
Having in mind the above-mentioned positive features, the
construction for synthesis of complementary series proven in the paper
couid be used successfully in prospective spacecraft-based radar systems,
where PM signals allow enhancing of the ranging distance without loosing
measursment accuracy and target resolution.
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Bb3MO}KHOCTI,I 3A I,I3IIOJI3BAHE HA @A3OBO
MAIII4IIYJII4PAHI{ KOMIINEMEHTAPHI4 CI,ITHAJIII B
K O C MI4qE C KI4 TE P ANI4 O JI OKAUI4OHHII CI4 C TE MI4
Eopucn ae /Iopdauoe Bedtrcee

B panr4onoKarluoHHr.rre cktcreMv (PJIC), 6asupauu Ha KocMrurqecKrr
ailapaTtr,3a nolyqaBaHe Ha BHcoKoKaqecrBeHIz I43o6paxeHLrt Ha rroBbpxHocTTa Ha
IIJIAHCTPITC, CIIbTHAIIHTE H KOMETI{TC, IIIUPOKO CC NPIIJIAIA METOAbT HA
r43KycrBeHara cr{Hre3}rpaHa arreprypa (Synthetic Aperture Radar - SAR). flpz rona
3a eAHOBpeMeHHOTO peanr43r4paHe Ha ror.rM panr4yc na \efi,cTFue vr Ha BrrcoKa

pa3AenI4TeJIHa

cnoco6Hocr rlo

pa3crorHr.re

ce

rr3rroJr3Bar

cJroN(Ht4

paAr4onoKarl[4oHkrpr Ql'ilHarfii c BbTpeuHo vMnyJrcHa MoAynallr4rr.
Ha uacroxrqnfl. erar' B I(ocMvqecKr{Te SAR ocHoBHo rrpt4rroxeHrre HaMprpar

cafHaJII4Te c nllHeftHa qecrorHa MoAynallur

cr{fHaJrr4re

c

rflx c

(nr{M). Btnperz rroJroxr4reJrHrrre

LrM

xapaKTepHlr r{ HrKor{ HeAocrarbrlu. B cbrqoro BpeMe
Br,rperxHo HMnyncHa $a:ona Ma:Hvnyra\plx (oM) HaMepnxa [pe3

cBofrcrBa, 3a

no cII eAHr{Te Ae c eT f oArrHu u3KrroqzTeJrHo rxr4p oKo pa3rrpocTp aHeHr{e.

llpe4nz4 Ha

v3Jro)KeHr4Te QaKTr.{,

B Hacrofqara crarnfl. ca

uonyrreHu

cne.4Hure pe3ynTaT}{.

1. Pa:pa6oreH e MareMarr4qecKrr MeroA 3a cI{HTe3 Ha HoB Knac OM
carHaJrrr, HapeqeHr4 o6o6rqeuz KoMrrJreMeHTapHH cvrlr,arv (OKC), rrr4rro AKO
I{Ma CTpaHIrtfkIn nvrcTkl c npaKTI4r{ecKII HyJreBo HIIBO.

2. rlpez KoMnrorr,pHr4 cr{Mynarlvu Ha pa6orara r{a PIIC c

r{HBepcHa

cl4HresvpaHa aneprypa e o6ocHoBaHa npvnoxrzMocrra Ha OKC s [epcneKrrrBHr4re
PJIC c KocMurrecKo 6asr.rpaHe.
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NEW BOOKS
AEROSPACE METHODS IN ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES

In the end of 2003, the Prof. Marin Drinov Publishing House issued
Part 1 of the Book AEROSPACE TECHNIQUES IN ECOLOGY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES by Dipl. Eng. Garo Mardirossian, DSc.
The book reveals the potentials and application of aerospace techniques and
instrumentation in solving one of the essential problems of modern
mankind, namely, ecological and environmental studies. Part 1 of the book,
entitled TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR REMOTE
AEROSPACE STUDIES OF THE EARTH is dedicated to the techniques
and instrumentation used to acquire data and information by remote sensing
of the Earth on board of aerospacecraft.
Aerospace studies and their major trends are considered, emphasis
being placed on the physical methods of remote aerospace studies of the
Earth frorn space; various earth orbits are described, in particular, those used
in remote sensing. Attention is focused on remote sensing techniques and

on board of both automatic and manned
aerospacecraft. Consideration is given to visual studies from an earth orbit,
optimal continuous monitoring space complexes, and complex synchronous
aerospace experiments.
The author, who is Senior Researcher in the Department of Remote
Sensing of the Earth at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, is a well-known
expert in the field of techniques and instrumentation used in studying the
Earth's ecological problems. The book presents the results from his long
career as researcher and lecturer. The book is based on the lectures delivered
by the author at various educational stages in the Department of Earth and
Environmental Sciences at the New Bulgarian University, where he was a
co-founder of the programs "Aerospace Techniques in Ecology and
Environment". The book presented here is the logical continuation and
further development of the three previously published books by the author:
"Combating Ecological Catastrophes from Space", 7993,
"Ecocatastrophes", 1995, and "Natural Ecocatastrophes and Their Remote
Aerospace Study", 1999.
The book is easy to read and provides a valuable information source.
It is intended for a broad readers' audience: researchers, specialists, and
instrumentation used

students working in the field of ecology, preservation of environment, the
of Earth sciences (geography, geophysics, geology,
hydrology, meteorology etc.), aviation and aeronautics, military stafi civil
protection experts etc.
Prof. Dipl. Eng. Nikolay Georgiev, DSc

overall complex

Mardirossian, G. Aerospace Techniques in Ecology and Environmental
Studies. Prof. Marin Drinov Publishing House, Sofia, 2003,208 p.

INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS
The Aerospace Research in Bulgaria series publishes original articles in the theoretical and
applied fi eld of space and aviation science and practice,

Conditions:
Articles shall be submitted in duplicate in English. Bulgarian authors shall also supply

o
o
o

Bulgarian version for verification of translation.
Each article shall be accompaniedby a diskette or a CD containing text and figures.
Manuscripts (including tables and references) shall not exceed 15 standard pages (1800
symbols per page, spaces included) written on font "Times New Roman", font size 12,

o
r
o
o

Each article shall have an abstract (up to 15 lines) in English and Bulgarian.
The submitted articles shall not be published, nor submitted for publication elsewhere.
Measurementunits shall complywiththe SI.
Authors shall be asked to proof-read their articles once within a term to be specified by the

standardgfflrceformatA4withmargins:top 8.2cm,boltom 2cm, leftandright 4cm.

publisher.

I

luyout,

o

Title page. The first page ofthe article shall indicate the title ofthe article (in bold, capital
letters), the author(s) full name(s), and affiliation (in Italics, small letters).
Abstract The English abstract shall precede the article. It shall be written on font "Times
New Roman", font size 10, Italics. The Bulgarian abstract shall come in the end of the
article. It shall be written on font "Times New Roman", font size 1 2.

o

c

References. They shall be indicated in the text by placing the appropriate number in
parentheses, e.g. [ 1]. The list references shall be printed in the end of the article, before the
Bulgarian abstract, ananged chronologically by their order of reference throughout the

text. The name(s) of the author(s) shall be double-spaced, the first author's name being
invertedl The title of the article shall be followed by the title of the joumal (collection),
volume, year of publication, issue number, and pages cited. The titles of the monographs
shall be followed by the name ofthe city, year ofpublication, andnumber ofpages.
a

o Example:
o Krustanov L.,K. Serafimov.Proc.BAS,XX,I974.YoL2,p.29.
o Nestorov G.PhysicsoftheLowlonosphere. S.,BAS, 1969,p.63.
Address: Authors may submittheir articles inperson or sendthemto the following address:

Editorial Board
Aerospace Research in Bulgaria
Space Research Institute
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
6, Moskovska St., 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
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ISSN 086trj1432
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34. ABTOPI,ITE

B nope4r.rqara ttAeporcocuu.recKu I{3cJIeABaHuq B Errrapur" ce ny6nr,rrynar opLrtrtualruLr c'tarrvrl
s o6racrra ]JareopuflTall rlpuJloxeHrrero Ha KocMuqecKarav aBva\rloHlJaraHayl{a H npaKTLIKa.
YcJronuq:

o

er3eMnnxpa na auruuftcru e3rrK, Erlrapcrure aBTopv flpeAcraBtr
npoBepxa Ha rrpeBoAa.
Bcsra craruxtpx6ra Aa ce flpllApyrr(aBa or Al,rcKera unu CD, cr4rpxarqa/o reKcra r{ Qurypllre.
Mareplrarure (rrnrovurenno ra6nuqzre h nilTeparypara) tpx6na pa 6r4ar n pa3Mep Ao
15 cran4aprnu crpaHr.rrlfl (1800 euaxa Ha crpaur,rrla, Karo ce orqurar Ir npzBHUTe lonera) B rxpuQT
"Times New Roman", 72 nytx'ra, craHAapreg oQuc Qoprlar 44 c nonera: rope 8.2-cu, potty 2 ctt,

v

o
o

Craruvre ce flpeAcraBrr

Bapva:aT na

6urapcrz

B ABa

e3I4K 3a

n.sso fi.{scHo 4 cN{.

o
o

Bcsxa ctarut'tpx6na.qa IrMa pe3roMe (ao 15 pega) ua anuruicru u ua 6rnrapcrv

Apyro Mscro.
o Mepnure eAuHI{qu rpxlsa ga 6r,qar n cprcreMaraCI4.

r

e391K.

flpe4craneHLrrecra'rrlvnerpx6na gacany6rtuxy*anuvlrvtAacalpeAcraBeul43auy6nunyraueHa

Anropzre tpx6ta ga HarIpaBtrT eAIIH KoHTpoJIeH rtpotlr,tT

Ha

reKcra B cpoK, onpeAenen or

I,I3IATEN-'I.

Oi[opruleuue:

o

3aameua cmpaHu4d. Ha nrprara crpaHrrrla ce r43[r{cBa 3anraBrrero Ha crartrflTa (B qepHo, c
rnanuu 6ynnu), rltJrHoro
ulvlel:rra Ha aBTopa/LITe, v Mecropa6oraravLyluu (n rypcun, c MaJrKtr 6yrtnr'r).
o Pezmtte. PesrcN.fero na aHuuficrr.r e3rrK ce rrocraBt B HaqaJroro Ha crawrr'ra. To rpx6na 4a 6t4e
HanucaHo ua

rtlpzQr

"Times New Roman", 10 nynrra, B Kypcr4B. Pegrorr.rero Ha 6bflfapcKll e3HK ce rlocraBt B Kpa{ Ha
crarilrra. To rpx6na 4a
6rge Hanvcano na urpu(fr "Times New Roman", 12 uynxra.
o Jlumepamypa. L\urupauara Jlilreparypa ce yKffiBa B reKcra c HoMepa, cr,orBercrBaur Ha peAa Ha
z:6pornanero fi, nocraneu B cpeAHu cr<o6u, uaup. [1]. Cnzcrxtr Ha r.r3rloJr3BaHara nl.rreparypa ce
nocTaB_f, B Kpat Ha cTaTilfrTa, rrpeArl pe3rcMeTo Ha obJlrapcKr{ e3I,IK, HanltcaH B xpoHonorllqecKlrt peA
Ha r43[oJr3BaHero My B craruflTa.Llueroluara na anropa,/zre ce It3[LIcBar c 4nofinapaspeAKa, Karo
uMero Ha rr:bpBr4{ aBTop e r o6pareH peA. Crea 3arnaBllero Hacrurr4frTacevt:.nucBa 3arJlaBl4ero Ha
cnncaHuero (c6opuura), HoMepa Ha roMa, roArrHara na ny6nzxynaHe, HoMepa Ha KHI{xKara r.I
HOMepaTa H|rJu.rvpa[rr'te cTpaHarlu. 3a rraonorpaQurr cJIeA 3aDraBI4eTO Ce IIOCOIIBa rrMeTO Ha rpaAa,
roArrHara na ny6nurynau e u 6p or, Ha crpaHI,IqI,ITe.

Ilpuuep:
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JI., K. C
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p a qp u lr o n.,{oxn. BAH,

XX,

197

4' rottr.2, c.29.

e f . @[guraHa HltcKara arMocSepa. C., EAH, 7969, c.63'

Agpec: Anroprrre MorarAa flpeAcraBrr crarr,rr4Tecurv']Horlilvnarr4u3fiparfr't
PeAar<quouna KoJIerI4t

"AeporocrrauuecKfi I43cneABaHlu n Etnrapux"
I4uwuryr 3a KocMIzqecKIr rr3cilenBatlus.

Ernrapcna ana4ellus. Ha HayKr{Te
J',lb 6, I000 CoQu.r, Ernrapur

yn."Mocroncra"

Ha cneAHI,It aApec:

